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Semper respectfully acknowledges that we stand on what 
always was, and always will be. Indigenous land. 
We acknowledge that the borders of Australian society not 
only reject Indigenous people, but also their tribal 
boundaries within this country. 
We acknowledge that the discrimination and genocidal 
practices that have been waged against Aboriginal people 
since white invasion continue still, and for this we are 
deeply sorry. 
We demand an end to all racism in Australia. 
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letters to the editor[s] 
: 
'Hello Semper people. 
My name is xtroydestroyx and I am a current student at UQ, Ipswich 
Campus. I recently picked up the latest issue of your magazine, Semper 
Primary. Inside this issue was a piece titled "getting the most out of 
your education". The part of this that I take issue with the most is the 
subject of <food>. 
To begin, the author was not named, so I can only refer to the author as 
the author. The author of this piece starts out by claiming, "If you've 
never voted for John Howard, and never signed a petition asking for a 
103» GST, then it is perfectly within your right, and fn fact is almost a 
responsibility, to steal 10% of all your purchases...especially food." The 
author also goes on to say that because uni students are the future, that, 
"it is pQTi^ciXy within your right, and in fact almost a responsibility to 
steal all of your purchases...especially food." 
The War on Toiionsm has killed al Icasl 30.000 people in 
AfghaiDSlaii with 10,000 civilian casualties. A lilUc more Uian 
3000 died in New York for Seplcmbcr 11. When is Busli going to 
.stop the body count - at 100,000 people slaughtered for 3000. 
Also, why didn't your paper cover the fact that "^^iQMQ anti-
globalisation protesters marched in Spain recently - possibly 
one of the biggest left wing marches the planet has ever seen. 
Says a lot about ^^ovn paper. 
Michael Dargaville • . •' 
ncwidca ljs.nK::'ya hop, co.iii. au 
Dear Michael. 
Sorry, our crystal ball broke and iinfortunalcly our clairvoyant 
skills just aren't up to scratcii. The protest in Spain happened 
Q\ie\- our first issue. Wc didn't receive an article from you 
about this topic: we think this says a lot about you^ 
eds. 
Why is it not mentioned then, that most of the food sources that you will need for survival have no GST on them such as fresh fruit 
and vegetables (which can be debated, GE and all). The argument that you are within your rights to steal 10% of your food falls flat 
here because, as I just stated, there is not a GST on most food sources that one needs for survival. However, I am not an advocate of 
the GST, and I am all for the stealing of food, but why is it that the author of this piece gives no real reason as to why one should 
steal food? Also, why does the author only list places where to get free food from? 
Something that I think would have helped to make this piece more than the fluff that it is was to include why it is that food is a 
commodity, and why people should start to change this view. Think about it for a second, why are you made to pay for something 
that will keep you alive? Why are companies such as Woolworths and Coles destroying thousands of dollars worth of food daily, simply 
because they can not sell it? Do you think that it is because it is not.consumable? Why didn't the author explain that you can get 
food from these places by a practice that is known as "dumpster diving"? These places are a great lOxxrcQ for food, however, they are 
becoming harder to find as the stores invest in security measures to stop people form acquiring their waste. 
Another thing that could also have been included is how to organise something similar to what organisations such as food not bombs 
are doing. This is a statement from the 
organisation food not bombs taken from their 
website, http://www.foodnotbombs.net/ Dear Enlhusiast, 
Hello! I'm the trcatoi of a wonderful physics-paper! Hov.' c.in yen help me to help 
you:" Would you like to interview me, oi pul my website in Semper Floreat? 
UNIFjED FIELD THEORY 
This equation was created on 18th Jar.2002 by Peter D Rodgers: 
Si i2 S(\ l i (2 • KlOiOj (-l.iii.ipsilotufUl-(.MIMjllMj ((Mi • Mi)rij))l)2 
S((Mi( 2)2 • 1< 2(|Oinj(2.pi.rpsil<,in.,||-2(i\li\ljHMiMi((Mi '^lj)iii))! 
• l(|Oi<.)i(4.|)i.i-psil(n:iii)r-(iMiMi)2(Mj (( \ l i • Mi)iij))2|) 
" ' M : ' •>••» -Mi../-..-., I ,1 - \ i : { : )) . ,|,2( 2 (diuuhd:) 1)2 - (hinihdn \ )^ 
Enjoy my physics-paper at http://unifiedficldthepry.bravep.a^es,com/UFT.htm 
Youjs sinceiely, 
Pelei D Rodgeis of Wesl End, lir-.sbaiie, Auslraha. 
email unified field-theoty •'•nivplace.tun.au 
Petei D Rodpp(s.>^holniail.com 
"Food Not Bombs is one of the fastest growing 
revolutionary movements active in North America 
today and is gaining momentum all over the world. 
There are over 175 autonomous chapters sharing 
vegetarian food v/ith hungry people and protesting 
war and poverty throughout the Americas, Europe 
and Australia. The first group was formed in 
Cambridge, Massachusetts in 1980 by anti-nuclear 
activists. Food Not Bombs is an all volunteer 
organisation dedicated to nonviolence. Food Not 
Bombs has no formal leaders and strives to include 
everyone in its decision making process. Each 
group recovers food that would otherwise be 
thrown out and makes fresh hot vegetarian meals 
that are served in city parks to anyone without 
, . . restriction. The groups also serve free vecetarian 
meals at protests and other events. The San Francisco Chapter has been arrested over 1,000 times in an effort to silence its protest 
against the Mayor's anti-homeless policies. Amnesty International states it may adopt those Food Not Bombs volunteers that are 
imprisoned as "Prisoners of Conscience" and will work for their unconditional release." 
Would it not serve the student, and wider community well to know about organisations such as these so that if thev feel that thev 
have the resources to do such a thing, can in fact start something like this in their own city, or community to helo out oeoole ess 
fortunate than themselves? Is this not what education should be about? ^nunuimy, lo neip out people less 
The issue of stealing food is not something that you can just write a humorous piece about it i«; a cprimic «cc..a fk n u •• ^ 
to have a whole article dedicated to in one of your future issues. I hope that t ^ c r i S a be oassed o tn ^h'. ^ , f ^ ^ V r " " ' ' 
piece and that they can take something from this. I also hope that this piece can be pubLed as a Sunte^V™ln^"l T h ^ ^"^ 
presented by the author of the piece in question. ^ ^ ^ ' '°""^^' argument to the one 
Thank you for your time, and hope to see some debate sparked by this letter. 
Troy Destroy <xtroydestroyx@minorthreat.com> 
V 
jthank you for ail correspondence'rereived I 
editorial 
Borderline indeed. 
We have all had a slight dose of the second issue blues. Perhaps it was the theme that almost took us 
over the edge; perhaps it was the fact that we were not at Woomera. We had a van, six cartons of beer 
(that we just can't get rid of) for fuel money, one license and no idea how to get to the highway, let 
alone South Australia, but we wanted to go. However...we had four days left to put a magazine 
out...so: we stayed. It was exciting just the same: every five minutes we would check Indymedia and 
hear the updates from Woomera, waiting for people to call and tell us what was really happening. For a 
few nights the Semper office actually felt like a newsroom: we were receiving to-the-mlnute news and 
feeling desperately happy because we finally felt like real journalists. We found what happened at 
Woomera 2002 incredible: we hope you like the centrefold and we hope you get inspired. 
Now...time to talk about our third Issue. As you no doubt saw from the ad, our next theme is called 
bust. And yes, it will be a women's only Issue. Before we go any further, please listen...about a week 
before our print deadline, we looked at our Borderline contributions and realised all the Images we had 
were images of men. Strange. With further Investigation we realised that not only were all the images 
of men, but all the articles except for five were written by men. And of these five articles written by 
women, two were written about men. Obviously, something was wrong. This is why we decided to have 
a women's only issue: not because we want to exclude men (we love our male contributors!) but because 
we feel It Is needed. 
Women: please come to our contributors 
meeting every Tuesday at 11am. By having a 
women's edition we are eliminating half our 
possible contributors, so we really need you. 
Men: please support our stance and keep 
writing for issue number four even though 
we don't know what the theme is yet. 
The last launch was a huge success (as you 
can see from the featured photo) and we 
hope to continue the fine tradition. 
Borderline's birthday bash will be on at Ric's 
on the Thursday 11th April 2002. Please 
come for the music, the readings, the cheap 
drinks (amazing but true: Ric's is beginning a 
$3 drinks special for UQ. students starting on 
the night of our launch!) and to see us...(we 
haven't met all of you yet). 
We would like to thank Holly's jaffie-maker 
for keeping us alive, Renee's scanner for 
stepping in after the sad demise of the elderly semper machine, Maintentance Mick's van and our team 
of sub-editors, especially Audrey, Matt and Fiona. Thank you to Cheryl and Beck. And thank you to 
Kahsen for your beauty. I hope you are not lonely or cold, wherever you are. xx 
H,H,R. 
i zinecxiiiective'u^^ 
\ Unfortunately, we have had to reschedule our first j 
I zine collective that was originally to be held on \ 
• * 
I April 11 th. It will now be held on the April 17 @ j 
11am. j 
Apologies to Emma Banya for forgetting her in the j 
National Organisation of Leftle Sell-outs article in | 
the last edition - Emma is National Queer Officer | 
and we failed to mention her as one of the THREE j 
National Broad Left office bearers elected at NUS j 
last year. 
At t/)e end of the article entitled "Shopping - It's Only Genetic 
and it Can Only Cet Better" in the previous edition of Semper, 
the editors reflected some of the pre-print criticism that they 
had received about the article and then foreshadowed my 
response, in the capacity of Women's Rights Officer. 
So, how fucked is the article, really? 
The 'Shopping...' article appalled me from the opening 
statement. It took the reader on a downward spiral of pop 
psychology Cmen enjoy hunting, women enjoy gathering")/ 
heterosexism (women through the ages either "utilised other 
handy cosmetic skills and mated with a male" or "lucked 
out"), and eugenics Csurvival ofthe fittest determined what 
genes would live on and now we are set to choose which 
favourable bits and pieces of ourselves are allowed to 
exist"). To finish, the author gave voice to the 
patriarchal notion of the role of women in 
society as credit-card spenders while 'daddy' 
earns money to pay off the debt 
This is promoting an essentialist notion of 
women as genetically driven to fill the role 
under capitalism as consumers. Even more 
damagtngly, it suggests that women are 
actually happy in this role. 
Arguably more insidious though are the 
homophobic and heterosexist connotations of the 
evolution thesis. The article contains the subtext that a 
woman should aspire to be an attractive, though passive, 
member of a consumerist (capitalist) society, and if 
successful, she would be rewarded with a male partner and 
become a mother. It states that women who def/ this gender 
role (e.g. queer women) have fallen off the evolutionary 
radar, and ultimately contributed little to the progression of 
society to what it is today. This extreme minimisation, even 
banishment, of the contribution of non-procreating 
heterosexuals to society is a dangerous and offensive idea, 
But.„it's satire! 
Whoops. I actually missed the satirical angle altogether. The 
question is, does the author effectively satirise the 
arguments, thereby undermining and subverting the sexist 
and homophobic views contained within the article? It was 
argued that the article did not need explicitly self-
contradictory passages, that it is implicitly satirical through 
the extreme aspects of many of the arguments presented. 
Unfortunately, I also do not see this to be the case. Material 
very similar to this is all too often aggressively promoted 
through society and the mass media. Just because it appears 
in a student publication does not automatically differentiate 
it or defuse it. 
From my perspective, for the author to present without 
criticism or comment, the views that I have detailed above is 
not subversive or satirical: It is sexist. 
Role of student media and editors 
It is not enough to say that readers can discern 
for themselves what is sexist and 
homophobic - apart from being 
individualistic, this argument fails to 
comprehend the absolute blackout of 
feminist and queer perspectives promoted 
in society (e.g. our education system) or 
the mass media. 
do not believe it is the role of student media, 
alone progressive or left-wing student media, to 
give voice to the kind of material presented in 
'Shopping.,.'. Ultimately, we could have ail bought 
Cosmopolitan magazine, read the Courier-Mail, or watched 
Today Tonight We don't subsidise student press through our 
student services charge to reproduce these populist media 
forms and give yet another avenue for sexist, racist and 
homophobic views to be promoted. Student media should 
seek out the traditionally under represented voices in our 
society and give them a platform from which to be heard -
the queer voice, the feminist voice, the indigenous voice and 
the anti-capitalist voice - those perspectives that do not 
attract advertising dollars or sell hundreds of thousands of 
copies. If we are not doing this then I believe the political 
basis of student media becomes redundant. 
Liz Ahern - UQ Union Womenfs Rights Officer 
womens.union@mailbox.uq.edu.au 
Dude...Where's My Carpark? 
The 2001 Executive ran a very well received survey 
of students around the issue of parking on campus. 
At the November 2001 meeting of the University 
Senate a report was presented from the Paid 
Parking Scheme Working Party, v/hich contained 
recommendations including sharp increases in the 
price of all categories of parking. It should be 
noted that no representation was provided on this 
working party from the two groups of people with 
the highest use of parking permits - students and 
staff. Indeed the group of people who supported 
these recommendations, members of the University 
Senate, are the only group of people who are not 
required to pay for the right to park on campus. 
While the price hikes were fought against by the 
staff and student reps and other fellow travellers, 
the motion to support the Working Party's 
recommendations was carried. 
If you would like to let the University know how you 
feel about the appalling situation of parking at UQ, 
please email Mr Anthony Fletcher at the Traffic 
Office on traffic(S>mailbox. uq.edu.au. 
His Royal Highness Prince Leonard 
How Do i BecoDie A Citizen? 
Dual Nationality is permitted. 
Any person may apply for Citizenship. 
Each Application goes before a Board whose main 
aim is to ensure that the applicant is of good 
character and not likely to bring discredit upon the 
Principality. 
Each applicant must provide supporting 
identification, such as a copy of an existing Passport 
or Drivers Ucense, together with a completed copy 
of the Principalities Application form, two passport 
photographs and the Application Fee. 
A Citizenship Certificate will be then be forwarded 
to the new citizen along with any original 
documents supplied. 
HUTT mVERMnQNALMOS^ 
The Hutt River Province is an Independent Sovereign State, consisting of a total 
I'ea of "95 square miles located on the west coast of Australia 3.0 miles north of 
Perth. 
This independent State of which HRH Prince Leonard is Sovereign is located iri the 
wes of the Australian continent. It is some 50ol<m north of Perth and 25km NW 
of Northampton. The area of the Principality is 75 sq km, comparable ,n s.ze to 
Hong Kong island and very much larger than Monaco. 
Althouqh the resident population of the principality is small, citizenship world wide 
!^  in excess of 3^ oo°- The Principality is represented by over 75 d.plomats m 35 
countries around the world. 
/ 
AH^ 
^ 
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AUSTRALIA 
> .HUTT RIVER 
V PROVINCE 
The Province came into being In 1970, when 
Leonard Casley formally seceded from the 
Commonv\fealth of Australia, following a 
protracted dispute on wheat quotas. The 
Province was later declared a principality to 
protect Leonard Casle/s supporters from 
prosecution. 
It's a hard land, 
But it's our own land, 
Built with love and dedication. 
Self assured, 
Is our small nation. 
One man's dream of Independence. 
God blessed the Prince 
Ofthe Hutt River Province. 
God blessed the man 
Whose dream has come true. 
God blessed this land 
Where dreams can come true. 
And God blessed the Prince 
Of the Hutt River Province 
God blessed the man 
Whose dream has come true. 
God blessed this land 
Where dreams can come true. 
Pictures and information taken 
from the HUTT RIVER 
HOMEPAGE www.wps.com.au 
and www.home.vicnet.net.au 

Before you were born some 
wise baby-boomers who had 
missed their boat to a personal 
fortune gathered around a big 
shiny boardroom table and 
sald/We simply can't die 
poor. How can we make some 
money out of the unborn?"... 
That's how superannuation 
came about. 
From birth you were educated that 
this brave new world is automated; 
just sit back and relax, it'll take care 
of itself. Then you had to get a 
job and hated it, and by now 
you've had many jobs and, 
though they're not as 
shitty any more, you 
will have many many 
many superannuation 
accounts throughout 
the land, and if you 
are silly (which we 
all are in the 
complicated world of 
superannuation) you'll 
lose track of all these 
accounts and forget to 
combine them into a 
motherload. 
Meanwhile, those baby-boomers at 
the big boardroom table have 
become grandparents and 
are still managing 
your funds for 
when you retire -
by then they'll be 
long gone, 
buried in the 
finest of pearl 
rimmed coffins. 
Remember, these 
lovely people are 'funds 
managers' in self-elevated positions 
of Importance and are being paid 
'appropriately', as one can see by 
by Simon Dral<^  
www.simDndrake.com 
"How 
can we make 
their cheery prominence in Super 
Funds Newsletters. Somehow they 
wormed their way into the 
position of, guess what, 
managing 'other people's 
money'. 
some money out 
ofthe unborn^' 
Vicious fund managers for 
real Banks play not only the 
share market but its complete 
range of hair-raising finance 
products (options, derivatives, 
BMW's etc) for a living and must 
prove their worth to keep the job 
(or adversely make a killing with a 
bonus). Comparatively, 
Superannuation Fund managers 
have a significantly lower challenge 
and benchmark of success to prove 
their worthiness. Who knows what 
they do with your money. No doubt 
they invest it in blue chip goodies 
or in their best mate's u-beaut 
deals, but refrain from investing in 
'young'companies headed by 
reckless tech-head mid-20's CEO's 
who know 
nothing about 
the breve new 
world. That 
would bejust too risky. 
Alas, by the time you gather your 
senses and begin to see life past 
V next week's beer-frenzy and 
J p \ bundle your littering of 
Ufiw \ superannuations accounts 
J T \ into a select few with 
f I \ higher rates of return, 
' ' * it's about time to 
retire to the caravan 
park... Yes, the one 
across the freeway 
from Dreamworld on 
the Gold Coast. 
You can't really blame the 
people for mis-managing 
your money. First of all there is 
you, and you can't help being you. 
Second is the fund managers, and 
they can't help It if they live off 
other people's money, because in 
this big bad world, someone has to. 
Third is the Government. When you 
retire they don't want you asking 
fora pension because then they'll 
have to jump hoops to please you 
for a vote. They want you to be 
financially secure. Sleep tight little 
ones, the 3.^ 0^  superannuation you 
paid from your 5^.16 an hour wage 
cleaning grease from a drip-tray will 
accumulate over your life at a 
growth rate of about 5%, just 
enough above inflation to make 
you all warm and fuzzy inside. 
8 
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THE INCREDIBLE TUESDAY AND 
WEDNESDAY NIGHT SPECIAL 
ANY CHICKEN, PORK, BEEF OR 
LAMB CURRY JUST $9.95 EAT IN 
OR TAKEAWAY 
ALL VEGETARIAN MEALS $8.95 
EAT IN OR TAKEAWAY 
FREE RICE, PAPPADUM AND 
CUCUMBER SALAD WITH EVERY 
ORDER. 
' 5 . 1 #**••—A'»^'~'«. " ^ I 
4 ;'f^0a~i¥E0d'S BVO. INDiAlii l[^D 
.•- 'CHAROONS CORNER HOTEQ-•:- ; ^\ 
PHdrp:v3848.-57|l^-^; 
NOWTRYTHjEBESTJ 
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The uprising in Argentina at 
tlie end of 2001 swept two 
governments from power and 
served as an inspiration for 
many on tt)e left demoralised 
by the war in the Middle 
East, It was a sign of hope 
for those who want a better 
world - a sign that another 
world is possiblef and a clue 
as to what that world might 
be lilie. 
As writer and activist James Petras put 
it, "Here's a country that is one of the 
teadins meat and grain producers in the 
world, and the workers are hungry. They 
don*t have beef, they don't have pasta, 
they can't feed their kids - and they 
watch the trains taking tens of 
thousands of tons of meat to Buenos 
Aires to ship to Europe." 
WHAT HAPPENED? 
In the wake of the 1998 Asian 
economic crisis, US corporate giant 
AGS Financial hailed the 'economic 
strengths' of the Latin American 
'tiger economies'. Of these 
triumphs of neo-liberalism, 
Argentina led the way with a 
projected growth of eight per cent. 
Now, after four years of recession 
and with an unpayable $150 billion 
debt, Argentina is an economic 
disaster - a disaster made by the very 
same neo-liberal policies lauded by 
AGS, the International Monetary Fund 
(IMF) and the Argentinian government. 
Only six months ago, the (MF held up 
Argentina as a model for other countries 
In the region. 
After two and a half decades of IMF-
backed free-market reforms, more than 
40% of the 38 million population live 
below the poverty line and 100 children 
die daily from hunger and disease. One in 
eight of the population of the capital 
Buenos Aires are now too poor to buy 
enough food to just survive. 
10 
one of the more 
surreal moments of the 
day, as we sat across from an 
Havana store, a store that sells 
some of the fancier and most well 
known (not to mention delicious) 
chocolates and "alfajores", we suddenly 
heard the... sound of breaking glass. Soon 
enough, all sorts of chocolates and sweets 
began flying through the air. They fell on our 
laps, people threw handfuls of them into the 
air while they yelled 'Merry Christmas,' a 
teenager came up to the middle aged university 
teacher (there because her monthly paycheck 
went from approximately $800 to $150 in two 
years) and gave her a chocolate cake, others 
' went around giving whole boxes of alfajores 
to people. It truly was a beautiful sight. First' 
of all, the abundance of, and free access 
to, goods made the greed and desperation 
k factor disappear, and second, if candy i 
and chocolate falling from the sky 
. straight into people's laps is not a 
sure sign that things are 
looking up, then nothing 
is!" 
exploitation by stronger capitalists had 
led to the collapse of local 
manufacturing and thousands being 
thrown out of work. In response, the 
trade union movement held seven 
general strikes in the last year. The mass 
sackings also led to the rise of the 
piqueteros ('the picketers'), the militant 
unemployed workers. In the last year 
they have helped force the Government 
to introduce policies to aid the 
unemployed. Their tactics include 
paralysing transportation by blocking off 
major highways in order to make their 
demands. 
In response to the lack of 
unemployment benefits, the 
piqueteros organisations on 
December 18 gathered outside 
supermarkets, demanding food. 
Shopkeepers were reluctant to 
comply. The next day people 
decided to take the food for 
themselves. Six hundred stores 
were looted across the country, 
with the police killing a number of 
looters. The Government began to 
speak of 'prevailing anarchy' and 
the necessity 'to re-establish order', 
declaring a state of emergency. 
People's rights were suspended, 
public meetings of more than two 
people would now be considered 
subversive, the mass media could be 
censored. 
The conservative government of 
Fernando de la Rua, follov/ing the 
recommendations of the IMF, had steadily 
cut welfare, particularly pensions. At the 
same time, massively high inflation rates 
and the opening of the economy to 
People poured onto the streets on the 
night of December 20 in defiance of the 
10pm curfew. In one hour one million 
people were challenging the state of 
emergency. All night long, the streets 
were choked with people banging pots 
and pans (this had been a symbol of 
resistance to the previous military 
dictatorship). 
The Battle for Plaza de Mavo 
the newspapers are now trying to say, merely a 
few thousand activists and syndicalists. True, 
we were there. But this was the people. The 
old men with rocks in their hands urging 
youths forward, the over 50 motorcycle 
delivery boys doing all they could to stop the 
police (and who paid for their efforts with two , 
deaths), the people in suits and ties breaking 
parts of pavement to send to the front lines, 
the store owners providing water and a place 
to sit to fighters who needed a rest before 
returning to the front. The many youths... that 
I, seeing hooded and fighting in the front lines, 
assumed were young revolutionaries like 
myself, who in fact were just youths whp 
decided that the situation had reached an 
intolerable point and felt compelled to spring > 
into action. Without parties and without 
leaders, only with coiiviction and courage. 
the protests, with 90 percent 
agreeing with the protests. 
The political elite in 
rgentina is now in 
hellshock. 
HE POPULAR 
ASSEMBLIES 
...this was not,^as it was the night before, • 
mainly the middle class, and'neither was it a 
crowd willing to flee at the sight of police 
repression. It was a fighting crowd, and it is 
this that scares the corporate media, and it is 
this that compels it to lie...." 
In regional centres like Corboda, workers 
effectively took control of sections of the 
city. The unions called a general strike 
for the next day. By the evening de la 
Rua was forced to resign and flee by 
helicopter Congress appointed another 
President, Rodriguez Saa. There's not 
much point saying anything else about 
him, as protests continued - including 
the storming of the Congress building by 
youths - and forced him out within a 
fortnight. Another Congressional 
appointee, Dulhalde, became President. 
he most exciting thing 
bout the rebellion in 
rgentina is the largely 
•pontaneous appearance of 
popular assemblies' after 
he insurrection last year, 
hese self-managed 
ssemblies are 
leighbourhood based and run 
•y huge mass meetings of 
housands, who gather to 
iscuss what should be done 
nd how to build their 
rotests. As one assembly 
loderator put it, "Here, no 
ne is in charge, we are 
loing to take turns." People 
re raising demands such as 
ccupation and 
ationalisation of firms that 
ave sacked their workers, 
he seizure of great 
efrigeration plants to 
provide food for hungry 
people, and taking control of the banks 
to stop the flow of money abroad. 
Polls showed 30 percent of the 
population said they had taken part in 
Workers are organising themselves. 
Throughout Argentina strikes have 
occurred. Committees of struggle to 
coordinate the protests have been 
created. Occupations of workplaces have 
started. In Ro Turbio, mine workers 
occupied the mines. In Neuqun, workers 
occupied the ceramics factory of Zann, 
where a workers congress of almost 400 
ceramic workers, teachers, unemployed 
workers and students met to discuss the 
current events. Because the crisis in 
Argentina is far from over, the 
development of these popular assemblies 
is vitally important. They are the means 
by which the majority of the population 
is beginning to feel their power, to 
discuss the way forward. And this is 
changing people. One Palerm 
neighbourhood assembly participant 
noted that she was "very surprised 
because there are people participating 
who ottierwise never leave their homes. 
My 70 year old neighbour had never 
taken part in anything, but now she has 
such an extremist stance that it is truly 
astonishing." 
Although there have been several 
revolutions in recent years - Indonesia 
and Serbia among them - none have 
thrown up even in embryo a model for 
how society might be rearranged. The 
autonomous zones in Chiapas, Mexico, 
under the Zapatistas, are the only other 
example - but Argentina differs in being 
predominantly urban, not peasant. 
INTERNATIONAL IMPLICATIONS 
Images from the uprising, broadcast 
around the world, have inspired people 
thousands of miles away. There are 
accounts of a protest in Beirut, Lebanon, 
in February, where over 2000 students 
swamped the heart of the commercial 
district "banging pots and pans in 
Argentinian style." The Cacerolazo, the 
noisy saucepan protests, have become 
symbolic of revolt from below. It was 
adopted by the huge street protests in 
Madagascar - over 1.5 million people, 
one in ten of the island's entire 
population - sparked last month by 
electoral fraud. 
At the World Social Forum in Porto 
Alegre, Brazil, an amazing seventy 
thousand gathered to discuss alternatives 
to the present system. Banners 
connected the fight against neo-
...We would take over, I 
thought, and even without guns we ' i 
would defend it with our lives. And ? tf 
nobody would be able to take us out. I 
From then on, the people would \ 
rule, and we would do things right. I 
We would build a better future, s 
starting right there, and with the red -
flag flying high. '" 
> 1 ' . 
' • i ' : . > 4 ^ 
was the last battle. We advanced _ 
regardless of the difficulty. We p 
barricaded each and every single 
side street to avoid being ambushed , ? 
from behind. We threw further than 
we ever imagined we could throw, 
and we ran faster and longer than we , 
ever imagined possible. 
L Furthermore, we were not alone." . ' 
. • - ; < -
' ^. ^Z^L 
liberalism with the struggle in Argentina. 
Latin and South America has seen many 
struggles in recent years - the successful 
fight against water privatisation in Bolivia, 
the popular movement that overthrew a 
government in Ecuador in 1999, the 15 
kilometre long caravan of protest against 
neo-liberal economics that snaked through 
Uruguay in January, not to mention longer 
term movements such as the Zapatistas in 
Mexico and the Brazilian Landless People's 
Movement. 
The movement in Argentina is more than 
just another wave of protest. Its form as 
well as its demands suggest that the 
solution must be popular and democratic -
that a capitalist state will always protect 
the interests of the few against the needs 
and interests of the masses. The Zapatista 
movement inspired millions around the 
world; many tactics and slogans of the 
anti-capitalist movement derive from it. 
Who can imagine what impact and 
implications Argentina may have? 
WHERE TQ NOW? 
The overthrow of two governments has 
not yet solved the problems faced by 
millions of people. The current president 
has little to offer beyond some cosmetic 
surgery and more neo-liberal 'solutions'. 
At the moment, the IMF has refused to 
give aid to Argentina, claiming that the 
new budget proposed by Duhalde is not 
hard enough. This budget v/ill impose 
massive cuts in public spending and slash 
public sector workers* wages even further. 
This is on top of the 13 percent cut in 
wages and pensions already pushed 
through. Prices have already started 
soaring by between 10 and 30 percent in a 
fortnight. 
The Government is paying out $10 billion 
to halve the debts of giant industrial and 
financial firms. Meanwhile, they also 
reduced by about a third the amount 
small savers had in their bank accounts 
and restricted withdrawal of money. This 
amounts to robbing the lower middle 
classes and many workers in order to 
subsidise big business. Now the IMF wants 
Duhalde to impose strict structural 
readjustment programs, such as 
converting to a free-floating economy. 
It has to Start somewhere 
It has to start sometime 
It started in Buenos Aires 
It started in 2001 
- Harq al-Ada • 
People are continuing to fight back; the 
piqueteros have blockaded the biggest oil 
refinery and shipping docks, and the first 
National Assembly of Workers and 
Unemployed was held on February 16. 
The Argentinian upheaval has enormous 
significance for the global system and for 
the opposition to it that has emerged 
worldwide since the Seattle anti-capitalist 
demonstration. The crisis in Argentina has 
shaken even the most determined 
defenders of capitalism. "Argentina was 
widely held up as a model of successful 
free market reform. What went wrong?" 
asked the Economist magazine two weeks 
ago. Economist Davdi Hale lamented in 
the Financial Times, "Now the anti-
globalisation movement and traditional 
leftwingers are likely to hold up Argentina 
as an example of how market-oriented 
reforms can self destruct." Indeed we 
will. 
The last word for the moment - as the 
script is being written every day by the 
ordinary people of Argentina - goes to 
Javier Carlose, a South American socialist: 
"Many people are conscious that this is a 
critical moment from which things will 
develop in favour of the protests or the 
Government. Many look towards the 
maturation of the movement. They say it 
is necessary to clarify ideas and 
concentrate on the protest actions. For 
that reason there have arisen political 
commissions in many assemblies and 
piquetero organisations. The right has 
begun to reorganise, there have begun to 
be attacks on the activists of the popular 
assemblies. Groups from the left exist, 
although they are small. It would be 
possible to do a great deal if a 
revolutionary organisation had existed 
here for a few years. Now we have to 
build it in the middle of a storm." 
RODNEY CATLING 
Personal accounts of the Battle for Plaza 
de Mayo thanks to the Baricada 
Collective. Pictures courtesy of 
Argentina Indymedia. 
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T^eie ar^ a few of jv>v favourite +Mni7J*o 
Dawn is coming up over Brisbane at about 4:40am on 
some vile feeling Friday and i'm pretty sure Marcus just 
stole my car to see how fast he can speed up Mt 
Coot-tha and back. Two nights ago he bumbled into my 
room around midnight babbling something about having 
only written 2000 words for his thesis due in about 60 
hours and needing to spend some time doing crazy shit 
before his head imploded from stress. We shoved some 
gear in the car, pointed it south and agreed on Byron. 
On the way down Marcus hoovered up the last of his 
speed reserves and guzzled on a bottle of Wild Turkey. 
I was driver and forced myself into sculling large doses 
of dark morbid coffee from a forest green thermos. By 
Logan the trip was already turning black, hairy and ill-
mannered. Marcus had thought up two schemes for 
making a ton of cash: robbing banks or breeding 
chimps and selling them off as domestic pets on the 
black market. He was a guy who had that rare deviant 
electric air about him - that overbearing wild and heavy 
presence that you only see in a person who has 
abandoned all hope of ever behaving 'normally' or with 
any sense of morality. He was a cocktail of menace, 
madness, genius and fragmented coherence that wreaks 
havoc on the minds of any listener. The dangerous 
thing was that it would rub off on others and by 
Surfers, I was already making a list of potential chimp 
buyers. 
We reached Cavill Avenue by 2am only to witness a 
bunch of dicks in polo shirts attempting to bash up one 
another and a horde of English Rugby supporters from 
Nottingham strip their clothes off and wrestle one 
another in the surf. We bolted back down the mall to 
the car with their clothes under our arms only to find 
that some prick had busted the driver side handle, 
broken into my car and nicked my mobile as well as the 
last of Marcus's Wild Turkey. But not having the time to give a 
fuck we jumped in and drove off before some angry mob of 
naked Englishmen hunted us down. We stopped off at Jupiters 
and roamed around the casino surrounded by a bunch of scared 
looking savages down to their last twenty as well as a few guys 
in their mid 40's trying to pass themselves off as high rollers. 
Marcus played the roulette wheel and somehow got up 42 
bucks: 20 went to petrol; 22 went to margaritas. 
After debating with some Bob Katter wanna-be at the bar about 
the benefits of reversing rivers we hopped back in the car and 
next found ourselves stumbling out onto some deserted beach 
below the Tweed somewhere to watch the sunrise. Marcus 
stripped off to his underwear, pointed to some little rocky 
island about 2km out through an ugly mangled surf and ran 
down the beach into the ocean. I should have stopped him but 
how was 1 supposed to know the drunken fool was serious? 
There was a dark ruthless storm out to sea blocking the first 
rays of the sun and within about five minutes Marcus had 
vanished. I began running up and down the beach freaking out 
of my head, yelling out to sea and thinking up ideas on how to 
explain the death to his family. After about twenty minutes, I 
climbed up a small headland at the end of the beach. When I 
looked out and saw only ocean, I was ready to dial triple 0 on 
his mobile. It was then that I heard him scream out and drag 
himself up from the other side of the headland. He staggered 
towards me like a stigmata: arms out-stretched and bleeding 
from the knees, hands and chest from being pummelled by 
waves against the jagged rocks below. After staining the 
passenger seat with blood we made it to some servo and 
stocked up on bandages and Dettol. We had the choice then of. 
folding and u-turning it back north but men driven by lust and 
loathing are not turned away that easily from testing the 
boundaries of mortality. We finally reached Byron at about 
8am. It was at about this time that the foundations in, our : 
minds holding up the dimensions of reality began to cave in. : 
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headed along one of those windy dirt back roads to Nimbln|%-
We were feeling better after a greasy breakfast andiffeV^ f?" ' 
more long blacks, so when the opportunity came to picitvlip a ^ 
hitch hiker at about 9:30am in the middle of a forest V/e took} 
it. He turned out to be a 50 year-old hippy dude with long j jJ 
grey dreds for hair and one defining characteristic: he reeke^j 
like fucking death. The death smell filled but the e^m 
entire car before his arse hit the back seat and to be- ^R 
completely honest my '89 Ford Telsta still.retains a ^ ^ 
distinctly vfle odor. I asked him where he'd slept ' ^ 1 ^ 
that night and he replied 'beneath a mountain'. ^ w 
Jokingly, Marcus asked whait.dr"ugs he'd taken the '^m!i 
night before and with that, the death smell guy pulled - ^ ^ 
from his sack a woolies bag full of about 20 mushies . ) 
and the fattest bud I have ever seen. Wedroppec^ ; ^ 
him off in Nimbin, walked the maihistrip of the|owh, ^ 
bought more bandages and long blacks, and t||riiidcfay 
began the voyage back north. It turned viciois Jj id 
nasty by Southport, Mar<;u$ was singirig me lullabies to 
make me fall asleep at the whe^l whilst inside my j 
t, •'. body the majority of my organs had voted in an 
.: •-; emergency caucus meeting to go on a rolling strike after [ 
; •; talks broke down with my brain, which went into ; 
disrepute and began attempting to pass itself off as a ^*^' 
focaccia. 
«.' 
Much is a blank until we got back close to Brisbane and 
began counting our supplies in readiness for writing the 23 
thousand words left to do of Marcus's thesis in less then 36 
hours. On the back seat sat our stock of supplies: two cartons 
of Mexican beer, four bottles of Kirov, a bottle of Baileys, a box 
of subway buns and enough speed and uppers to take an unruly 
crowd of junkies to the moon to check out rumours that the 
craters are full of smack. That last item was io make sure 
Marcus's head didn't spontaneously combust sometime during 
the deranged tormenting hours to follow. There was also a 
computer monitor, 500 sheets of blank paper and a tape 
recorder - in case the situation got so desperate that we might 
finally have to resort to verbal composition. We had come to 
this point sometime around the twenty-eighth hour. I was 
throwing up the ideas from my seat on top of the bookshelf and 
Marcus was violently dictating in his own abhorrent but strangely 
alluring words into the tape recorder. The thesis was some 
- bullshit about drawing links between Asian economies and 
Marxism. Marcus had done the research and knew all the 
. political crap and I gushed out any relevant information I could 
remember from my economic subjects. 
Right now, I've been conscious for about 50 hours straight. 
Marcus still isn't back witii my car. My room is brown and filthy. 
Hanging around in the air is the foul stench of two men's souls 
being motivated by Fear, Stupidity and Craziness. It's a bit past 
Sam and I'm sitting here contemplating the idea of shooting up 
some Merlo coffee directly into my veins and wondering about 
: the validity of a lifestyle motivated by a search for the most 
grotesque form of beauty a mortal can hope for. Maybe the 
central focus doesn't have to be on GPA's and sucking the big 
attractive cock of business, or being able to spew forth chunks 
of accepted knowledge to construct some nice-sounding Neo-
Postmodern views about the state of the world or worrying that 
one day you'll find yourself morphing into a middle class prick 
who finds the Courier-Mail and A Current Affair informative, in-
depth journalism, or about the bunch of low-life arse-kissers 
slothing about the union aiming to make a career from hanging 
around politicians. Maybe it can be about pummelling as much 
vile hardcore shit in between all that slosh and keeping the 
motherfucker real as. 
It's at least an option. However what... 
...Sorry, Marcus just drove up and walked in with two other 
guys named Travis and Roy who seem on the verge of hysteria 
at the sight of me still sitting here wasting time on these 
ramblings with the final three thousand words still to be 
written. But as I just told them, unless someone shows up 
pretty soon with extremely powerful speed for Marcus plus a 
bottle of Vodka and some dirty harsh coffee for myself, there 
might not BE any final three thousand words. 
...WELL how very nice of you ROY...thank Jesus for that! I was 
beginning to think we were all going to finally sink into those 
retched bowels of hell. But, fortunately, 1 saw Peter Beattie on 
TV a few nights ago and there was still a big fat grin slapped 
across his Chevy Chase, and fuck it, when that cuddly little 
red-faced Pappa Smurf is happy it gives me a warm fuzzy glow. 
WHAT the fuck am I raving on about? We've got six hours to 
finish this thesis and God gets very serious in these deadly 
hours of sin. Now maybe if I write down this quote from 
Hunter Thompson that's been bouncing round my head for the 
past week I'll stop thinking about it: 
"He who makes a beast of himself gets rid of the pain of being 
a man"... Nope. Didn't work. 
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cannibal '^0 rdorlin-
i 5ou,f]it a ijuitabi z plac e for myself in an o 
ouolvin g clump ox bushes, v.'here i would have 
to l i s ten to no talk of foo:.,no sound of munching 
jaws an J bones bsing gnawed: i at:, rrsy f i l l for 
_i:he last tim .• and laid medown, 
a sinplo acj of"iubstitut1r®n s-^perates cannibal 
andcannibis ,^^6 signifiganc:. l i e s at th:. vit4nts 
ofi#is«41ntersection , - ^ * i s ' iri|:annibis represents 
iso_lation . ' ^ a l ' stanc's .lor ab3ii.;Uit_s_J.ove__ 
there is no .greater regard taken for poopls as a 
principle of action then \v;:en one decides to initat(/ 
the steps reqlifred to eat another. 
Br e akf as t"" • ^ 
Margaret and i sat for breakfast at a table v.dth 
Lady dasrie ana her husband who claims amoung 
other things, that he was arrested on the border 
of Canada and the United States on T:he gruesome 
charge'Cannibalism,' 'they threw nie in the clinic 
for nine years' he said continuing v/ith a wry 
grin 'needless to say it was sheer heaven' silence 
of an §.wkward nature foi^ ll rather heavily, over 
SGr.Er^tip and as c^asually as he bega;i he said. 
'i like my raeat well done yousee^ . Bemr: a serious 
man i did'nt knov.' whether GO laugh or give in to 
my delicate side and vomit. 
'M4I^ tU. 
/1(-^/-^5M 
^ ^ i 
On ay card I ticked yes to donating „,^  myself to bo 
tal'ien at any tine froia :,r homo or •..•Oil: put in an i|U 
oven at 200 de.grees, bilked for appro:-: 5 hours and | | ^ 
eaten. —^ 
Edgar Flux once wrote' E'/erything ahout 
nature gives me 'the creeps' what hs was referinf: 
to was his own nature 'tis not a thin:: mn heaven 
or an earth asjiunning and down-right deceptive^ 
oneJp'^  s own nature]; ——— •—-^  
\ 
jlUd^df^. 
There is much folly in the idea the one can 'know' ©Ae.52-ft / ' ' 
i5*5©«^ t»fe<^ . he can-know hiiaself as much as a passing i vL^j^kt'" 
butterfly, bub apart froni^he is only dofinin^^ \ t I/} J-her environment and restricting the possibilities 
that may ^rise from it 'Im just not that type of 
person' yes but" has your hand been touched by 
the, hand of doom.or worse yet eaten by the 'ftfew' 
mouth 01 doom, — 
ix, c^S H^ Ml 4/^ 
maybe Y/hen we invest ourselves in bold acts oi 
submission or domination ws are cannibal's , knowin j__ 
as d ^ do that every taste aa tantalisin- as ..*«r i T 
,.,^23-brings"us a liittle death and pulls'us ever 
•closerto imn ending..doom. . ....... .. .-
bon bon apetite!1!! 
VOLTRON 
I' A ) / 
'OM. 
Si^'f 
/ •«3»' 
T H E N E W A G E M O V E M E N T M U S T 
S P R E A D I T S I D E A L S By Michael Dargaville 
Have you noticed how the media neve;- publishes 
ANY New Xge stories? I have personally studied the 
New Age movement for many years and am doing 
advanced university research in the New Physics 
and the New Age Movement, yet have extreme 
difficulty in dealing with many 'fundamentalist* 
New Age sects and magazines. 
The New Age movement should clearly lose any 
form of fundamentalism and adopt an open mind. 
It should acknowledge what great New Age leaders 
are saying. Sai Baba devotees, Ascension Workers, 
Light Workers, Sidda followers, non-fundamentalist 
Buddhists, Theophisists, Maitreya devotees, 
Breatharians, Galactic Federation spokespeople, all 
need to come together to present our 
case to the world. We are currently "The Rept( 
being completely ignored. psychot 
•powerful New Age movement. Have you noticed 
how the New Age magazines never concentrate on 
the negative and dark issues? I say that to ignore 
the truth is more evil. By ignoring the terrible 
deeds of the Dark we are in fact allowing them to 
operate. But by speaking out and showing the 
light of truth, the New Age stands in power and 
awe. 
weapons\ 
The world wide New Age movement support of 
needs urgently to join together, form I 
an open mind, and spread the truth. Both the 
Cosmic Christ (Sai Baba) and the planetary Christ 
(Maitreya) want New Agers to speak their minds. 
They want us to speak out about injustice, poverty, 
hailed, sexism, capitalism, third worid debt, 
rncism, onvironmcntal rape, war and anything else 
thai causes disharmony. The Archangels want us 
lo be true soldiers and warriors, not idiots 
crapping on about money. 
Many New Age journals and sects around the world 
are not working in the best interests of the 
) The New Age is about the recognition of the 
Lg  terrible darkness and evil that has plagued this 
I , planet. It is about exposing the terrible deeds of 
l t li t Lucifer and his alien cohorts and followers, the 
' , Reptoids, who used psychotroinc weaponry on this 
;people, all ^^^^^^ f^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ 20^^ century. The Reptoids 
'The Reptoids used I ^^^^ Psychotronic weapons (which can 
psychotronic change the way people think and caused 
weapons with the '^ .^  ^^^ ^^^^^ wars on earth such as WW2) 
support of Lucifer" "^'^^ ^^^ ^^PP '^'^  °^ ^ ^ ^ i ^ ^ ^ -
The New Age is about Liberation, not 
^ the restrictive middle class garbage. It is about sexual 
iry Christ liberation through spirituality, it is about the 
r minds. promotion of spiritual feminism, the promotion of 
.e poverty, ^ spiritual men's movement, the promotion of 
tl o A '^ '^ ^ '^^ '^  political lifestyles that challenges the 
/thing else establishment, which is rooted in materialism. The 
us ^^^ ^^^ -^ ^^^^^^ ^^.^^ freedom, freedom from 
capitalism and the negative side of industrialism. It 
is about fighting the military industrial complex 
t  ri  through the love of God. 
? New Age movement is about believing the 
i^ng things that are happening such as the 
cticFederation, which is made up of galactic 
ans from the entire galaxy who have come 
J to bring light and hope and to stop the 
. toids. The New Age is about having an open 
i about positive Archangels, such^ as Archangel 
eel, who is said to lead the Galactic 
-^  oration. 
•establishment western media is terribly 
, rupt and New Age people should be out 
•testing and trying tb change this. New Age 
?ople should be throwing their love and light at 
"-se organisations. It is a well-known fact that 
;TANCE^ only empowers fear. The trick is not to 
..t but attack through all out love. And love can 
i-wery harsh because,love is telling the truth. 
Tiodern New Age movement began in the 19^^  
^0^'' centuries when some amazing women 
jnnellers such as Madame Blavastsky an,d'Annie 
?sant started revealing sacred doctrines to the 
7rld. The movement continued throughout the; 
1,0, 1960s and 1970s through the Beat •, ' , 
lement, with American poets such as Allen 
-ierg and Gregory Corso who advocated Tibetan 
"tWhism, the hippie movement, the feminist 
-Tement and the punk movement. The punk 
fement was very much a New Age phenomenon 
..'his is never acknowledged in conventional 
imJ^oe magazines. 
? New Age is much more than just a pack of 
fe class wankers who publish boring middle spiritually corrupt magazines. The New Age is 
^out challenging the status quo. It is about 
'Coming an Ascended Master. It is about finding 
Lprtality and working for Archangel Michael and 
Tfce other glorious positive archangels. It is 
m fighting fundamentalism of any kind -
^us fundamentalism and materialism are the 
enemies of the New Age. Non-fundamental 
Stians, Hindus, Buddhists, Moslems and Jews 
? all friends of the New Age. Unfortunately 
?ists and materialists (who have been 
)mpletely disproved scientifically) can never be 
?nds to the New Age. 
my research in physics I am working on a new 
pory called super energy that says that once 
tffiy is faster than the speed of light a new form 
Rergy called super energy is produced. An 
Lzing New Age thinker, David Ash, who 
jtlished an excellent book called Science of the 
ijs in the early 1990s, invented it. Both energy 
3 L 2 ) and super energy are produced by 
thought, mind or spirit, which is called ^ forme 
Idealism in philosophy. Many great persoi 
western philosophers advocated ^Q^Q ^ 
Idealism. This is how aliens come to our aliens 
solar system, through the speed of light (je^[ 
in super energy. They just fly their crafts then 
into pockets of super energy. This is how ' 
Sai Baba teleports and bilocates. He dematerial 
his body through the speed of light and brings it 
back. That is how ascended masters can also do 
this. Super energy also explains alternative 
medicine such as acupuncture, which is energy 
faster than the speed of light. This is what the 
meridian points are. 
Our media currently is committing human rights 
abuses and cover-ups every day. It hates the.Ne^ 
Age. We'must saturate the media with our views 
We must not be frightened to speak out. ' 
, . -I 
An example 6f the cover up is the Centre for 
Extraterrestial Intelligence (CETI) that is current 
waging a worldwide campaign called the DisclosL. 
Project to expose alien contact with many., ' 
governments. Currently the media has run some 
stories but generally has been extremely . ' 
conservative. The Disclosure Project has hundred: 
of former military personnel who have met aliens 
and done deals with them. Some of these deals 
were against the well-being of our planet such ai 
Grey aliens abducting humans to perform 
experiments. 
Surely this should be on the front page of every 
newspaper in the world, but our media is silent. 
The big question is WHY? 
The New Age movement has a coherent agenda. 
Most of the tens of thousands of books and 
magazines about the New Age say the same thinr 
We are all speaking the same language. In the N 
Age the teachings of the Galactic Federation are 
widely accepted. These teachings say humans 
evolved on a star system called Vega 6 million 
years ago and then galactic humans spread 
throughout the galaxy (through spacecraft in sup 
energy). They say Earth was first colonised two 
million years ago in a civilisation called Hyborni^  
with Lemuria following about 1 million years lat^ 
around 1 million BC down to the fall of Atlantis 
20,000 years ago. 
Every major New Age book and magazine has be( 
saying this for years. Why does the conservative, 
so-called mainstream media never mention this? 
We have millions of followers woridwide yet our 
voice is not being heard. 1 urge everyone in the 
New Age to spread the light. 
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Did you know that 
boys born with penises less than two 
centimetres in length are routinely 
changed into girls here in Australia? 
Similarly, baby girls with enlarged clitorises are 
having their clitorises reduced in size. The 
aesthetics of genital geography are seen as 
paramount to the long-term health and well being 
of the children involved. Adult survivors of these 
procedures disagree. Angry over issues such as 
lack of sexual function, lack of consent, lack of 
identity, and destruction of the bond betv/een 
parents and child, they are fighting to have the 
existing nnedical models changed and the 
definitions of gender broadened. They are not 
alone. 
Dr Herbert Bower, one of the pioneers of gender 
diversity research and treatment here in Australia, 
is also working for change. Dr Bower has worked in 
the area of gender diversity for fifty years and was 
a co-founder of the Melbourne Gender Dysphoria 
Clinic at Monash University. The Gender Dysphoria 
Clinic is responsible for the assessnfient and 
treatment of adult gender reassignment patients 
throughout Australasia, dealing mainly with the 
transgender community. Dr Bower argues strongly 
that there are more than two genders and it is 
time society and government departments started 
to accept that fact. He has lobbied government 
departments for years to allow people to change 
the gender on their birth certificates so that it 
more closely represents who 
they are. He was told that it 
would be too difficult to 
change the computers. Even 
by Jessie Morwood 
A shift in thinking 
'It's easier to make a hole 
than build a pole' 
the addition of another category, 'Other', on birth, 
certificates would be a huge improvement on the 
present system. It would mean that doctors would 
not be forced to assign 'Male' or 'Female' to 
babies at birth if they were not sure. It would 
mean a whole paradigm shift in how they view 
gender. 
about gender would please intersexed people 
throughout the world. Intersexed people are those 
who do not fit neatly into the only two genders 
presently assigned. These are the Turner's 
Syndrome, hermaphrodites, transgender, 
Klinefelter's syndrome etc. People who make up 
the over 63 different genders in society. A myriad 
of hormones trigger the physical, mental, and 
sexual development of the baby. Although it is 
argued that there are only two sexes, because of 
the complexity of the process, lots of variations 
appear. The Intersex Society of Australia 
represents these variations. In the womb the baby 
starts out neither male nor female, with the 
hormones responsible for the differentiation of 
gender beginning after the fourth week of 
pregnancy. If these hormones are not triggered the 
baby m[[ carry through to birth as a Turner's 
Syndrome child. These children have a single X 
chromosome and although they are born v/ith 
external female genitalia, their bodies will never 
develop past the pre-pubescent female stage 
without intervention. Hermaphrodites are born in a 
number of variations of both male and female, 
often with both male and female genitalia. 
Transgendered children have received the 
hormones to configure the body of one gender but 
the hormones to configure the brain of the other 
gender. So they biologically have the brain of one 
gender and the body of another. And so on with all 
the other variations. 
According to the Intersex Society of Australia 
Society, babies with 'ambiguous 
genitalia' account for one in every 
2000 biri:hs in Australia. At 
present, nine out of ten of these 
children are being made into females because the 
medical profession argues 'it's easier to make a 
hole than build a pole'. The criterion for 
assignment is the length of the penis. If the penis 
IS over two centimetres long, the child is made in 
to a boy. If the penis is less than two centimetres 
long, the child is made in to a girt. The assigned 
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gender is reinforced with parents being told to 
encourage assigned gender behaviour and to punish 
the child if it behaves like the 'wrong' gender. This 
drives a wedge between the child and their 
parents. Also, the operations are carried out over 
an extended period with the child often having no 
idea what is happening to them. There is a 
'conspiracy of silence'. Children are given no 
support or explanations and their parents often 
just want to 'fix' their child and get it over with. 
The Intersex Society argues that this type of 
intervention is very destructive in the long term. 
It is not just medical intervention that causes 
problems. The Transgender Support Association of 
Queensland said that 47% of young transgendered 
people commit suicide. The Association believes 
lack of acceptance by family and society is the 
major cause of this appaling statistic. Often 
intersexed people are made to feel like freaks and 
become social outcasts, all because of something 
they have no control over. 
Our whole culture and way of thinking is based on 
two genders: think birth certificates, classrooms 
and facilities. How would you feel if you were 
neither or both? How much effort would it really 
take to put 'other' on those forms? How hard 
would it be to provide love and support to the 
parents of a bouncing baby both? Is it too big a 
paradigm shift? Are we up to it? If men are from 
Mars and women are from Venus, then where are 
intersexed people from? Mercury? Maybe they are, 
and maybe it Is time we made a place for them 
right here on Earth. 
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T R U T H F R E E Z O N E 
Nuclear Nonsense - Not clean, Never safe. 
I'm sure many people have been to the Brisbane 
airport and seen the sign that declares Brisbane to 
be a 'Nuclear Free Zone'. For many, this is a 
comforting sign. It is also a stark contrast to 
Sydney, where residents live in a dangerous zone 
around a nuclear reactor that has been operating 
since the 1950s. However, a recent move by the 
Queensland Government has changed the sense of 
security that comes with living in a 'Nuclear Free 
Zone', proving what a sham the title is. 
Show us your anti-nuclear policy 
Late last year the Queensland Government sold an 
area of land at Narangba, 30 minutes north of 
Brisbane CBD, to a Canadian company, Steritech, 
who plan to build a nuclear irradiation plant on the 
site. This move contradicts the Labor party's own 
policy platform that states it will "prohibit nuclear 
irradiation plants...in Queensland", When 
questioned about the lack of public consultancy on 
this issue, a Government spokesperson allegedly 
said that they were not required to inform the 
public on matters of this nature. Only 18 of the 
public submissions regarding the proposed 
irradiation plant received by Australia and New 
Zealand Food Authority (ANZFAS) supported the 
facility, while the other 282 opposed it. Despite 
this, the Narangba irradiation plant was approved. 
So what is food irradiation? 
The object of food irradiation, according to those 
who are endorsing it, is to delay the ripening of 
some fruits, inhibit the sprouting of vegetables, 
kill (or, at least, render sterile) some insects 
infesting the food, and kill bacteria moulds, spores 
and yeasts that cause food to spoil. However, it 
unfortunately also destroys most of the food's 
vitamins and nutrients, including Vitamins A, B2, 
86, B12, C, K and folic and amino adds. Food 
irradiation will be used to extend the shelf life of 
products, therefore increasing profits for the 
corporations who sell them. The question is: is It 
safe, wholesome and controllable? And is it 
needed? 
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How the hell do they do It? 
The irradiation process exposes food to Gamma 
and Electron beam radiation, using a radioactive 
heavy metal and by-product of the nuclear industry 
called Cobalt-60. The process of irradiation alters 
the molecular structure and chemical composition 
of food. Treating food with ionizing radiation not 
only destroys a lot of things (the good stuff) but 
creates something as well (the bad stuff). 
Irradiation has been proven to cause a new class of 
chemicals called 'cyclobutanones', which do not 
occur naturally anywhere on earth. Scientific 
evidence shows that the technology can cause 
kidney damage, increased incidence of tumours, 
lowered immune response and chromosome 
damage. Thank you to the animals, by the way, 
who suffered for these findings. 
Would you like genetic mutilation with that? 
Food irradiation is a technology waiting for a use. 
Consumer organisations, environmentalists and 
many other groups are opposing it, but the nuclear 
industry (of course) is heavily endorsing it. Our 
own Premier Beattie has been persuaded by them, 
despite the fact that he apparently stated that he 
would not feed his own children irradiated food. 
This is a technology for convenience and not for 
health. It may allow companies to re-sell 
previously contaminated, unsellable foods after an 
irradiation process. This could reduce emphasis on 
sanity measures in production before irradiation 
occurs. Will we really know what we are eating? 
I'm no scientist, but I know a disaster when I see 
one 
Narangba, north of Brisbane, is located in the 
Caboolture Shire. Although it is a requirement 
under the State Disaster Act of 1975, the 
Caboolture Shire Council stated that: "no disaster 
recovery plan is necessary" because "no significant 
risk has been identified". If they want any proof 
of the "significant risks" of radioactive material, 
there is plenty of evidence available: Hiroshima, 
Nagasaki, Maralinga, Muoroa, and Chernobyl. The 
residents of the area will not be covered by 
insurance if there is any kind of disaster. The 
specific definition of the area's 'Nuclear Free 
Zone' status has been changed to allow this 
industry, without changing its status. It will still 
be called a nuclear free zone. 
Furthermore, no environmental impact assessment 
of the plant was apparently needed for 
Government to pass the proposal. This is despite 
the fact that the proposed site of the plant in 
Narangba is situated within a catchment area that 
leads out to Moreton Bay. The highest point of this 
land is only 7 metres above the creek level, while 
the plant will dig 8 metres into the ground. 
The nuclear chain (it's not a cycle because there's 
no recycling or end to it) involves hazardous risks 
at every stage, from mining and processing, to 
transpori:ation of radioactive material, processing 
at reactors, weapons creation, storage, and 
disposal of waste. Radioactive material remains 
active for thousands of years and there is still no 
safe, effective means of disposing of it. 
'The specific definition of the 
area's 'Nuclear Free Zone' 
status has been changed to 
allow this industry, without 
changing its status. It will still 
be called a nuclear free zone." 
Quick Corporate Quiz 
If we live in a democracy, why has the Beattie 
Labor Government gone back on its own party 
policy of no food irradiation, as well as flying in 
the face of its commitment to a 'Nuclear Free 
Brisbane'? Of course, for the irradiation plant to 
operate, radioactive materials will be transported 
through Brisbane, either from sea or over land, 
increasing the area that will be affected by 
potential (inevitable) accidents. Why then, has 
there not been greater public consultation or 
awareness about this process? Why is this company 
allowed to proceed when it is producing something 
possibly harmful to human health (not to mention 
animals and the environment)? If scientists and 
corporations are really worried about the food we 
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eat, why aren't they supporting organic farming 
and sustainable agriculture instead of pushing for 
practices such as food irradiation, which is 
proven to be damaging to the genetic structure 
of organisms that ingest the irradiated food?? 
Note: it's a rhetorical question. 
Would the real Pinocchio please stand up?? 
We have seen in the news recently how the 
higher echelons of the Government, including our 
own Prime Minister, have deliberately misled and 
lied to the Australian people in order to meet 
their agendas. The plant is certainly not being 
built to create jobs, as Steritech has already 
admitted there will only be about 10 employees 
at the facility and most of them Canadian. 
Because it is such a hazardous environment, few 
workers are required and even then there are 
clauses in their contracts preventing 
compensation for long-term health problems. 
If Australia starts producing and exporting 
irradiated foods, then it will also have to start 
importing them, which at the moment we don't. 
It starts with herbal teas and spices, but it will 
branch out into other foods. Another company 
called Surebeam have recently been given 
clearance to irradiate tropical fruit in North 
Queensland. Although this plant will not use 
Cobalt-60, we can clearly see where the situation 
will head. This plant at Narangba should never 
have been passed by any level of government, 
and should not be built. 
People power will win 
Since the 1960s there has been growing 
community resistance to the spread of the 
nuclear industry as its legacy is played out around 
the globe. Eighty per cent of Australians were 
opposed to the construction of the Jabiluka 
uranium mine at Kakadu National Park, where a 
massive campaign, led by the traditional owners, 
the Mirrar people, was fought and won. From 
India to Burma, Africa and the outback of 
Australia there are people fighting for their land 
and for their rights to a clean and healthy future. 
by Liz Shield and Vaun Thompson 
enuffalreadybris@telstra.easymail.com.au 
stopfialliance@yahoo.com.au 
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There's a fine line between pleasure and 
pain. Ok, so maybe I'm just quoting 
Divlnyls lyrics because Chrlssie Hynde 
looks damn hot in a school uniform; but 
anyway... 
It's a border that many love to cross and many 
steer clear of. I'm talking BDSM, that kinky 
shit. Whips and chains and hot wax and nipple 
clamps (note: clothes pegs are great). Leather 
and latex and deviancy. So you're decidedly 
vanilla and think that spanking is awful, keep 
those nasty nasty boys with spiked collars out 
of your bedroom thanks very much. Sure, no 
worries, here's a Laura Ashley catalogue for 
you, have a nice cup of tea and a lie down. 
Now we can get started. 
There's a lot of confusion surrounding BD5M, 
including over what it actually stands for. 
B8cD: Bondage and Discipline, D/s: Domination 
and submission, and SM: Sado-Masochism. 
Here's a rough overview... 
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Bondage is restraining someone: tying tliem up, using 
iiandcuffs or sliackles etc. 
Discipline is punishment, eitiier pliysical or mental (eg 
liumi(iation), for a real or imaginary misdeed. This may 
involve stuff like inflicting pain, sensory deprivation, or 
making someone lick your boots. 
D/s 
Domination and submission is a relationship based upon 
power, v\/ith one dominant partner and one submissive. 
SM 
Sadism is gaining pleasure from inflicting pain upon 
someone. 
Masochism is deriving pleasure from having pain inflicted 
upon oneself 
People often assume that if you're into one thing, you'll 
have the whole shebang with extra dipping sauce thanks 
baby. Wrong. Just because you're submissive doesn't 
mean you automatically (ike being tied up or whipped. 
Although there is lots of overlapping, there is a big 
mental difference. It's not only the physical pleasure/pain, 
it's the headspace. Scenes (basically any situation where 
you are playing) can be intensely spiritual experiences. 
Breaking down the barriers between you and your play 
partner, yourself and reality, merging consciousness. 
Note that BDSM isn't always about sex either 
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Over the past few years, incorporating bondage (etc) 
into 'ordinary' sex, to spice it up, has become not only 
socially acceptable, but also 'trendy'. Cosmopolitan 
advises women to have their boyfriends/husbands tie or 
handcuff their hands to the bedhead. If you're worried 
about having droopy tits, 
having your arms raised 
above your head gives 
the bosom a much better 
shape. Of course, it's 
•"also* a huge turn on. 
So what's the deal with 
the borderline? When 
does pain become 
pleasure? When does 
pleasure become pain? 
Pleasure becomes pain 
when someone over-
stimulates your clit. 
Hypersensitivity and 
frenzied rubbing and 
fingernails don't mix, boys 
and girls. Pain becomes pleasure when you've gota 
really full bladder and you get that odd yummy twinge, 
reminiscent of orgasm. It's when being slapped 
stimulates the blood flow to an area. It's that delicious 
throbbing. It's all about headspace. Ultimately, it's your 
brain that decides If something feels good or not. Just as 
some people get off being tickled with a feather and 
So why practise BDSM? 
Is it about power? Are you a born submissive? Do you 
get off on inflicting (consensual) pain onto others? For 
some, BDSM is empowering, allowing oppressed groups 
to (temporarily) reclaim power that Isn't accessible to 
them In everyday society. Others have an active 
roleplay/fantasy life - doctor/nurse, 
schoolteacher/student -type scenarios are fairly 
common. BDSM can be healing, a tool to increase 
intimacy within a partnership. Exploring your limits, 
pushing physical and emotional boundaries. It's really 
important that you completely trust your partner, that 
the bottom/submissive is always in complete control of 
the scene, that you have established your limits and 
safe words. A safe word is a word or signal you agree on 
beforehand, that won't come up in ordinary play. Once 
you've said this word, the scene stops immediately. 'No' 
or'Stop'are not good 
ideas because you may 
say them within the 
course of the scene, 
when you don't really 
want to stop. Choose 
something like'Red'or 
'Grange', that is easy 
to remember. 
There is, of course, 
technique involved. 
Tying someone to a 
bed and whacking 
them willy-nilly with a 
cane isn't likely to get 
their rocks off. There's 
areas like the lower 
back (hello, kidneys!) and joints that should be avoided. 
Jabbing a pin into someone and telling them they're a 
big, fat, nancy boy won't be much fun either. 
Ultimately any play should be safe, sane and 
consensual. This means 
i^e \V^^^ ?^Q sa^i^^ sober/straight. Playing 
while you are others prefer sticking needles into themselves, everyone ^ \ f V ^ ^ ^ a d\9^ 
reacts differently to different stimuli. Some ^^$0^^^ ^ M^\^ ^ ^ drunk/stoned/fucked off your tits is plain 
people can't experience pleasure \^ o ^ ^ ^ .^ ^Vi^^^'^ stupid, because not only are you 'not with it', but if 
without pain, they need the ^^^^..y^e V^^^ 
pain to get themselves .n y\aVS 
V^^ off. And It's in your 
head that most ofthe fun stuff 
happens. One of my best friends has out-of-body 
experiences when she is whipped. If you've ever gotten a 
piercing, and experienced that rush of endorphins and/or 
adrenaline, you'll understand how good pain can be. 
Think about why you like having rough sex. Think about 
why you push yourself harder when you train, even 
though it hurts. 
you're seriously injured you may not even realise i t 
Never play with someone you've just met, or anyone 
you don't trust. You need to be 110% certain that if you 
say your safe word, they will stop immediately and that 
they will respect your boundaries. 
Note that this article is a very basic overview. You can't 
do SDSM101 in under a thousand words. If you want to 
know more (and there is sooo much more), there are 
lots of resources in the library and on the internet. 
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borders/fences/the structures that divide us and keep 
us under control... 
go through any suburb, what do you see? 
Individual houses, the little backyard, the 1/4 acre 
block, the aussie battler's dream. 
why? 
We fence off little sections of land and say 'mine'. 
Keep everyone else out. Never mind that the sections 
of land are too small to feasibly do anything bar hold a 
bbq and hang out the washing. 
We think of this as a natural thing, yet this arrangement is pretty unique 
within the history ofthe world, because it makes very little sense. 
We are told that this is what we should aspire to. That we should keep 
our heads down and work hard so that one day, when we can attain that 
1/4 acre block, then we can retire, tired and broken, to enjoy the 
remainder of our lives with the knowledge that we 'own' the block, that 
we have the right to keep everyone else off that piece of land. 
This obscures the fact that we already own the land... and that no one 
owns the land. Indigenous Australians found our philosophical system 
difficult to understand when we Invaded, as did the American Indians 
and many cultures based on knowledge of and respect for the land. 
How can you 'own' land? You are part of it, it is a part of you. What 
right have you got to fence off a piece of it and prevent other people 
using it? Have we forgotten how to share? Or is it simply that to share 
does not generate private profits for real estate agents and businessmen? 
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So whafs squatting? 
Squatting Is the act of making use of disused and abandoned 
property. It allows people who cannot otherwise afford to 
rent or purchase a house or building to put an empty one to 
productive use (Melbourne Squatters Guide 2001). 
Really, we are already squatting, as the authors of 'Squat? 
Why not?' point out. We only have permission to stay here 
because we gave money to someone who had permission 
from someone else because they had been given money, 
etc... 
Any rights we have to the land are stolen rights, stolen by 
the legal fiction of terra nullius. So to apply for permission 
from the system that is built on this system of colonialism 
and oppression only validates the continued abuse and 
oppression of Indigenous Australians. 
'The land transcends notions of ownership and capital. All 
rights stolen under racist Imperialism are Illegitimate ...The 
only claim anyone has to land is by right of respect and 
utilisation...if you use it.... respectfully, then you can borrow 
it from the rest of us. If you are not using it, someone else 
can and in the meantime don't mess it up for whoever comes 
after you.' (from 'Squat? Why not?' zine) 
Squatting tackles the obscenity of thousands of empty 
houses lying spare while there are the homeless and 
people below the poverty line struggling to pay the 
rent. It also questions the Inherent power 
structure of the ownership of real estate. The 
Melbourne Squatters Guide notes that no one should get rich by 
forcing others to pay for the simple right of shelter. 
There are many types of squatters. The group that gets the most 
media attention due to its sensationalist nature is that of drug 
addicts. As an oppressed group they often have no access to 
housing and end up on the street or squatting. The squats that 
are not looked after - often a minority of squatted houses - are 
sensationalised in the tabloid media. How often does A Current 
Affair rerun that same tired story of the poor real estate agent 
trying to evict these 'dirty scum' from his lovely house? Yet 
every one of us has had to put up with substandard housing and 
treatment at the hands of real estate agents. This never makes 
the news. This serves to misrepresent and stigmatise squatting. 
Squatting has a long history, often misrepresented as it 
challenges the very basis of our political system - the ownership 
of property. No one would deny that someone starving due to 
an oppressive political system has a right to steal food to 
survive. So how is this any different? We have a system 
indifferent to the suffering of homeless and poor people - they 
have every right to claim shelter. 
This article Is only designed to give you a basic Idea of what 
squatting involves. I'd recommend more research - you can start 
with: the Melbourne Squatters Guide 2001 and Squat? Why 
not! (both available at the infozone library - 264 Barry Parade 
Fortitude Valley, as well as people to talk to - gratuitous 
plug here) http://scan.dorja.com/ 
Sydney Squatting Collective 
http://www.cat.org.au/housing/book.htm 
online squatters handbook 
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a) Finding a house. This can be relatively easy. Look for overgrown gardens, overflowing letterboxes, indications that the 
place has not been used for a while. Neighbours and postles can be helpful in this respect. 
b ) Finding the owner. Ways to go about this Include - checking the mall for rates notices or calling the council and posing as a 
neighbour (this would require knowing the neighbours name). A plausible story would be that the fence was falling down, etc... 
Knowing the owner will give you an added advantage in negotiation should the police decide to evict you. Some owners may be 
open to negotiation - If the space has not been used In some time and you are cleariy looking after the place, they may agree to a 
nominal rent or an agreement over use of the house. If the house is owned by deceased estate, often the trustee will not take a 
great deal of notice of the property, so in this Instance It Is probably best not to Inform them. 
C) Getting In - this can often be easier If the place has been neglected for a while. Overalls ar^ a good means of diverting 
attention. 
d ) Securing the squat - change all the locks. 
e)MovIng In - get friends round for company and help. Raid the DIY section ofthe library (tradespeople are expensive). 
f) Getting the services connected - dont tell them you are squatting. As long as the bills are paid they won't really care. 
From there on In Ifs a matter of maintenance, cleaning and negotiation. Try to remain calm and friendly and non-defensive when 
talking to neighbours, owners and police, should It come to that. Dont assume that everyone Is against you, because they are 
quite often open to friendly discussion. The Sydney Broadway squats during the Olympics saw support from the local coundl and 
serious academic reports as to why the homeless preferred to squat rather than use commission housing. People are capable of 
being reasonable - you'd be hard pressed to get someone to actually say, "yes, homeless people should live on the streets while 
houses go empty because our financial system says It should be so'. 
On May 1, thousands 
Australia will be protesti 
May the first, the original dat? 
Day, has for over a century been j --v^ v-ij:,-
protest, and for celebrating the victories ' ' -
won by that protest, the most notable 
example being the eight-hour day. 
Now, with nKyre and more people realisir^ that in order to 
win single issues, it is necessary to unite with others and face 
a common enemy - a system that places profit in front of 
people and planet - May the first has become M1. It is the 
date of international protest for the anti-capitalist, anti-
globalisation, anti-corporate movement. 
Last year on Ml twenty thousand people blockaded and shut 
down the stock exchanges in every capital city in Australia as 
a way of drawing attention to issues such as global wanning. 
Third World debt, queer liberation, free education and so on. 
Here in Brisbane 1,200 occupied the streets outside the 
stock Exchange in a liberating display ofthe desire for 
change. 
^k)w Ml is coming up £^ in . This time, we need to address 
many new fe^ level, the treatment of 
i ^ f t ^ ^ i ^ t i t e n r K ^ ^ By detaining asylum seekers for 
treating them as criminals, the 
imitiing a crinfe-.in all our names. 
Everybody is invited to'come along with th'eJEr|bWn ^iq | | | 
placards, banners, or just themselves. \.' / ""' '• / "'^  
* • * j ' - I 
As a Way of giving a voice to people concerned about any 
number of issues, there will then be a 'unity rally' at 12.30 
PM in King C e^orge Square. This has been called under the 
slc^n of 'stop the war on workers - stop the war on the 
Third Wortd - stop the war on refugees'. Those fighting job 
losses as the result of collapses such as those of Ansett and 
OneTel have a common enemy v/ith those fighting the 
devastation caused by American bombs in Afghanistan and 
the potential destruction threatened by Bush on countries 
like Iraq. And that enemy is the same as that for those 
campaigninc to free the refugees. 
The other major slogan for the unity rally is 'no nukes in 
Brisbane'. There are plans to construct a nuclear irradiatton 
plant in Narangba. The fadlity was approved by the Federal 
Environment Minister without any full environmental impact 
study. Soon hi^ly radioactive Cobalt-60 may be transported 
through Brisbane on its route to Narangba. The State 
Govemment is planning to provide State land for the plant 
even though ALP polky opposes the construction of nuclear 
facilities. Community groups have been campaigning around 
welloverayear. 
le protest 
lona under the 
Ml is a chance 
davldscampbell@hotmail.com 
'V&iS^^^^^ 
The 'mandatory detention' of asylum seekers is 
a policy that is deeply informed by institutionalised 
racism. Refugees seeking asylum in Australia have been 
increasingly demonised by the Libera! government. In 3,,^^f j jes suffer an enormous amount of financial strain 
desperate effort to justify its inhumane treatment ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^  ^  ^^^^ j^ international students must work to 
. Combined with the fact that international students do 
not have access to channels of appeals and review that 
local students have, the blatant discrimination becomes 
obvious. 
The gap between international and local students also 
becomes apparent in terms of access to social services. 
International students are given the minimum amount 
of orientation and are forced to negotiate finding work, 
housing and childcare etc with study. The little services 
available are exorbitantly expensive and provided on 
the assumption that international students are cashed 
up and ready to spend. Jhj|ignores the harsh reality 
that the vast majority bPftidents are only able to 
study overseas because their families back at home 
obviously seethe benefits in sacrificing their savings to 
pgpijSe their children with an 'education'. Often these 
asylum seekers, the Government has resorted,M|#^' 
branding refugees 'illegals', 'non-person^gp^'" 
'terrorists'. Contrary to popular beli^^ms racist policy 
is not an isolated incident and is}Htving wide 
consequences on university campuses around the 
country. 
The recent changes to the Education Services to 
Overseas Students (ESOS) and Migration Act hav 
prospective International Student Visa app^ 
divided into four categories. While co|j|jE^1^ in 
bracket are mainly Western countf^ls such %#ran 
and Sweden, countries in tJhe^6?S!lAfeilck^t%|ten 
include countries of politicaT|unresis^^^#india and 
Cambodia. Depending on y o i cla||lf i^ion, your visa 
carries significantly different #«}firements and 
conditions, and represents an attempt by the 
Government to attr|<;t students from particular 
countries. 
top 
••!- 7 : ? : 
..y^'fOf^' 
The newly amended ESf S Act also sigrw|i||^tly 
changes international stSients'||gt#K appeal and 
carries many punitive mea||i||€esigned to further 
widen the gap between intlrnational and local 
students. "When a student falls to satisfy course 
requirements relating to attendance or academic 
performance, a registered provider is required to send a 
notice informing the student of this to the student's 
last known residential address. If this address is not up 
to date, automatic visa cancellation could occur 
without the knowledge of the student. Such 
cancellation may not be revoked if it has occurred 
where the student has failed to keep the provider 
informed of their address." (P.40, ESOS Regulations) 
Recently under these amendments, thirteen 
international students studying at RMIT were 
prematurely reported to the Department of 
Multicultural and Indigenous Affairs (DIMIA) and were 
deported to their country of origin as a result. 
support: themselves. International student visas 
stipulate that a student is not able to work more than 
twenty hours a week|p4|his often forces these 
students to work.Uf€er exftoitative conditions. The 
hospitality mdtfstrf isf ife v\|th such exampl les. 
rec 
^ f f an international student y of 
ves isfiighif^estionable and is often the subject 
aMfrauds. Every year around 150,000 
rnational students come to Australi|,to,,study, and 
though a high proportion of these s t i f / a t 
universities, many come to djy?|isiness courses. 
hospitality courses or |i^^iOT^ English. In the past year, 
the Federal govemr^iThas investigated more than 20 
colleges aft^i^i itvlng complaints relating to the 
quali^^(|p<lucation. Despite the fact that the recent 
a r t l i ^en ts to the ESOS Act were being sold as a 
^progressive piece of legislation offering a means of 
assuring an international student's right to an equal 
education (the changes now mean that tertiary 
institutions that wish to sell education to international 
students must register and receive a CRISCOS number), 
the number of complaints lodged at the Department of 
Fair Trading has remained constant, thus proving the 
Government's claims to be a fallacy. 
This discriminatory piece of legislation reflects the 
Liberal's broader racist ag^da of closing our borders to 
refugees under the pretext of protecting our national 
sovereignty, and must be opposed on campus and in 
the broader community. To find out more and get 
involved in a campaign to defeat this racist piece of 
legislation contact: 
A/lanoj Dias-Abey, Anti-Racism Officer 
National Union of Students NSW 
M: 0410 561 474 
E: manojda(^hotmail.com 
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Ragged Robin's recent trip to Europe was 
bookended by two bangs; the first in Rome with 
a handsome bastard from Leeds, the second 
fired from a ,22 Russian revolver which entered 
her body below the right scapula and lodged in 
her posterior axial line. This story is about the 
pricks in-between. 
It's fitting for someone who is about to enter a 
pre-professional degree to aquaint themselves with 
the appropriate terminology. Hence R. Robin's 
journey entailed a triage of men: an intensive 
study of the Romance languages to 
determine which country 'speaks the 
best French'. The trip in toto 
traversed Italy, Spain, France, 
Amsterdam, Prague and London. 
Portugal, unfortunately, was not on the 
itinerary and therefore not considered 
in the romance language sub-tour. 
the lab 
Most experiments have a controL Anyone who has 
backpacked through Europe knows that control is 
very hard to come by. For this study, control was 
thrown right out the window of a train speeding 
from Firenze to Bologna. Comparisons would have 
been easier if certain variables were standardised 
(testing grounds, intoxicants, ages, frequency of 
testing) but all of these factors were, to use the 
obvious phrase, beyond control. However, fn the 
past few minutes a marking guide has come to 
light: each subject can be appraised on 
personality, assistance (tourism / drugs), sexual 
technique and entertainment value. 
the Italian 
Bologna was not actually a planned visit but 
Ragged Robin could hardly complain when things 
worked out so nicely. She was there for two 
reasons: 
1) Bologna is the home of Europe's oldest 
university (that meant firmly entrenched uni 
culture) 
2) The Galleria d'arte Moderna had a good 
exhibition showing 
On her first night in town Robin decided to stop by 
a lively bar, Farmagia, on her way to further 
clubbing. The barman kissed her hand, 
which was pleasing, and then disappeared, which 
was not. She was about to finish her vino rosso 
and depart when the barman's older, more 
desperate, counterpart asked her to stay - which 
she did conditionally upon receipt of one of the 
bowls of olives covering the bar. Soon barman #1 
returned; his name was M and he spoke 
no English but, between his Italian and Robin's 
aptitude for languages, it was discovered that she 
was staying in a hotel but that night she would 
stay at his place. He finished work at 2am and her 
hotel had a 1am curfew. Her notes: 
should i try to learn some more Italian in the next 3 
hours? dove Lonely Planet phrasebook? 
i go back to the Albergo & do the whole lot in 
preparation for this 'date': shower, shave, wash face, 
reapply makeup. 
the bar-cum-discoteca is fucking PACKED, the Italian 
equivalent of Friday's, i can see M but he's in the 
restarant, out back, and busy, the boys who've 
acquainted me ask me to sing an Australian song so i go 
& request Kylie. en route to Mr. Music i spot M__ 2 
girls chatting to him, quelle surprise ft / like it. let him 
know i'm here, he seems pleased, relief, i return to the 
boys but M comes to get me, grabs me ft takes 
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me rapidly to a table at the far end of the room where 
4 of his friends are sitting. t\e departs ft returns to 
deposit a large cardboard cut-out of a nude man in 
profile over the words, nudo all meta (nude for life), 
it's him, from his birthday party there a week ago. 
he finishes @ lam and the six of us wander outside, to 
the car (machina), a silver convertible, the drive back 
to his place seems very long, i ask if he's a nude model? 
no, he just takes pictures of himself naked. 
in his room: nice big double bed, decent sound system. 
4 or 5 poster-sized shots of him in various stages of 
undress on the walls, i've already told him i'm a nude 
model, he is auto-wallpaper he says something about a 
shower; don't know if he's telling me to have one or 
asking if i want one. lacking the ability to say anything 
in the past tense, i accept his nice big robe ft small 
towel and trot to the bathroom, he seems quite 
impressed that i've brought toothbrush etc. with me, 
good, anyhow i love showers while stoned and it's a 
hand-held; minor orgasmic duccio moments, the only 
soap is his scent; YSL Kouros. i didn't bring soap, does 
he mind if my genitals smell like his armpits, i wonder, i 
decide no ft use it. then he showers and before i know 
it, he's taking out a gram of coke and lining up. 
i orgasm at least 10 times during the morning, he is 
most pleased with himself, post-sleep it's off to my 
Albergo; i'm now staying with M . 
[extracted from tlie logbook of R.Robin Nov 2001] 
traveled through Spain together. On their first day 
they found F^ ^ , a cute waiter whose ass won 
unanimous approval. A quick fl ick through a 
phrasebook began a dual conquest; that night 
F was led back to their colourfuUy-painted 
hotel room where they procured hash and his 
working hours for the following day. The story 
according to Robin: 
we all liked him, but the girls seemed reluctant to test 
his language skills, to thank him for his hospitality on 
the first night we took him to dinner; snails, over 
champagne and food, a tattoo-viewing session somehow 
seemed rational: his was a red, black ft green dragon 
that took over his whole back, it was a very nice back, 
so i offered him around and when they declined i asked 
if i could stay at his place that night, oui. we had to 
leave straight away and run through town for the train, 
got to the platform and some friend of his - who he 
hadn't seen for 6 months - was in our carriage, what the 
fuck? i started to worry about gang-rape. 
we travel 6 or so stations to some tiny town starting 
with A; alight and walk together down some tiny streets 
to a vertical abode sandwiched between two of the 
same, upstairs there's two more boys smoking joints and 
watching TV. they like hip-hop and football, and the 
grand final is on which wipes the possibility of any 
exposure to the former, it also means we watch the 
game before we go to bed. that's fine, i like football -
soccer players are generally pleasing on the eye; i'm 
Triage [Fr. sorting]. Medical screening of patients to determine their relative priority for treatment. 
Over the next few days, the Italian spoke excellent 
French. He drove Robin to the art gallery, cooked 
her a three-course seafood lunch, kept her nose 
powdered and was sensitive to her senses. He did 
not have good taste in music but his wardrobe 
appeared to be sponsored by D&G and Roberto 
Cavalli. On her last night with him Robin was privy 
to an Italian screaming match between M 
(who was, to his credit, trying to 
remain calm) and a crazed ex-
girlfriend who called his mobile at 
4am (he was showering; Robin 
answered, silence and then a 
banging on the front door). 
the Frenchman 
Perpignan is a small city just north 
of the Spanish border, three hours 
from Barcelona by train. Most 
people there speak Catalan, a 
blend of French and Spanish. The 
city is apparently famous for its 
escargot, which was the reason 
R.Robin and two of her friends 
decided to meet there before they 
totally stoned and horny by the time we head up more 
stairs to F 's loft room, wooden beams, mattress 
on the floor, stereo, it's beautiful, the previously 
perused arse lives up to its pants-clad promises, he 
ploys football. 
we share pleasantries (your body is beautiful, yes, yours 
too) and i photograph him before getting to business, 
all is fine until he responds to my 'pull me push me' 
tendencies a little too harshly: fuck me, he's a hair-
puller, and he shoves my head down for fellatio, it's 
unexpected and not really fun but i jumped on the train 
and am obliged to go along with the ride. 
the next morning (i told the girls i'd meet them at the 
hotel at 7am, when reception opened) he walks me to 
the train station, no kisses goodbye, no mon ami. get on 
ar)d a boy, 16 or so, shares my carriage, asks me for a 
cigarette, sure, asks me if i walk the promenades, these 
French have a thing or two to learn from their southern 
neigtibours. 
[source: as above, Dec 2001] 
Robin and friends left Perpignan that very morning 
for Barcelona. No more was seen of F the 
hair-puller, but he did give the giris a nice block of 
hash, which saw them through the next few days in 
Spain. 
the Spaniard 
After Italy Et France, getting a Spaniard became 
something of a mission. The 
Perpignan trio moved to Barcelona 
and it was here, clubbing, that 
Robin saw one she liked; he was 
like that billboard in the valley 
near Kemp St. Fire Station: 'can't 
dance, sure can move'. After the 
club had closed she moved in. His 
name was P , he owned a 
cat, yes he would get a taxi home 
if an attractive young lady had 
picked him up. Unfortunately, any 
further study was suspended when 
Robin's friends decided they 
wanted her company that night. 
P and his gorgeous 
cheekbones were sent off into the 
early morn, alone. 
It finally passed that the girls were leaving Spain 
for the Netheriands and Robin still hadn't fulfilled 
her experiment requirements, rendering earlier 
exploits useless for comparative purposes. Their 
final point of call was Madrid, from there they 
took the excitingly named "Francesco de Goya 
Trenhotel" to Paris. Upon boarding the train, 
everyone congregated in the cafeteria coach. 
From a vantage point at the end of the bar Robin 
sighted her target: 
L pointed one out to me but he looked Uke a thug, 
more her type, the one i wanted was tall and looked 
quite young, he was talking to another guy but didn't 
ignore my 'help me obi wan you're my only hope' 
glances across the carriage; three hours later we were 
all quite drunk and i had learnt that his name was 
J . fie was twenty, travelling to Paris - he gave 
us the names of some good clubs to go to, and he'd 
never had sex on a train before, so off we went to a 
cramped eurail toilet., i'd always wanted to have sex on 
a cross-country train before, we stopped at the border 
for what felt like hours and i was sure the conductor 
was going to barge in on us, but everything was fine, we 
finish d and over cigarettes i discovered he had a 
girlfriend 
Tu eres un mal chico! (you're a bad boy) 
i took his photograph over breakfast, he was good-
natured about it. in Paris he ft his brother accompanied 
us part-way on the metro, we said au revoir and that 
was that, mission accomplished. 
[above source; Dec 2001] 
results 
Marks are given out of 10, where 1 = eurotrash, 10 
= eureka 
PERSONALITY 
Z quality of 
conversation 
Z charm 
ASSISTANCE 
Z tourist 
Z drugs 
TECHNIQUE 
Z compatibility 
Z innovation & 
enthusiasm 
Z consideration 
ENTERTAINMENT 
VALUE 
TOTALS 
The Oumo 
7 
8 
10 
9 
9 
9 
10 
10 
. . . p 
72 
The Monsieur 
7 
6 
7 
7 
7 
6 
1 
6 
47 
The Senor 
6 
5 
5 
2 
6 
8 
9 
8 
49 
conclusion 
Europe is a wonderful part of the worid on whose 
soil has occurred the Renaissance, the first 
Western revolutions, the birth of modernity and 
Ciccolina's successful career move from porn star 
to politician. The soul can be fed there. 
Scientific studies show that a diet of 
Mediterranean nature is largely beneficial to 
human health. The study undertaken 
ere supports this view and the 
participating scientist looks forward. 
to one day visiting Greece. 

Someone's awaiting a flight headed for Perth from 
a Brisbane departure tounge. Their grip fastens 
with anxiety; one hand*s on heroin^ the other's 
fixed on hope. In Perth naltrexone implants are 
routinely administered as a heroin addiction 
treatment, post-detoxification. The implants are not 
approved by the Australian Standards Authority (ASA) 
but are implemented under Section 19 of the 
Commonwealth's Therapeutic Goods Act (TGA).The 
TCA's auspice allows the administration of 
unregistered drugs in states of emergency pending 
legal documents signed by doctor and patient. 
Political wrangling ensues the treatment's use. 
Detoxi fi cation 
implant i nventor 
demands state 
cooperation ami d 
controversy, Scott Spark 
reports. 
Reece's 850 naltrexone patients hod died. Causal links 
were not explicit but widespread suspicion of Or 
Reece's medical approach supervened. The Medical 
Board of Queensland (MBQ) banned Dr Reece from 
prescribing either form of naltrexone treatment on 
the 29^^ of May 2001. He is presently awaiting his 
appeal's trial against the Health Practitioners 
Tribunal. 
Doctor George O'Neil pulls into his 
driveway. The revs recede as he takes 
a moment for himself. His mobile's on 
' he never knows when someone 
might call to arrange an 
appointment. He is an obstetrician, 
sick of witnessing babies on morphine 
with mothers on methadone. Dr 
O'Neil has supplied naltrexone 
implants for 18 months.. He's the 
inventor, niedical director and 
researcher for the company and 
supplies the technology nationwide. 
Deborah is one of many 
parents affected by their 
child's addiction. 
"My son's a heroin addict. 
He's had three implants in 
Queensland and he's due for 
another one. The only way I 
Perth. I'm a single parent and 
that's almost beyond me." 
Doctor Ian Curi:is, Fellow of the Royal 
Australian and New Zealand College of 
Psychiatrists (FRANZCP), believes 
naltrexone implants are the 
"technology of the future". 
However, he says the technology is yet 
to satisfy specific criteria. 
Highgate Hill doctor Stuart Reece draws the blinds on 
his practice for another day. He began prescribing 
naltrexone tablets in July 1998. More recently, 
patients frequented his medical practice for the 
implants, supplied by Go Medical Industries. In April 
2001 f Brisbane's Courier-Mail reported 24 of Dr 
"Bring along a successful naltrexone 
implant that can be cleanly inserted 
and which has the quality assurance so you know, 
within a tight range, v/hat the release of the 
naltrexone is and for how long that naltrexone implant 
is going to continue releasing naltrexone at that rate, 
then you've got a successful technology. 
Dr Curtis says naltrexone's efficacy is its problem. It 
wipes the body's opioid receptors clean, negating the 
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effects of heroin and rendering those receptors as they 
were before encountering opiates. He says once 
intoxicated, the relapsing patient is likely to forget, 
and will inject a dosage equal to the last hit they had. 
However their body no longer has the same tolerance, 
and this dose will be big enough to kill them. 
While Dr George O'Neil has no confidence in the 
registration of naltrexone implants any time shortly, 
he is confident his treatment works. 
'The Americans published work within the last few 
weeks. They have implants which last 26 days, we 
have ones that last nearly a year. We're way ahead of 
them. 
"We put naltrexone under the skin. In the first six 
months, it ' l l stop you using completely. In the second 
six months, the dose is lower and you stop people 
getting into a habit." 
currently no funding 
allocated to official 
research into 
naltrexone implants. 
Moreover, he says 
conflict exists 
between doctors 
offering special 
services and those 
vying for funding. 
'The people who 
want funding [for 
research] are 
'Marc' is one of Dr Reece s 
successes. He sought Dr Reece 
for a naltrexone implant after 
taking heroin for eight years, 
and has been clean for a year 
after four subsequent implants. 
"I've got my life back, I've got 
a life. Anyone Who has got a ^  
heroin addiction doesn't have | 
a life... you're trapped in a 
cycle of scoring. You're 
addicted, it's a physical thing, 
your body screams." 
•m 
frightened they 
won't get money if there are lots of doctors already 
providing a service". 
"In 350 patient-years 
(calculated by multiplying the 
number of patients by the 
number of months the 
implants have been in place), 
we haven't had a single 
overdose. If we had patients 
on methadone, we'd expect 
five overdoses for every 100 
patient-years." 
^^a^^^^^^s^m^^mmm 
Concerns have been aired of 
patients removing their 
implants without specialist 
aid. However Dr O'Neil says 
he has not personally 
encountered a patient who 
has removed the 20 tablets 
surgically implanted in different parts of the body. 
"We designed it so people couldn't take them out," 
he says. 
If the implants match Dr O'Neil's complementary 
speech, why are not more practitioners prescribing 
them? 
"When starting a new product, I try to limit to one 
doctor in each state because you get enough 
condemnation to sink a battleship. They need to be 
the sort of doctor like Stuart Reece where they're able 
to stand the criticism. They need to know their 
medicine really well, they need to know their public 
relations", he says. 
Dr Stuart Reece has been banned from performing 
these life-saving services in Queensland. There is also 
As to the 24 deaths among Dr Reece's 850 patients, Dr 
O'Neil dismisses the 
treatment's accountability for 
the tragedies. 
"Stuart's an extremely good 
doctor who has done an 
extremely good job. Not a 
single one of his patients has 
had any major complications 
from detoxification," he says. 
He cites the Journal of 
Substance Use and Misuse, 
1996: "Heroin addicts have a 
2.5 per cent risk of dying. 
They die of running into 
trains, running into cars, 
suicide... the 24 deaths we're 
talking about with Stuart 
Reece, they're associated 
with running into trains, cars, suicide, overdose. 
They've got nothing to do with the treatment." 
Senior reporter for Brisbane's Courier-Moil Hedley 
Thomas canvassed the naltrexone debate from April 
2001, and says present inquiries can benefit patients. 
"How can it be that the use of implants, which have 
not been properly subjected to all the usual ethical, 
rigorous analysis that other medications are subjected 
to, how can it be that they're considered suitable to 
be implanted in to the most vulnerable people in our 
society? I'm sure there are some very, very good 
results for heroin addicts with implants and I hope 
those continue but I feel we need to take a step back 
and consider whether what we're doing is in the very 
best interests of all patients." 
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Minolta is offering generous scholarship 
awards for software development related to 
digital document management and graphics 
management. 
The Minolta Scholarship Awards Program is designed to contribute 
to the further development of information technology in Australia 
and to foster young engineers. 
How Jo I enter? All you have to do to enter is submit an Essay and 
Self-Introductory document using Minolta's webpage 
www.minolta.com.au/scholarship 
How soon? The deadline for application is i June 2002. 
Then what happens? Twelve applicants will be selected to win a 
scholarship of $6,500 each to complete their software. From 
this, five finalists will be selected, four to win $10,000 each 
and one to win $40|Ooo[!! 
For more information check out www.mmolta.com.au/scholdrship 
nolta Co., Ud. Minolta Business Equipment Australia Pty, Ltd. 
MINOLTA 
The essentials of Imaging 
NOTHING IS TRUE. EVERYTHING IS PERMITTEI!L 
Figure one. 
Dear Diary. 
I remember walking a giant ridge. Green and rocky, tropical and 
warm. Below a vast battlefield spreads out as far as my eyes can.see. 
The backdrop for this peculiar war is a desert, much like the scenery 
from David Lynch's Dune. The weapons of war are colossal; giant 
domes like Mosques with great tunnel barrels stretching from their 
base, flanked on both sides by an unbelievably diverse arsenal of 
destructive n;iachinery. Tiie opposing forces are close to each other 
and face off in parallel lines that spread out toward^ the ends of the 
earth.'They compete as if engaged in a game of chess, one scarab 
like weapon rear^ itself into action, the impending release preceded 
by an ominous quiet. Sounds seep into the scene slowly, the noises of 
preparation and the syllables of terror. Before firing, the largest 
machine, decorated in an alien green, groans like a jumbo in the 
throes of take off before forcing its load out of the tunnel with a 
single violent undulating spasm. The.massiveness of the scene 
combined with my own real sense of awe and horror combine for a 
genuinely terrifying intensity, the sensi? of imminent and total 
destruction is palpable. Apocalyptic visions. 
Fora second i thought it was a skin stripped limb. 
' ••• . ' 
The pace begins to speed up. Each strike seems like it must be the 
last. After one particularly large explosion I am compelled to look to 
the skVf a cloud of black insects swirls over the horizon, blacking out, 
the red night. 1 can tell the bugs have, been well fed on the corpses 
' of those rotten bodies left strewn from other wars, and have arrived 
on this final frbnt to await the evening's pickings. , 
Visions of Weerberg. 
1 have been here before...ten I was. 
Churches dot the mountains surrounded by houses whose many 
owners paint lattices around the windows; painted flower boxes that 
will never proffer a fallen pot onto the salted streets below. 1 walk to 
the top of the hills and imagine a fallen ice-encrusted log and it 
appears just as I remember it. The tree is neighboured by a 
mysterious yellow crate, which has similar dreamy dimensions. The 
air is crisp and cold and it is hard work to walk up a mountain. 
Domino, quo vadis? 
In protest of the Communist occupation of Czechoslovakia in 1968, 
prompted by the country's mild reforms, which upset the central 
party in Moscow, the students of the nation are compelled to strike. , 
In January of 1969 twenty-one year old protestor Jan Palach sets | 
himself alight (here 1 accidentally wrote alive) and burns to death in | 
Wencelas Square, Prague. He left a note stating that other young | 
people should not follow in his footsteps, urging them to stay alive 1 
and fight. His parents began his death notice with the words "Defend 
truth unto the death, for truth will set you free." One month after 
the horrible death and Jan Zajic follows suite with another fiery 
farewell. \ 
Give me a sign. 
/ wonder liow the people that ore always working with dead 
bodies must feel. Do tliey handle them like bricks or like 
the deponed? It's the only joh where.they can't have any thought of beins reworded and they still take 
their lost service to the deceased seriously and perform conscientiously Tliat was the cose lost^ September 
when 4,000 bodies hod to be taken away at one time and even then tliey didn't falter. It wasn't physical 
strength that kept them on their feet but something greater. 
Vedem-"children's magazine." April 9th, 1943 
Terrazin. 
We can write thirty words a day. 
Magda surprised us tonight. Professor Eisinger came to visit and sang us three songs, t was ecstatic. 
Cupid complaining to Venus. 
Temptress under apple tree, 
baby stung by greedy bees, 
wonder lakes 'neath wild cliff. 
life's pleasures sweel but always brief. 
The hext day I walk into the Hard Rock Cafe. A drunk asks me over the cock rock "How's your 
husband?" Fuck. He comes closer and apologises, in the confusion I tell him the Misfits rock. He 
ignores me, takes^off his hat and places his full palm against my racing heart and begins to pray. 
The words are in Czech. Amen. Finished he sighs, looks straight into my eyes and says, "My head is 
bad but my heart is good." , ' • 
'. . .' .^  It is now 
. • 2002. 
Christ aDoearino to St Peter of the Aooian Wa^  
Q: Lord, where are you going? , 
A: To Rome to be crucified again. 
IS EVERYTHING PERMITTED? IS NOTHING TRUE? 
Figure two. 
Dear Diary. 
Each day our position becomes more and more precarious but presently my mind has strayed from the matters at 
hand to a mysterious stranger. He has come to occupy my mind- He is an officer for the German army but was born a 
Frenchman, this is not confirmed by any of our records...! jiist l(now it, let's just say it is a talent of mine. I keep a 
close eye on him whilst he leads a legion of troops into the field, taking care to note any signs of dissent. I watch 
this shaggy haired steppenwolf intently, feeling a keen sense of my own discomfort with the measures of the final 
solution for the first time since the war began. The borders between men and countries are blurred daily. Lover. 
Freedom. I noticed him first a week ago when a fellow officer pointed out an unusual piece of jewellery that he is 
never seen without. It is a crucifix which hangs the wrong way around his neck, the cross resting in the middle of his 
back. It is an unconventional adornment to say the least, especially in these times of religious regularity. He moves 
behind his men and the next clear view I get of him he is standing next to a horse. Curious. The sky lights up with 
terrible flashes of lightning against an ink black night but it is clearly his voice I hear; his voice raised above the 
storm like an alabaster alter. Violently he strokes the horse, rubbing his head furiously against the beast's beautifully 
speckled brown neck. He begins. 
My loved ones walk around bleary eyed 
but I sense their wonder. 
Behind channel changing, lighter trigger 
finger lies lye thoughts of the husk, 
a sweaty palm and a dreadful sweet 
lust for the touch and grab. 
Burnt out listening to bad bands and 
sleeping ill. sucked off by the 
great big inertia star into 
a Brisbane black-hole that 
cares naught for the re-accumulation of matter if you 
don't. 
Broke, drunk, stoned, dead, tone deaf 
under read and under beds; poisoned wells 
left stagnating in the too hot sun, 
swamped with bottled 
water brought in on the backs of blind bound black psychics. 
^ 
I file all this somewhere botv/een a quivering-hand moving up her so soft dimpled thigh and wigging out on acid, too 
terrified to move. Or Maybe just after birth or a tone before d^ath. 
And when every word Weighs, arbitrary Cemeteries sell Out, pregnant pauses make way for hot pressure drops, 
7-11 's run out of beans, everyone runs out, all thought runs wild, ^ 
and all, count em, all, tomorrows run dry. • ^ 
Give me somthin' sweet ond I just gotta shove it in my yapper i tells yo! ^ 
• • • • > . 
Allegory of Love I. ^ 
-Whilst the keynote romantic of,the series stares amorously at his sweet and desperately clings to her hand hoping 
she will seek out his devoted but questioning gaze, her head is turned towards a more fashionable gent dressed in 
pink whom she, is handing a note ei^blazoned with red writing.. Cupid looks on, helpless and sad. 
* -I 
•  I am no longer the sad ongel you fried^ my dear. I'm St Fucking George you dig, you hear! 
However this morning is different. I walk to the train station still mildly drunk from my fabulous night of friend 
making with the wonderful Matthias. I cannot stop saying to myself "Life...it is just so so very beautiful sometimes." 
On the train between Leipzeig and Dresden it only gets better' being alone has never felt so good. The tracks are 
raised and I look out over the snow-whitened fields, creased and flecked with the three o'clock sun's cloud filtered 
fingers. ' i ' , . ' . , ! " ' ' , 
'The yellow comes through my • .. ; ^ • • ' • '.'•'• ' 
window and with an insatiable joy . 1 M i\ ^ - ' 
I lick it out of the ether with a / I ^ l \ '"V, ' | 
hungry heart fuelled up by the , 1 ' '\/mKAi'^^ 
geyser of my gaping hole. I \ ^ ^ ^ ^ k ^ " 
daydream about songs, I scream ^^ ip^ - , ^ ^ ' . M 
my head off, I talk to dead v^ ' £ 
authors about our work and we \ ^ M • 
drink till dawn in the space it * . , , • , M 
takes the train to travel two ' \ S ; ' ' • ' ^ ^ ^ |,;^ ^^ ,, 
stops. I think, to myself about the •• . r '•- ' " j ^ ! ; '^^' 
sugar in my tea, but I'm sure I — '' Jmii^, 
give some things away, "Wouldn't 
it be great to be here with a love j 
so dear, holding her near, hoping 
this something will carry us clear. 
Those angel moves I see from the ' "^.^ 
corner of my dreams as she floats 
from the bottom of the bed • now 
up on her knees • all hell .., • 
unfolding with tender touching 
cloud like graces. Maybe, (now remembering the smell of her dress I am forced against my will to digress 
and unresti, just maybe she would look furtively around with that devil grin of hers before throwing some 
bee sting kisses my way. sliding herself over and taking me into that sweet sweet heat until we both 
explode like the stars in shivers of total blow man blow jazz trance ecstasy," 
Maybe. 
The sun feels so good. Alone oi a train. Crossing a border. Admiring a view. Reading a 
paper and thinking obout vilvor sentimental selfish slabs of sex just a bit too much 
for comfort. 
by Ben Doran 
I 
I 
Tim Burstall is one of those Aussie 
filmmakers who I suspect doesn't get as 
many accolades as he deserves. For those 
who think Aussie sex comedies are NOT a valid artform, you 
will no doubt disagree, and we'll see you all next article. But 
there is no doubt that lie was 
one of the hardest working and 
consistent filmmakers who 
emerged at the start of the Aussie 
cinema 'renaissance'. With his 
Hexagon Films throughout the 
Seventies and Eighties he carved his 
reputation with a series of beautifully crafted genre 
and mainstream films: in addition to his early 'ocker' 
comedies Stork, Alvin Purple and Petersen, he made the 
Hitchcockian thriller End Play, the Mel Gibson war flick 
Attack Force Z, and translated D.H. Lawrence's novel 
Kangaroo to the screen. 
Hexagon was like a mini-Hollywood studio propped up by 
Burstall's creative team of Graeme Blundell, 
producer/writer/actor Alan Finney, editor David Bilcock, 
"BOc 
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cameraman Robin Copping, assistant director Ross Dimsey, and 
many other talents working in front of and behind the 
cameras. His breakthrough 1971 film Stork was the first of the. 
'new' Australian features, a riotous satire on the cultural 
revolution of student politics and sexual liberation, modern art 
and everything but the bloody kitchen sink; his other early 
films, the two Alvin Purples (1973 & 1974) and Petersen (1974) 
cement hfs reputation as a pioneer of a new kind of Australian 
cinema, and a major chronicler of the Aussie male's sexual 
condition - no matter how hairy and ugly It can get. 
Born In England in 1929, Burstall arrived in Australia when he 
was 8. After cutting his teeth on an enormous range of short 
films and documentaries, he co-wrote and directed his first 
feature, a baw drama called 2,0(X) Weeks, In 1969. This was a 
watershed year in Australian cinema, seen as the start of the 
Australian film renaissance: the Australia Council for the Arts 
announced a government-funded plan for a film and television 
school, a film and TV fund and overseas marketing board, and 
government funding for 'experimental' projects, in 1970 the 
Australian Film Development Corporation (AFDC) was set up to 
administer funds to film companies, with the aim of fostering 
Australian cultural Identity on film. The AFDC was later 
restructured to form the Australian Film Commission (AFC) in 
1975, and state-funded govemment film agencies began to 
appear between 1972 and 1978 to furt:her assist the financing 
of film productions. Burstall's generation of filmmakers, most 
of whom had cut their teeth on gritty and cost-
effective urban TV dramas, now had an outlet 
for their creative vision of modern Australia. 
1971 saw another Important event 
In the evolution of Australian cinema - the 
Introduction of the R rating, as part of a wider film 
classification reform instituted by Democrats senator Don 
Chlpp. The emphasis was now on classifying films from G 
('General Exhibition') to R and later X, rather than censoring 
films under the previous draconian pre-Menzles system. By 
restricting the audience to 18 years and older, the R certificate 
allowed a greater freedom of expression in the previously 
taboo territory of sex, violence and language. 
The effect was like pulling your thumb from a bulging dike -
Australia was suddenly awash with cheap and nasty imported 
skin flicks and horror shows. Like it or not, the 'Permissive 
Society' of Europe and America had finally arrived. For local 
filmmakers, the days of Chips Rafferty and Smiley Gets His 
Gun were over, and now their characters could say 'fuck me 
dead' (and let's face it, who didn't), strip buck naked and get 
down to the horizontal bellydance. This was the birth of the 
homegrown version of contemporary sex-related films. Sex, 
Australia style. And Burstall was there from the start. 
Stork, AMn Purple and Petersen are among the first 
significant explorations Into the 70s Aussie male psyche - from 
the touching caricature of Stork to the brutally frank and 
hypocritical Petersen. Only Bruce Beresford with his two Barry 
MacKenzie films (1972 a 1974) and the David Williamson-
scripted Don's Party (1975) matches Burstall's early work In 
laying the Australian male bare. And like Beresford, Burstall 
s I 
loads his films to the brim vflth Aussie icons and idioms, 
making them virtual textbooks of 70s urban culture. 
The fact these films are not as critically lauded as the more 
successful 70s exports Picnic At Hanging Rock (1975), 
Newsfront (1978) and Beresford's own Breaker Morant (1978), 
says more about the critics than the films themselves. 
Burstall's early work Is brash, abrasive, and wallows in its own 
sense of 'now' - which of course means they date more easily 
than the safer period pieces. They also have a savage satiric 
streak and don't take themselves too seriously: a red rag to a 
bullish critic who considers 'comedies' less important than high 
drama. Sure, Picnic At Hangins Rock has a beautiful dream-like 
quality, but is a fairly cold exercise In technique and has VERY 
little to say. Then there's Burstall's treatment of the rampant 
In Stork's 'one out, all out' satirical 
sv^pe, even modern art gets a heady serve. Stork Imagines 
himself an art guru dabbling In 'chunderscapes' by wolfing 
down a mountain of cheese and tallies; dream girl Anna 
declares his work 'the most Intoxicating new art form of the 
20th Century.' David Williamson's script, based on his play 
'The Coming Of Stork' is so loaded to the bloody gills with 
ockerisms that it almost outdoes Bazza MacKenzie in the 
cultural cringe stakes. In fact I'm sure it's the first film that 
mentions that abominable term for going to the toilet - 'to 
strangle a darkle' - while imagining himself as an Antarctic 
explorer next to Burstall's usual editor and cinematographer 
(and future directors of Alvin Rides Again), David Bilcock and 
Robin Copping. 
TIM BURSTALL AND THE BIRTH 0 
THE OCKER SEX COMEDY 
Aussie libido In all its naked glory. Straight into the 'sex film' 
ghetto for AMn Purple, with a bare-arsed Petersen to follow. 
197rs stork, while not technically a sex 
comedy, Is one of the earliest Aussie films to 
feature topless nudity courtesy of Jacki 
Weaver and deals with the main character's 
cartoonish sex drive. Stork Is a blue collar 
yahoo with Marxist aspirations (or in the words of one of the 
characters, a 'six foot deranged revolutionary') played with 
manic enthusiasm by the gangly bespectacled Bruce Spence, 
much seen over the last 30 years but criminally underused 1n a 
slew of supporting roles. Stork quits his job at GMH to drop out 
and 'join the bloody revolution'; 
being an Aussie male, he naturally 
is more concerned with footy and 
beer and his various paranoiac 
obsessions about his health and his 
virginity. Also a hopeless mooch, he 
crashes with his hapless mate Westy 
(Graeme Blundell) and ingratiates 
himself Into his student pad much 
to the annoyance of flatmates 
Clyde and Tony, both of whom are 
dating emotionally uncommitted 
flower child Anna (Jacki Weaver) 
who Stork promptly labels 'the Moll'. 
Her wildly spinning emotional 
compass soon swings around to his 
direction, and the gormlessly 
romantic Stork is smitten. During 
the film's rapid-fire 90 minutes, 
urged along by Burstall's on-the-run 
16mm camera, Stork manages to 
disrupt a university lecture, Is 
almost eaten alive by a sexually 
voracious feminist, and charges Into 
Anna's wedding to Tony in a 
firetruck, drenching the guests 
while quoting Marx through a 
loudspeaker. 
>\NDREW LEAVOLD 
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Alvin Purple uses the classic English sex comedy model of a 
hapless, clumsy idiot who becomes an inadvertent sex symbol, 
gigolo and porn star! For some bizarre reason his spindly frame 
and Inoffensive demeanor makes him irresistible 
to wpmen. All he really wants is to herald In 
the 'Sexless Seventies', and instead he finds a 
naked Jacki Weaver on his beanbag waiting for a 
'cup of sugar'. It's a case of 'you've never had 
it so good, mate' - an assortment of crackers, nymphos and 
'top sorts' can't seem to get enough of Purple. His problem 
starts In high school, persued by a flock of screaming teeny 
girls on bikes, when he's taken in and 'comforted' by his 
teacher's wife. An absolute dill at everything he tries, he goes 
from one deadend job to another (in a 
classic nude bodypainting scene, Alvin 
smears purple paint on his - erm -
paintbrush; as a waterbed salesman he 
ends up in bed with a customer and 
spears the bed with his spikes). He 
goes to a psychiatrist to cure him of 
his rampant libido, who recommends 
him to the mysterious Dr McBurney 
(George Whaley), a charlatan who 
rents out Alvin as a bogus sex therapist 
to bored housewives and slips them 
the old 'Purple Method'. Naturally the 
whole sordid business is exposed, and 
Alvin winds up in court in front of a 
crusty porn-obsessed Judge (Noel 
Ferrier). 
awiiifiiK^y^i 
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Getting- involved 
in one zany 
and sex-laden 
situation 
after another. 
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Love It (like I do) or hate it, Alwn 
Purple is a knowing satire on 70s sex 
and the Permissive Society - at one 
point Alvin stops outside a Melbourne 
cinema showing Bedroom Mazurka, a 
saucy sex comedy from Scandinavia 
which'enjoyed its own series! 
Seventies sex symbol Abigail (Number 
96 and countless Page Three 
cheesecake appearances) makes a 
brief appearance in the first scene on 
I 
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a tram; the super-suave 
Purple Imagines a 
sophisticated dialogue with 
Abigail about the properties 
of her breasts, and Instead 
blurts out "Gee you've got 
nice tits." Slap, cue poor 
schmuck Alvin wanting to 
herald the 'Sexless 
Seventies'. The film ends on a 
strangely but expected 
conservative streak: Alvin 
falls in love v;nth the one girl 
who doesn't throw herself at 
him, she becomes a nun 
rather than face Alvin's 
reluctant libido, and he ends 
up a gardener in the 
convent's gardens surrounded 
by women who have no 
interest in him! 
AMn Purple was Australia's first real sex film, and despite (or 
because of) a phenomenal domestic box office and even a TV 
special on the making of the movie, it is usually written off by the 
cultural elite. In the Noughties the film js enjoying somewhat of a 
reappraisal, usually from the same cultural archaeologists who 
have just discovered the wonders of the Barry Mackenzie series. 
Despite its 'sex film' tag it had and still has a legitimacy thanks to 
Burstall's quirky direction, Brian Cadd's hit film score, an assured 
supporting cast loaded with familiar TV and film faces, and the 
endearing acting by Blundell. Of course its timing - the 'Permissive 
Society' and the R rating were In full swing - was perfect. 
The Inevitable sequel, AMn Rides Asain, appeared in 1974. 
Burstall, it seems, was more concerned with building on his 
reputation as a 'legitimate' filmmaker (he directed the much 
superior Petersen the same year, and had marked his first dramatic 
narrative fn the four-part, four-director Libido in 1973) and slipped 
into the producer's chair; this time Burstall's usual editor and 
cameraman, David Bilcock and Robin Copping, were credited as 
directors. Alan Hopgood again wrote the script, with additional 
material by Burstall and Alan Finney (who plays Purple's even more 
hapless mate Spike Oooley In the two films). Another surprise was 
the rating • dropped from an R to M rating, still showing full nudity 
but with no simulated sex scenes. Purple again goes from one 
dead-end job to another - window washer, taxi driver, office 
cleaner (almost an A-Z of British sex comedy situations!) - and 
thanks to the amorous advances of middle-aged nymphos, gets 
fired from each one. He and Spike decide to head for a fishing 
holiday; the car breaks down at a servo run by Maurie Fields and 
his sex-starved bra-busting wife (the welcome return of Abigail, in 
an extended cameo). After single-handedly destroying the shop, 
Purple grabs Spike and they hitch a ride with an all-girl cricket 
team (their motto: 'stuff the men'), and after a night of 
bedhopping till stumps, they end up in drag on the cricket pitch 
trying to win back their bets. 
At a casino, gambling away their ill-begotten gains, they run Into 
Purple's dead ringer: a cornball Italian-American gangster called 
Balls McGee, Purple accidentally sets off a champagne cork that 
leads to Balls getting plugged. Alvin now has to pose with the rest 
of the criminal gang as Balls McGee to get a foot in the plan by 
local crime kingpin Fingers (a great overtheatrical role by stage 
giant Frank Thring) to rob the casino. Predictably it goes horribly 
wrong, and hitman The Hatchet (another eye-rolling, scene-
chewing appearance by Noel Ferrier) is dispatched to finish off 
Alvin and co for good. The film ends v^th a hilarious car chase 
through Melbourne's tram country. Hatchet behind the wheel of a 
hearse, machine gun on the bonnet vrith barrels blazing! 
AMn Rides Asain ups the ante on guest spots: US-born perennial 
5tork 
tough guy Gus Mercurio plays one of Balls' 
henchmen, and shaggy haired Brian Cadd makes a memorable 
appearance as the casino entertainer. Blundell as the real B.alls is 
a hoot, leading a rousing tearful Chorus of 'Skippy The Bush 
Kangaroo', but a few writers have noted that his appearance 
marks the downturn of the movie. It's true - the first half hour is a 
pure British Confessions-style sex farce, the gangster schrick is 
sitcom territory and even in 1974 when the sight of Blundell 
stuffing his cheeks with tissues a la Brando was still fresh, I'm 
sure it got old quick. Ever see the feature film version of George 
AndMildred> They had gangsters too, and they were about as 
funny. 
Petersen marks Burstall's second collaboration with writer David 
Williamson, this time vWth the nudity, sex and language much 
closer to the bone. The brave full nude scenes with Jacki Weaver 
and Wendy Hughes are truly erotic, and the sight of a fully bared 
and flared Jack Thompson left an Indelible image on 70s Aussie 
cinema. Beyond the satire of Stork or the sex farce of the AMn 
Purple's, Petersen presents a much more complex character - ex-
footy hero and electrician, now at uni struggling through his BA in 
English literature. Tony Petersen expects something more to life 
and consequently sports a massive chip on his shoulder, thanks to 
his suburban Melbourne working class background. His larrakin 
spirit coasts him through his separate lives - the mundane, 
represented by his wife Susie (Jacki Weaver) and their two giris, 
and the grandiose and self-important, his affair with English 
professor Dr Trish Kent (Wendy Hughes) who, unbeknownst to him, 
is propping up his grades. Still, he relishes his role as big man on 
campus, particularly when nymphet law student Moira (Belinda 
Giblin) volunteers him for a 
public 'love-out' - the two end up 
screwing In front of a crowd on 
the uni lawn. Soon he feels 
uncomfortable in either 
existence: a weekend trip to his 
old friend's place in the country 
ends badly when Petersen Is 
accused of getting too big for his 
boots, before Petersen drunkenly 
seduces his mate's wife in front 
of him and Susie. His dirty 
weekend away with Dr Trish starts 
off well with a naked romp on the 
beach, then followed by 
struggling through an awkward 
pseudo-intellectual conversation 
on the movie Elvira Madigan. He 
fails his exams, Trish announces 
she's going to Oxford - it's too 
much of a blow to Petersen's 
fragile ego, so he brutally rapes her on her office floor. 
Williamson's script is an uncomfortably close examination of the 
hypocrisies of modern Australian society that ring true today -
university Intellectuals are pretentious and ineffectual, the 'noble' 
working class are alcoholic louts. The police take Petersen out to 
a construction site and work him over; even his father, an Anglican 
minister played by Charles Tingwell, is unable to offer advice to 
his son vrith any conviction as he's lost his faith. Petersen himself 
cuts an impressive figure vnth his direct no-bullshit approach, 
sheer brute force and impossible-to-hate larrikin humour - your 
quintessential Aussie bloke - but he's always two beers away from 
falling apart completely, a man unable to reconcile his limitations 
and his expectations. His rampant ego leads him to cheat on his 
wife, then beat on his mistress. And even after he's booted out of 
uni and left for dead by the cops, his roving eye doesn't stop: the 
final scene shows Petersen quoting Shakespeare to a bored and 
willing housewife (Sandy Gore) while fixing her wiring (no, really), 
and from Thompson's expression you can tell he's finally accepted 
his lot in life. After all, he says, there's doctors driving taxis. 
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STUPID URBAN 
THOUGHTS 
There's something about 
double automatic doors 
that has always 
fascinated me. The sliding 
ones are cool, but the 
best are the ones that 
fold. I always feel so damn 
special when both doors 
open. It's as if I need far 
more space to 
accomodate my grandeur. 
Unfortunately everyday 
technology has blunted our 
appreciation of the small 
miracles.1 figure the only way to 
do it properly would be to bring 
someone from an Amazon tribe 
to somwhere they have one of 
these, I could then walk through 
and have at least one person 
suitably admiring. 
Wicked Wednesday is your 
niaht to qiva vourseif over to 
indulgence at South Bank, 
4-6pm ToscanI s Happy Hour $10 pasta (excl. seafood), 
6-8pm Star Bar Happy Hour 7-10pm Live music. 
5-7pm Greystone Bar & Cellars Happy Hour 
Chi lounge In-house DJ, funk, soul, house and lounge. 
Denim Co. 10% off fashion. Buy any food or drink item 
get the second one half price. 
Wednesday nights starting in April at 
Liltie Stanley Street, South Bank. 
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Soirth Pank 
The customer had pursed lips and an 
open wallet as she handed the bank slip 
over. Her handbag hung awkwardly from 
her shoulder like a strange dislocated 
bone, and Frank was frightened. Licking 
his lips, he nervously went about doing the 
transaction, the tendons in the back of his 
own neck tightening. With a badge that 
said 'Ask Me About Our Term Deposits!' 
contrasting with his facial expression (Tor 
Pity's Sake Please Don't Take Up The Offer 
On My Badge!') he scuttled about his work 
area, mumbling repetitious conversational 
hors d'oeuvres like an insane butler. 
"Oh, bills are awful, aren't they?" (He said 
for the fortieth time this afternoon j : , 
"WeU, thank god Tomorrow 
hey?" The hard thump of^ 
put the stress on 
Saturday, orphani 
leaving it with no 
God never has a capita^^ 
thought as he sighed]^ ! 
polished black shoes.' 
"Thankyouseeyous<^> 
by Lorelei Vashti Walte 
their table. 
At these painful dinners, Frank had to concentrate 
hard to keep his posture in check. In fact, 
wherever he went it was a struggle to force his 
back straight and hold his head high. So when he 
escaped into anonymity, away from his work or his 
mother, his posture disappeared. He cowered to 
the city streets, their bovine passengers pushed 
and bullied and he kept his eyes firmly on the 
concrete. He hunched his shoulders, his spine 
lengthened and curved towards the ground like the 
bough of a tree, and his head was as heavy as an 
over ripe fruit about to drop. 
"Sp |)aye you fallen yet darlin'?" 
,}y|ranlfih|Mo^btf^ ^^^^ times to adjust his 
fti|^^*?h?P ^ was concentrating on, 
^ fgmim^^ mascara eyes. 
«*. 
n Johnson, Frank. You know, Linda's 
snM:sh^ working at the bank with you now?" 
i||ie|:afid?|er^ e^p shadow legred expectantly. 
glplFiG^ d at ;l)5si'tather, who§e eyes.darted'%- l , 
taptlyvd^ri^to his plat:^^^toning?|^ 1.s Jn.a^ ^ 
lack shoes 
exhausted he'd 5f 
But this Friday nigKf| 
on his feet and sluggis||{^|i)^|his way to his 
parent's house. fT^Po^|b:fr i*$ebhi Dad in a 
Diav ^^^^mi<^- ^—-^ v;Jt?" 
Located in the^^iL^ijfcu^^^ t 
the drunken shai'efol galih trees, i i ispi" 
together like twp}pieces of ro'" '"'''^ 
a school lunchbox.'-'^ V^ bandonei 
the year by thej|,kids, they'" 
~ potatoes as if he wej^ J-
vthem. 
"Ah, Ros is a nic '^ 
same fear in h]^ 
day "1 don 
that's all. 
^he 
now. 
of their time and money QI 
to say, his Mum spenrmo: 
husband about it, and th 
money Every time he ^|ited;'Frank f^btiff^ 
another chair that had §omeHow<^li^crahl^e^'|j^ 
into the tiny living room>eaeh nev^ -one''mbYe ' * 
ergonomic than the las .^)B3eir da'ys, from what 
was replayed back over tfie dinner table by his 
mother, seemed to involve tag-team visits to 
chiropractors and physiotherapists. Unfortunately, 
his father didn't seem to benefit at all from these 
appointments, and at dinner he sat hunched over 
his plate in such an umbrella-like fashion that 
Frank wondered if his Dad knew something they 
didn't know about possible storm forecasts over 
CO sit taller in his seat, 
Ip into this impossible 
straightness"with a weak cough. He didn't speak 
much, and when he did, it was in the stammering 
dialect of people who know they won't be listened 
to anyway "Well, it's just a chorus role, you 
know, this and that. It's a musical, see, I just sing 
and dance." 
Frank nodded. He knew all right. An amateur cast 
of octogenarians and high school students, playing 
each other's sweethearts regardless of age in 
53 
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Gilbert and Sullivan roles and too much blush. 
Cardboard sets and a zany old pianist as 
accompaniment. One chorus girl with bucked 
teeth that you could always hear above everyone 
else. And most of all, the hall, the old War 
Memorial Hall that held yoga classes and pottery 
fetes as well as local theatre productions. Year 
after year within its wooden walls, the old building 
restrained all these manifestations of suburban 
madness from bursting out onto the streets. 
His father had apparently said all he was going to 
say, and Frank looked back over to his Mum. Just 
as he predicted, her newly lacquered mouth was 
back in business. 
"Don, I wish they'd done something about that set. 
I mean, you're sitting on that flimsy throne for the 
entire opening scene, with no back support 
whatsoever, and it'd be fine if you didn't have to 
do those shimmies in the second act, but I don't 
know how they can expect you to move around, 
contorting yourself into god knows what positions 
and not expect some kind of legal ramifications!" 
The way she held onto her cigarette gave it all the 
characteristics of a miniature microphone, the 
type that spruikers use in shopping centres. 
"Frank honey, you'll be aghast when you see it, 
you really will. Sit up straight." 
"...his parents lived together like two pieces 
of rotting fruit leftover in a school 
lunchbox..." 
As soon as they got to the hall, Frank 's slouch 
reappeared. Evading conversation, he immediately 
walked over to one of the walls, and studied it 
with intense concentration. An old wooden framed 
picture of Queen Elizabeth II was on the wall. He 
remembered thinking as a kid how strange it was 
to have her up there, and that the only reason she 
could possibly be on the wall was because she was 
so old and so was the hall. The picture was yellow 
then and it was yellow now, the tatters around one 
side of it making it look as if it had been torn from 
a Women's Weekly magazine. Maybe there's a 
crossword on the other side, Frank thought, or at 
least a good article. Maybe, if the play gets too 
boring, I could come back... 
"Frankie Davis!" He knew the voice came from 
high school even before he saw her and anxiously 
tried to clear the hoarseness from his throat as she 
galloped towards him. "Ashleigh! How are you?" 
She was thin, much thinner than she had been at 
school, and was wearing a sort of ballerina's black 
lycra wrap, tied 
in a bow at her 
waist with a full 
circle black 
skirt. "I'm fine-
well, you know, 
this new place 
where I'm 
living..." she 
began. 
Frank was a social nodder, that is, he felt more 
comfortable with nodding rather than actually 
speaking, and he'd learnt from experience that it 
was an appropriate response in 90% of awkward 
situations. Plus, standing next to her, shuffling his 
weight backwards and forwards between both 
feet, he felt embarrassingly short. She towered 
above him like the buildings in the city, and his 
natural response was to shrink. She chattered for 
seemingly ages before finally releasing him. "I'd 
better go and get a seat. I'll see you afterwards?" 
Ashleigh twirled and trotted into the hall. 
Frank was relieved that she'd left and prepared to 
extricate his mother from a group of squealing 
women. Luckily, a bell rang, warning everyone to 
find their seats before the lights went down, and 
six pairs of flesh-coloured stockings on their high-
heeled feet grabbed their husbands and dragged 
them along to their designated seats. These poor 
men all reminded Frank of his Dad, except he 
didn't have much of a chance to think too deeply 
about this observation because his Mum was now 
pulling him by the arm to two seats in row H. She 
threw her handbag onto Frank's lap, christening 
him as it's owner for the night. Frank could just 
make out where Ashleigh was sitting, in the second 
row. He couldn't really see her head, but when he 
leant down, pretending to do up his shoelace, he 
could see her black high heels cradling her little 
feet, tiny red bows attached to the straps. From 
this vantage point, he could see hundreds of 
elevated feminine feet, and, with his Mum busy 
gabbling to the stranger next to her, he envied 
them all, redoing and undoing his shoelaces until 
the lights went entirely down. 
He was still distracted by the concept of all that 
extra height when he felt an elbow in his side. 
"See what I mean about the throne?" His mother's 
dramatic whisper was probably louder than the 
actors on stage, and her long nails, appendages in 
their own right, gesticulated madly to upstage left. 
It was Frank's father in a Queen's costume. He 
was dressed in a purple velvet gown and had a 
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cardboard crown balancing precariously on top of a 
wig. His eyes, calmly and steadily watching the 
action going on at centre stage, were outlined in 
black and laced with mascara, and his skin had an 
"Frank's father sang loudly and 
happily, his long blonde plaits 
bobbing along to the tambourine. 
unnatural brownish glow. But his lips, normally 
two unrelated flaps of flesh that, in real life, 
refused to work together in the steady formation 
of words, were covered in a very red shade of 
thick lipstick. Frank lifted himself up on his seat to 
get a better look, and could just see his father 
pressing his lips together sensually, as if he had 
secretly snuck behind the throne a second 
beforehand and smothered them in thick Belgian 
chocolate. He only had one line, which he 
delivered in an impressively shrill tone obviously 
inspired by his wife - ("I need my cushion!"). But 
during the musical numbers, his booming baritone 
voice was resonant, and surrounded by 70 year old 
maidens and teenage noblemen, Frank's father 
sang loudly and happily, his long blonde plaits 
bobbing along to the tambourine. 
After the show, holding his Mum's handbag 
uncomfortably as if it contained five small 
pregnant mice, he went backstage to find his Dad. 
He wandered the corridors until he could hear a 
vaguely familiar voice, but it wasn't until he 
walked into the dressing room and saw him, that 
he actually believed this voice came from his Dad. 
It had more exuberance and clarity than he had 
ever heard before. With his shirt off, the pallid 
skin of his chest contrasting with the colour of his 
fake bronzed face,, he was chatting like Frank had 
never seen him do before, using the full potential 
of his hands and arms to explain something. He 
reminded Frank of his mother. 
"Frank! I'll be with you in a sec!" His Dad 
pointed a gun-shaped hand at his son and winked 
as he did it. "I'll just go get this make-up off." 
Frank walked outside in a daze, past the pats on 
the back and the noise, and bumped into Ashleigh, 
standing outside the foyer with a cigarette and a 
grin. "Nice handbag," she said, and he self-
consciously looked away He saw his Mum, and 
tried to yell at her, but she was too busy chatting 
to stop and collect her bag from him, waving 
offhandedly as she walked past. 
It was then Frank noticed his father, trailing behind 
slowly, with his regular T-shirt back on. Frank had 
to double-take. The man from the dressing room 
had metamorphosed back into a sullen hunchback, 
the makeup had been washed off and he was back 
to his unhappy self. 
"Dad, that was great!" Frank couldn't get his Dad 
to stop as he walked on by, mumbling something 
like they'd be waiting in the car for him. He 
plodded off in the direction of Frank's mother. 
"So your Dad's the Queen?" Ashleigh offered him a 
drag of her cigarette. Frank took one look at the 
light pink ring her lipstick was leaving on it, and he 
became instantly jealous. The cigarette looked as 
cool as she did, imperturbable and relaxed. He 
suddenly desperately wanted the kind of 
composure and confidence that lipstick provided 
for millions of women everywhere whenever they 
needed a boost. 
Without considering her unfinished cigarette or his 
parents waiting in the carpark, he grabbed 
Ashleigh and passionately squished his lips into 
hers, rubbing them from side to side, more like a 
carwash than a kiss. When they pulled apart, 
Frank, breathless but satisfied felt incredible. He 
ran into the empty foyer, searching for a mirror. 
He pulled the ageing picture of Queen Elizabeth 
off the wall. Staring 
into it, he saw his own 
reflection, and the vision 
confirmed what he felt 
inside. His lips were 
now tinged the same 
colour pink of Ashleigh's 
and he felt calmer than 
he had in years. 
Ashleigh had rushed in to 
see where he had gone, 
and found him crouched 
on the floor, applying a 
layer of crimson lipstick 
and looking at himself in 
the Queen's picture. His Mum's handbag lay 
pillaged beside him. Frank grinned up at her, waxy 
red particles attached to his teeth, and shoved the 
picture at her. "Look!" he said, pointing to some 
words at the bottom of the frame. 
Ashleigh stooped down suspiciously "'God save 
the Queen.' So what?" Frank stopped his manic 
slathering and stood up straight, throwing his arms 
up into the air, "Can't you read? God has a 
capital G!" He glided over to her and put his arms 
around her waist, smiling like a clown. Even in her 
high heels with the red bows, Frank stood taller. 
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rs are that which create identity, distinction 
lUS, d i f f e r e n c e . They can be spatial, in the way that 
Us girt by sea and our bodies and ourselves are encapsulated 
" t our past lives and memories are bounded by the edge of 
pnsciousness or that dush; and dawn are the boundaries 
day and night. Sometimes they are neither - for when and 
.v^s the border between one culture and another lie? 
exodus. She is forced to confront the "other", the unfamiliar am 
strange. Leaving behind all she knows, parting with all possession 
things of comfort; journeying towards the unforeseeable. The gr' 
banners of freedom and basic human rights attract her to a Wild^ 
V 
where life is never going to be the same. She will cross the border 
and identity, of nations and of culture, of the comfortable and the 
unknown, all in the name of freedom. 
iture Of Borders - , 
I 
t ' 
-jDorderis one nation, one person, one body or one,bi6od, 
i^ntical unto itself. Oh either sides, separated By the border, 
which differ from each other - differing countries, 
j.^ations, people, bodies, genders, races. Whoever ^ 
?yond the border has behind them home and heari:h ^ 
overs before them the Wild Unknown; they may dread 
lu^t the door, or be allured by the new and exotic. 
<; make insiders and outsiders; and the issue of y 
„ A n d asylum seekers in Australia is either about j ^ 
•being on the outside or outsiders being on y r 
ie, depending on your perspective. / 
ees And Borders 
• T^ ee situation in Australia has X \^\f\ 
a long and inhumanitarian saga, leaving \ ^ 
= reflective of our JDopulation disenchanted ^ ^ 
f'^ iUus'oi'^ ^d with the ways of the world: why there \ ^ 
jees in the first place and why no-one is willing to > 
9bnd the borders constructed by social 'norms', 
^io difference between those who seek asylum in 'our' 
tourselves. Perhaps most of us are simply happy living 
3VGly little lives in blissful ignorance of tho plight of 
thei s who suffer, by no means other than the political and 
tiaLmisfunclions of thoii societies. Is this not a repeat of the 
loso who cleniccl Iho Jews when they were? persecuted? 
?cm to ho tlio new Jews ol the iwenly-lirst centuiy 
vit to live in a peaceful and harmonious world where love 
se holy reigns free, but how many of us ai'e willing to 
aur comfort for the comfort of others? When an asylum 
3sses her country's border, she is on a journey of exile - an 
So tl^e first experience with borders for those who unwillingly seel 
' , ' in other countries .can be said to take the form of a threatened loSs c 
,' identity that a border of their homeland, but also their, hoqse and 
'^ tfV' [TA H' ' (Property, region, ethnicity, community,,family group, ancestry, peJ 
the border, : history^ creates within itself. Thdirs is the hofror of an exM 
nes I 
beyond that border ond into the unknown. But for thoseJ 
/
are called upon to provide asylum, the permeability of c l 
borders also can threaten loss - the loss of difference. We af; 
afraid of falling from our secure haven, from our familiar worlc 
> ^ everything we hold dear within it - we are afraid that otha 
\ . enter this world, people unknown to us and hence possn 
T h © > ^ harbouring evil intentions, intentions to despoil that v, 
razor >!». and to take the most treasured possessions and fe; 
>. of our life from us. Ours is the horror c 
Wir© border \ ^ > invasion of those borders by unknown c 
will define them, > \ 
. , , , „ X N We watch the borders of our own home 
DinO tnem*», X being crossed by strangers claiming refus 
y^ strangers who all seem alike in the fact of their 
y ^ difference from us, strangers who seem infinitely nun, 
y ^ in the sameness which is because of their difference, strc 
y ^ whose odd garb and veiled faces signify in the same mannd 
/ uniform of an encroaching foreign army. Yesterday these 'hot_ 
were Asian; today they are Arabic; tomorrow they will be somer' 
V equally faceless and multitudinous ethnic group, I 
bind them 
This tcrrjl^ing image is compounded when the strangers arrivl 
midst without'ny official rubber-stamping, without hcwing their sg 
formally determined as EITHER Insider OR outsider. They arc thuf l 
once, an outsider on Ihe inside; and our fragile borders, our defense??, 
been peneltated and thieatcn to colla[Dse into unreality. Wc arc madr 
suddenly and brutally conscious that our fantasies of a secure and f l J 
border, rigorously keeping the other out, is just that, a fantasy - th A 
'secure and rigid border' has a rather dodgy ontological status to s ^ ' 
least. We are forced to confront that which we would deny, the a t H 
and this fear has its abreaction in anger against these strangers. IT 
m 
FREEDOM 
not (because they could not) play the game, indulge our fantasy, 
respect the designated boundary. In crossing the border, they 
mocked the border. 
And how will we take out our fear and our anger on these free 
radicals who can seemingly slip between borders legal and 
geographical, and live in sodety like shadows, unidentified, 
unbound? We will quickly draw another border around them, 
encircle them v '^th a boundary, one of razor wire, one v^ i^ch they 
cannot cross this time. The razor wire border will sanitise them like 
a dirty needle and exdse them like a spreading cancer from the 
body of our land. The razor wire border v^ll define them, bind 
them, fix their threatening ambiguity between outside and inside, 
pin down their shadov^ status and quash their mobility between 
borders. It will quell our fear. And the human cost? Our 
anger takes over. They crossed the line. T h ^ must be 
punished. The reaction of those called on to provide asylum 
is a reaction of fear, and anger which is rooted in fear. 
Of Fear And Freedom 
So much talk about fear - what is it? Fear is the 
affect (the emotional response) which 
signals the undertying presence of an 
unconsdous negative belief. This process 
can indude a tertiary transfer of affect, 
when fear is further metabolised into 
anger, and one's psychical processes are 
hence doubly disguised from the view of our intellects. 
We must see through that disguise; we must analyse our 
anger to know our fear, and analyse our fear to locate the 
underlying belief that founds it, so that we may ask ourselves 
whether this is a belief which is rational and justified, or mere 
prejudkie, or a fantasy mistaken for real. These beliefs often 
involve the idea of borders. So we fear the pemieability of our 
borders; asylum-seekers fear crossing their borders, and those called 
on to provide asylum fear our borders being crossed. People fear the 
loss of identity and the coming of difference. But the point of 
analysing these fears is that sometimes we are right to fear and 
sometimes we are not. To put this in the context of September 11: 
fear is the same as ten-of; with all the assodations that that word 
has, but those who tenify us must not be confused v/ith those who 
tenrorise. And the refusal to examine fear and anger has a tenrible 
human cost, throughout history and today. 
Freedom itself is so much cheaper to attain than oppression, war or 
patriotism. And so much nicer too. So why do we feel so much 
resistance toward those who come to us, for freedom? When freedom 
in our sodety is so highly regarded? Why do we fear that a stranger 
has amved? Why do we forsake those with whom we can relate? For 
none of us were true original inhabitants of this land, except for the 
Aboriginals, who have been oppressed for this fact. 
Every person for themselves seems to be the motto of our times. Our 
sodety indulges us in the concept of individualism, until we die of self-
angst and self-consummation. As a human being, we have the 
capadty for thought, imagination and empathy A little more of the 
latter apparently needs to be applied for there to be global peace and 
justice. 
Human Rights Have No Borders 
(n the end, all that matters is love and the human condition, and 
love of the human condition. The human condition is that 
found in suffering, in joy; in love and self-deceit; in our 
vulnerability and unknowingness of all there is; in 
everything and its opposite, and ultimately, in our 
very existence into this world. We float around, 
through the boundaries of space and time, 
indulging In the pleasurable, avoiding the 
painful; judging others on face value, 
wanting what we cannot have, letting 
ourselves fester in the superfidal realms of this reality 
'Such is the human condition. 
dream, though, of a world of global dtizenship, untainted by 
sentiments of patriotism and superiority. Every day, our world is 
becoming more globalised, more integrated, with ideas passing 
the bounds of tem'torial borders, money capitalizing 
throughout countries, and people moving, for pleasure, or 
because of pain. Human rights have no borders. Love has no 
boundaries. Tmth has no limits. If everything meaningful in life has no 
confines, why do we so ardently seek to secure and contain the 
borders of our souls, and that of our nation? We must let go of the 
fears we have, that reflect beliefs that are not justified. If only people 
really empathtzed, really walked in the shoes of an asylum seeker for 
one day, and felt what it (would) feel like to be that homeless, a 
wandering soul, in pursuit of freedom and basic human rights, we 
would forget ourselves, and the worid would be an ever more beautiful 
place. 
Tanya Moir and Lyma Nguyen I • , * 
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'The direction was no longer important." 
The car ehgine coughed, then stopped running. 
Serafin let the car roll back to the |-oadside and turned off the headlights. Perhaps the 
motor had overheated. He would wait. He lit a cigarette. Outside it was raining hard. It had been 
raining hard for a month. The wind blew from the sea and carried the sound of waves crashing on 
the rocks below. The car shuddered. 
He finished his cigarette and turned the ignition key, again and again. He crossed his 
hands on his lap and took a deep breath. He closed his eyes, opened them again, but it made no 
difference. He had no memory of such darkness, not even in his grandfather's cellar where he and 
his cousins played ghost games when he was a child. 
Five or ten minutes later, sparkles of light criss-crossed his windscreen. A lift, he 
thought, but at the last moment he decided against it. hi the rear-view mirror he watched the 
car's red tail lights fading in the rain. It would be ridiculous to go backwards when he was in a 
hurry There would be other cars going his own way He was not worried. Only annoyed. 
Serafin had often travelled this lone road before. He liked to detour from the n^  
highway to admire the rock-faces sculpted by the relentless wind, to watch the big sea br^ . 
, and the white spray blowing high in the air. Something attracted him to this part of the co, 
that released him from whatever concerns he might have had during the day 
Despite the darkness and the rain he guessed where he was, and felt a little fru; 
It was not proper to question fate, but he felt disappointed about the place itu:hose to in 
Why not on the headland, where the road turned sharply left next to the lookout? The od 
would still be made, yet from there he could let the car coasf down the road into the tH 
valley, have it fixed or telephone to say that he was late. ' 
The thought of the telephone alarmed him. There would be questions. What wa. 
doing on this stretch of the road on such a night? How could he tell the truth? Who would t 
him? ' , > • ^ ' 
Serafin turned the ignition key again. It made rasping noises. Like a cautious mdu 
gnawing in the dark, he thought as he lowered the back of,the seat to a near horizontaH* 
He lit another cigarette, lay back and listened to the rhythmic p'elting of the rain on th&4 
roof. Minutes later he felt a new urgency to watch for approaching cars. The direction wai 
longer important. X" ~ 
He,sat up"and put out his. unfinished cigarette. The elastic in his, new t^ " 
socks irritated him, and he pushed theiTi,down. With both hands Oh the : :S^ 
dashboard he stared into the darkness ahead. Perhaps he should get out, lift the 
bonnet, look at the motor, poke and fiddle, get his hands greasy swear loudly I ' -
like those he had seen countless times on the side of the road. But he saw no point 
in doing that in the rain and the dark. Even in full daylight, what lay beneath thef 
t 
bonnet was a mystery to him. «^  . x " 
• He could trace the beginnings of his mechanical apathy to a summer \ 
evening soon after he bought his first car. He was taking his new girlfriend to 
dinner when a tyre blew out like a New Year's balloon. After a few distressing \ 
moments he was able to stop, give a comforting smile to his now pale (but still de l ic io iJ 
companion and get out to fix the problem. However his positive attitude soon collapsecH 
flat tyre he was looking at, and which he kicked with the toe of his immaculate l ight -br j 
Under the blue mat in the boot was the spare tyre, the tools in a black canvas bag, but hi 
knowledge of how to use them. He had slammed the boot and returned to his seat. "Th^ 
tyre is flat," he said. 
A taxi took them to the restaurant and another took them home, in the early he 
the morning a friend rose from bed to help him out. Later that day he joined the Nationa 
Association. 
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Serafin took out another cigarette. He was smoking too much, he thought. It wc 

battery was fiat. 
He rummaged in the glove box, found a box of matches and lit the cigarette. He looked 
. at his watch in the quivering match's flame. It 
was just after nine. Dinner was at ten. A 
minute later he felt perspiration breaking out 
on his forehead. 
"Time was running out, and so 
were his spirits." 
With his white, blue-initialled handkerchief, he wiped the steam from the rear-view 
mirror and the windscreen, and stared ^ hard through the rain, half expecting to see the bright 
eyes of an approaching car. But nothing intruded in the shadow world around him. 
Time was running out, and so were his spirits. Why hadn't he stopped the'car that 
passed earlier? Why hadn't he walked back to the small town at the foot of the mountain instead 
,of sitting'here for overman hour, procrastinating, waiting for miracles to happen? He punched the 
passenger's seat hard. Then told himself to be calm. There was enough violence outsidel 
Who would blame him? No one in his right iTiirid would ruin a pair of dark-blue trousers,' 
silk-lined, twice fitted, ma,de speciallyfor the occasion. Not to mention the matching^doubie-
breasted jacket laid out on the back seat. Tl^ e very best cloth, according to Ricardo the tailor. He 
would wait a little longer. A car was bound to come soon. In the end the world always returns to 
normal, he told himself. 
Serafin's legs started to cramp and his mouth was dry He pushed back his seat to 
stretch his legs, unbuttoned his white shirt, took off his silk tie, then rolled down the window a 
little. Cool air and rain hit his face and he felt better. It would have been a very pleasant autumn 
night without the water-crazy clouds and howling wind. Perhaps it was still pleasant above the 
clouds, and for other people in other places. The world was a big place. Certainly bigger than his, 
now confined to a lone, broken down car wrapped in absolute darkness. He thought he knew now 
how it felt to be buried alive. He closed the window to shut out uninvited fears. 
Earlier that day five hundred metres up from where Serafin now waited, an ancient 
tree had been uprooted by the wind. It left a large hole in the ground for brown water and mud 
to fill. Timid at first, they embraced each other, swirled and swelled, and between nine and ten 
o'clock effortlessly dislodged a large section of the mountainside towards the dark sea below. 
Rumours abounded as to why Serafin did not attend his engagement party As to his 
whereabouts, some said he fled to Venezuela. Other's placed him in Canada. But all agreed that 
his character was ruined. 
iCP^ d^ 
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I was expecting the usual row of pan-faced armed 
officials who delight in scrutinising every little detail of 
your travel documents, then turn to the official next to 
them and talk in serious, sometimes loud and 
sometimes whispered tones while pointing to you and 
your travel documents, then pass them onto the next 
official who does the same until they reach the official 
waiting poised with the stamp and ink pad, ready to 
stamp everything they can get their hands on. And 
then suddenly, without warning, you get all your 
documents back and are waved on! Maybe it was 
because it was New Year's Eve, or just because we were 
the last ones across (which meant everyone could go 
''Travel into Cambodia 
is potentially dangerous''s^ys the 
Lonely Planet... 
...it's not so much the military checkpoints, providing 
you're not harbouring clandestine paramilitary plotting 
to overthrow the Government that is, or the demands 
for the Yellow Fever certificate, as you can just pretend 
you don't understand so long as you're at the ready to 
run if they insist... it's the peeing In the rice paddles 
where you risk getting your bum half 
blown off by the landmines left by the 
Khmer Rouge, and watching out for 
scams, pick pockets and the friendly 
people who are really trying to 'do' you, 
all mixed up with the ongoing internal 
conflict which is ready to explode... then 
if you survive all that there is always the 
Malaria waiting to get you. Christ! 
Anyone would think we 
were on holiday! And to 
add to it, I had just spent the 
mandatory 24-hour sentence 
for travellers to South-East 
Asia, with a temperature of 
over 100 degrees and cramps 
that made childbirth seem 
like a tea party, in one of 
those toilets that make you 
gag at the best of times. I've 
never quite mastered the art 
of crouching over a pin-hole 
In the floor, trying to dodge 
the douds of flies that are 
sent up into the air, adding to the problem of trying to 
stop yourself vomiting over your feet. Weak from 
being sick, and with my mind swimming with the do's 
and dont's of perfecting a successful border crossing, 
we crossed from Thailand into Cambodia on New Years 
Eve, and the barbed wire gates clanged shut behind us 
with no way of going back. 
"If you're asked for a yellow fever certificate, pretend 
you don't understand, and if they insist just run!" 
home), that the offidals at Sao Thong were so 
incredibly friendly, and we passed through without 
incident. 
In a sense, the shutting of the barbed wire gates behind 
us served to shut out the rest of the world from 
Cambodia. It was like being in a different world, and 
the smiles on the faces of the offidals were the same as 
...peeing in the 
rice paddles 
where you risk 
getting your 
bum half blown 
off by the land 
mines left by 
the Khmer 
Rouge... 
;':' J> l^r^ .^ >-/i"^ j^ r5 
the smiles on the faces of just about every other 
Cambodian we were to meet. And yet the legacy of Pol 
Pot lives on. The streets of Phnom Penh are littered 
with beggars — children as welt as older people — who 
have had their limbs blown off or have been blinded by 
the landmines that were planted to bring down the 
morale of the people. And yet in the filthy squalor of 
towns like Koh Kong, the women and children sitting in 
the gutter (because there's nowhere else to sit), smile 
and call out to you as you pass. In contrast we, yes, 
you and me and the person standing next to you, have 
so much, yet try walking down one of our streets 
smiling and calling out to people, and you'll be locked 
upl We have food in our bellies, access to education 
and just about everything that opens and shuts. Every 
bin In Cambodia has a child waiting next to it for scraps, 
or the little bit of drink left in the bottom of the can 
that we couldn't quite finish. There are no queues for 
the *open and shut' things though, and they'll just laugh 
at the thought of them. But mention school, and 
everyone wants it. 
We stood in the street peering into a long room with 
rows of wooden benches, and everyone stared at us as a 
'eop/, 
man came out smiling and asked if he could 
help. As soon as I told him I was an English 
language teacher from Australia he beckoned 
us in, and before I knew it, he was sitting down 
with the 30 odd students on their wooden 
benches and I was out in the front on my own. 
I stood there gazing at a sea of smiling faces 
emanating from a mixture of monks in saffron 
robes and other students ranging from about 
15 to 30 years old. Then there was the teacher, 
who sat laughing at me as I struggled to 
balance on the rails I had to climb up to write 
on the board. It wasn't easy, and the whole 
class was soon in an uproar watching me trying 
not to fall off, as I tried not to lose my sarong, 
which was threatening to fall down. I don't 
know whether they learnt anything, but they sure had 
a good time, and I reckon I did pretty well keeping 
them amused for two hours without any assistance or 
prior warning. By the end of the class everyone wanted 
our address, but few could give us theirs as they didn't 
have one. Some had a text book under their arm as 
they left the dass, but others had nothing other than a 
hunger to learn English in the hope it would free them 
from their poverty. 
With two of us squeezed onto the back of the teacher's 
motorbike, we joined the throng of crazy motorbike 
riders who use the streets of Phnom Penh like a race 
track, dangerously 
weaving in and out of 
the traffic. He was 
keen for us to sample 
porridge, a 
traditional 
Cambodian dish, 
and took us to a 
restaurant where 
we couldn't 
read the 
menu, nor could we 
recognise any of the food that 
we were served. It was great though, but 
so hard to eat with beggars standing next to you 
on the pavement. The teacher was such a nice guy, 
so friendly and genuine, and he never stopped 
smiling. He absolutely insisted on paying, and yet 
we knew he had so little. 
The experience of this day went with me to the 
International TESOL (Teaching English to Students 
of Other Languages) Conference I attended in 
Chiangmai in Thailand a few weeks later. 
Central to the theme of the conference was 
the use of technology in English language 
training. But as I sat listening to 'experts' 
from all around the world talking about the 
importance of computers and the internet 
in English language learning, and how it's 
an absolute must to use them, I thought of 
the Cambodians and I wanted to scream, 
''Don't you know that only 1% of the 
world's population have computers, and 
most of these people are in the West and 
already speak bloody English?!" But I 
didn't, and so the International TESOL 
Conference continued on, leaving the 
Cambodians to squeeze onto their long 
wooden benches with smiling faces, 
hanging on to every word of their teacher, 
who wasn't at the International TESOL 
Conference, because neither he, nor those 
like him teaching the 99% of the world's 
population who don't have a computer (let alone a text 
book or the 1^ it costs to pay for classes), would have 
been able to afford it. And I wondered what he would 
have made anyway of the theories and ideals being 
discussed that were so far removed from the reality of 
his, and millions of other classrooms around the world, 
where students are desperately trying to learn English 
with the very basics of resources. And I leave you with 
the question that has been on my lips ever since, "what 
exactly does the 'INTERNATIONAL' in such 
international conferences stand for?" 
Kim Zwalf 
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Around the time of the bicentenary of European occupation this inhabitant of the Australian coastal fringe 
comfort zone was moved by a need to know his cultural core by exploring its metaphorical parallel, the 
heart of the Australian continent, widely rumoured to lie somewhere west of the Blue Mountains. This long 
time whitish boy had read Conrad's "Heart of Darkness", had even lived for ten years in the central African 
country featured in that seminal novel, recreating long and leisurely on its gargantuan, water hyacinth-
infested river in the days before colonialism had acquired its rank and foul aroma. A journey to Central 
Australia represented a kind of home-coming to a mythic centre-self from which modern western culture, 
choosing rather to lock its people into a numbing cycle of palliative consumerism, alienated its hapless 
members. 
The sun was up, the sky was blue, the four wheels driving Toyota waited on the curb outside, choked to the 
vents with stuff for this venture to the Inland. Sixty litres of water in three containers sat nicely in their 
custom-made housing in the back; a steel box filled with rice, dahl, dates, nuts, honey next to another 
containing the artist's materials he intended to distribute all over the realms of heavy acid-free paper also 
stored in the meticulously designed rear of the mid-wheel-base Landcruiser. 
"You're not going out there without a dog are you?" she said, "I know someone who's got 
one they don't need". 
"No. No, really I don't want to lug a dog around with me." 
"But you'll get lonely without man's best friend out there in the desert." 
"No I won't. Anyway there's bound to be other animals out there who'd run a mile if they smelt 
a dog, they're always bloody yapping and then you've gotta feed the mongrels; that means tins 
'cause you can't in all conscience just feed 'em that dried stuff. They like meat." 
"He didn't seem to notice that apart from the barman, he was the only v/hite 
fella there. What he did notice was that he didn't understand a word any one 
was saying. Nobody was speaking English." 
Two days later he pulled into a park on the outskirts of the city to give the dog a run and a drink. It was a 
big park with a good number of other canine lovers serving their four-legged best friends. The very 
attractive white socked animal he'd been unable to refuse, took off over a small hill seeking out the 
enticements no doubt flooding in through his nose. After about half ah hour the dog hadn't come back and 
the not-too-distraught dog-owner wandered around all over the park in search of his future best friend. 
Gone. Vanished. All that remained was a mass of the dog's grey and black hairs in the back of the truck, 
and a slightly musty smell limply hanging in the air. He beat out the hairs from the dog's blanket. The smell 
took a few more days to fade and by that time he was well on his way to Lake Cargellico in western New 
South Wales. Over the hills and far away. 
This place seemed like the edge of the centre, the heart's fringe. He'd driven all day in a compressive heat 
across the One-Tree plain. He'd seen it out there. The tree. Solitary and dignified in its insignificance In a 
landscape as flat as a plate for three hundred and sixty degrees. Nothing there, no bush, no animal, no 
house, shed, shack, ruin. Just the one tree. And the heat, warping the eyes, vapouring in through the ears 
to cook a man's brain. No aircon in the truck, just the thump of the turbo diesel banging away, adding its 
heat to the air. At the end of the plain a small town loomed up from the flat ahead and a creek; some 
shade and the prospect of cool water pulled the truck up. Water. Not much, but he had to get into it. From 
the window the scene looked extremely alluring. He opened the door and stepped down into the cool 
muddy fringe of the creek, stepping towards the balm of this small biiiabong oasis to lie in the still waters 
gently shaded from the ultra violence of the overhead sun. Relieved and getting back into the truck, a red 
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stream of blood snaked put over brown mud. Just under the surface of the mud a broken bottle sharpened 
the scene, bleeding him into the earth, giving notice to that ancient mother of his intention: to enter. The 
moment of romance was thick as he penetrated towards the Mystery Heart. 
Deeper and deeper into Place untroubled by modern man and his nefarious inventions he travelled the thin 
band of bitumen; spending nights atop the truck, on a lilo; pressed on by stars twinkling millions of years 
per moment, the wind still, respecting the night's secret inventions dreaming across landscapes of unfenced 
imaginings. Then, one day, parched and dazed, swamped by the weight of lonely distance, around a bend 
and days away from humanity he came upon a pub. Out there. For no apparent reason - no railway line, no 
town, no river, just a pub - a flat building with a few cranky cars, disconsolate, outside. They should have 
been horses, but they were hybrid ragtag Ford-Holden things, empty, hot. He parked his fat-tyred truck in 
the shade of a pepper tree and stepped into the bar. 
There were twenty, maybe thirty people in that dark shelter. The hum of human voices was a comfort to his 
brain. But thirst drove him to the bar, nodding that quaint, half head to the right, an Australian nod to a 
couple of drinkers as he called for a schooner of the coldest beer on tap. When the chill had rested into 
his belly and the bitter sweet beer had done its slaking he turned to the people to take it all in. There was 
much animated conversation, not untypical of pub crowds anywhere in Australia. He didn't seem to notice 
that apart from the barman, he 
was the only white fella there. 
What he did notice was that he 
didn't understand a word 
anyone was saying. Nobody was 
speaking English. He'd lived in 
many lands where people hadn't 
spoken English, nothing unusual 
in that. But this was Australia, 
his birthplace, his parent's 
birthplace, his grandparent's 
birthplace; as far as he knew 
one of the most monolingual, 
possibly the most monolingual 
continent on earth. And here 
was some other language being 
spoken. He had no idea what it 
was, had no name for it. He was 
completely stunned. In the land 
of his birth, at the heart of his 
country, people spoke some 
other language. He realised at 
that moment he was a stranger 
to this place, an alien, an 
import. It was like walking in 
through what you thought was 
your front door but a whole 
bunch of other people were 
living there and had obviously 
been there for quite a long 
time. A Dreaming moment. A 
moment of truth. You've got to 
love it. 
He might have drawn some 
comfort from the dog. But the 
dog was gone. 
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ROADWORKS Affecting 
Students and Staff April to June 
ENERGEX electricity network upgrade project 
As part of the ongoing development of the Indooroopilly, St Lucia and Taringa electrici-
ty networks, ENERGEX is undertaking two projects simultaneously In the area: replac-
ing two existing 33,000 volt underground electricity cables between the Tennyson and 
Taringa substations, and installing an additional 33,000 volt underoround electricity 
cable between the St Lucia and Taringa substations. 
These projects are necessary to help ensure ENERGEX has In place the equipment 
required to continue to deliver a quality and reliable electricity supply and to cater for 
future community and business growth in the surrounding area. 
Upcoming works in your area 
Works in the area surrounding the University of Queensland canfipus will involve the 
excavation of a trench along Hillside Tee, The Esplanade and Upland Rd and the 
installation of a 33,000 volt underground electricity cable. 
Due to the nature of this work, some Inconvenience in the vicinity of the project 
works can be expected such as iane closures, traffic delays and parking restric-
tions. 
All traffic, including cyclists, will be restricted to inbound travel from Highland Rd 
towards the University. 
Road signs informing traffic of the changed road conditions and direction of one way 
travel will be placed at regular intervals along this section of the road. 
This work will commence in early April and is expected to be completed by mid 
June this year. 
During this period ENERGEX requests students and staff to use Hawkin Drive as 
an alternative route. 
We will take all reasonable measures to reduce inconvenience to the community dur-
ing the project work and will reinstate all work areas. 
If you have any enquiries regarding this flyer please contact the Project Liaison 
Officer on (07) 3407 4678 or 0407 632 793 during business hours. 
For further general enquiries 
Contact ENERGEX Monday to Friday 8am-8pm on 13 12 53 or 
visit ENERGEX's intemet site www.energex.com.au energex 
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Ethnically, Kurdish people are distinct from both 
Arabs and Turks. Although Kurds constitute the 
fourth most numerous people in the Middle East, 
numbering about 30 million, they have no country 
of their own. They 'constitute a single nation that 
has occupied its present habitat for at least three 
thousand years' yet they remain a minority in 
many states, persecuted because of their ethnicity 
While most Kurds are Sunni Muslim, Kurdish 
communities are, of course, diverse. Many of the 
Kurds in former USSR states 
are Yezidi Kurds, whose 
religious beliefs include 
many Zoroastrian elements. 
Kurdish culture is old and 
beautifully rich. The 
Kurdish homeland is 
primarily in Iraq, Iran and 
Turkey, with small enclaves 
in Syria, Armenia and 
Azerbaijan. There are also 
substantial communities in 
Georgia, Kazakhstan, 
Turkmenistan, as well as 
refugee communities in 
European countries. 
The treatment of Kurds by 
their states is notorious -
particularly in Iraq and 
Turkey Murder, rape, 
torture, economic 
deprivation, denial of 
social, political and cultural 
rights, forced relocation, 
bombing and imprisonment 
are all exercised on the 
Kurds by Turkey, Iran and 
Iraq. 
The possibility of an 
independent nationhood 
was greatest in 1920, after 
the defeat of Turkey in 
World War I. The Treaty of 
Sevres (1920) provided for 
the creation of Armenia, 
Kurdistan, Saudi Arabia, 
Syria and Iraq. Turkey 
failed to ratify the treaty 
and squashed independence 
moves in Armenia and 
Kurdistan. Armenia has 
since been created as a 
republic under the USSR and is now independent, 
whereas Kurdistan is no closer to independence. 
Since then, friendly nations have been few and far 
between. The Soviet Union backed the Iraqi 
Kurdish leader, Mullah Mustafa Barzani, in the early 
1960s, but turned its back on the Kurds once it 
struck a economic deal (arms traded for oil) with 
Iraq in the 1970s and 1980s. Iran supported the 
Iraqi Kurds prior to the 1980 Iran-Iraq war, not out 
of kindness but so that Iraqi resources would be 
i-*>i 
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drained fighting Kurds instead of Iran. Iran gave 
no such support to its own Kurdish population. 
Turkey's attitude was equally hard during this 
period. Following the unequal distribution of 
emergency relief in favour of Turks after a natural 
disaster, a Turkish military commander stated: "Let 
these people die. After all they are only Kurds." 
The West has done precious little, failing to back 
up its commitment made at Sevres. Pre and post 
Gulf War, the Western mainstream media was 
eager to report on the despotism of Saddam 
Hussein, which was 
"Let these people die. After 
all they are only Kurds" 
an important cause 
executed for all the 
wrong reasons (to 
ensure public 
support in the West for military action). 
Documentary footage showed the repression and 
attacks on Kurds by the Hussein government. 
Approximately 1.5 million Iraqi refugees fled 
during the Gulf War, including tremendous numbers 
of Kurds. People in the West were riveted by the 
images of the Kurdish refugees facing death and 
misery, and the US reacted with the so-called 
"Operation Provide Comfort:". What this 
intervention became, to paraphrase Frelick, was 
Operation False Hope. The US was eager to 
appear ready to help the desperate Kurds. In 
reality, they were more eager to help Turkey, their 
important ally in the region. Operation False Hope 
meant the imposition of a no-flight zone over 
northern Iraq and support: for refugees. The no-
flight zone effectively set up a buffer between 
Turkey and Iraq, so Turkey would 
have greater protection against 
aggression by Iraq. This was 
clearly illustrated by the fact that 
the Iraqi side of the zone was 
treated as razor thin, and 
protected as such, whereas the 
Turkish side was fuzzy, and largely 
ignored. 
The ultimate hypocrisy of the US, 
however, was the double standards 
applied to the no-fly zone. The 
no-fly zone was ostensibly created 
to protect Iraqi civilians and 
refugees from Hussein, yet Turkey 
bombed this area and killed both 
Kurdish and non-Kurdish people. 
Following the first week of 
withdrawal by the Allied forces 
(August 1991), Turkey conducted 
92 air raids with ground support of 2000 
commandos, attacking two Iraqi Kurdish villages. 
Twenty were killed, and fifteen wounded. On 
October 11, Turkey attacked a further five Kurdish 
villages. No action has been taken against Turkey. 
In other words, the US and the Allied forces 
believe it is wrong for Iraq to murder Kurds, but 
alright for Turkey to do the murdering. Comfort 
indeed. 
Another reason the Western intervention was 
hypocritical was that Turkey received an influx of 
an estimated 330 000 Kurdish refugees, while 
Iran received 1.3 million Kurdish refugees. 
Yet Iran only received about half the financial 
assistance Turkey received. As Frelick said, 
"For every dollar spent for an Iraqi refugee in 
Iran, $7.60 was spent on an Iraqi refugee on the 
Turkish border...ln effect, the Kurdish refugees in 
Iran were punished for the poor relation between 
Tehran and the West." This practice is a very 
scary precedent - not only in relation to the 
insincerity of Western support, but because the 
West treats refugees not on a needs basis, but on 
its relationship with the host country and what it 
can get out of it. 
Ten years on, and the Turkish incursions have 
continued. In 2001, several reports indicated that 
10 000 Turkish troops had crossed into northern 
Iraq to battle rebels from the PKK (Kurdish Workers 
Party). Two rival Kurdish factions, who are also 
against the PKK, currently control this northern 
area. So far 37 000 people (virtually all Kurdish) 
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"If only they were American, and if 
only they worked in a Trade Centre" 
have been killed in Turkey's war on the Kurds. 
Turkey has labeled them as 'terrorists', which 
conveniently plays into the "war on terror" 
proclaimed by the US. Of course various armed 
Kurdish groups have also committed atrocities, but 
certainly not on the same scale as the destruction 
and death caused by the Turkish and Iraqi armies. 
The leader of 
PKK, Abdullah 
Ocalan, is 
currently on 
the Turkish death row after being convicted of 
treason. He has appealed to a European Court to 
overturn his death sentence. 
The near future continues to look difficult for 
many Kurds. Only slow progress seems likely; for 
example, Turkey took the 'progressive' step during 
the 1990s to finally overturn a 1983 law prohibiting 
the speaking of Kurdish in public. It should be 
noted that forming a centralized state is not 
necessarily a Utopian achievement, and it is likely 
that some Kurds are not interested in such a 
project. However, the pressing issues are firstly to 
stop human rights abuses, and secondly to ensure 
total autonomy and sovereignty for the Kurds -
whether this takes the form of a centralized state 
or not. The US has named both Iraq and Iran as 
being in an "axis of evil", and Iraq appears to be 
the likely next target in the United States' so-
called "war on terror". The on-going foreign 
policy of the US appears twofold: firstly, to 
overthrow a foreign government to ensure 
rebuilding, construction and energy contracts are 
created and given to the mates. Secondly, to tell 
Western civilians/media that the thousands of 
dead civilians resulting from the 'precise' bombing 
are now "liberated". Such an action against Iraq 
will no doubt create another million or so 
refugees. It is not certain whether the US will 
offer more 'comfort:' to the Kurds. Or whether it's 
wanted. 
The Kurds probably wonder if people in the West 
are ever going to seriously help them, or at least 
feel compassion for their desperate plight. If only 
they were American, and if only they worked in a 
Trade Center...perhaps then the 30 000+ deaths 
might actually feature on our televisions, and 
mean something to people in Australia and the US. 
What can we do? 
1. Amnesty International has run several 
campaigns on behalf of political prisoners in 
3, 
Turkey, many of who are Kurdish. Contact Al 
on campus, or the Brisbane branch to get 
involved. 
2. Do some research, get some books, and get 
informed. Channel Nine and Courier-Mail 
aren't going to tell us shite. Try Indymedia 
sites on the web. 
Campaign against US and Allied interventions 
and arms sales: several Western countries sell 
weapons to Israel and Turkey (for example). 
These then get used on Palestinians and Kurds 
respectively There's no excuse to 
manufacture weapons, sell weapons or buy 
weapons. Producing guns, tanks or military 
jets has no purpose except murder. 'Defence' 
is a euphemism. 
Campaign against war, and against 4. by Kim Bacon 
us imperialism, which usually creates huge 
problems and exacerbates existing tensions. 
Go in a march, do a poster run, organize media 
stunts, or even just be prepared to be a 
spanner in the works at a family or friend's 
event when someone thinks that George Bush 
or John Howard are ever doing the right thing. 
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by paul abad + patrick king 
In the worlds biggest 
shopping mall your ncune 
Is irrelevant, your body 
Is inanimate. Advertising 
has trained us wel1, we 
can now digest 
information faster than 
we can process it. 
Diligent: shoppers 
incessantly search for 
relevant infonoation, 
avoiding the sales reps 
that trample the line 
between honesty and 
deceit. In the mall we 
are represented by a 
string of numbers, like 
our names they say-
nothing of who we are, 
but rezer simply to our 
location. Our immediate 
selves are negated in 
preference of our virtual 
presences and the 
ghysical and geographic orders that separate us 
disappear as we 
rediscover ourselves 
united together in the 
freat big shopping mall n the SKy. This, the 
catch-cry of nets 
enthusiasts - an inter-
coxmected worldf where 
communication with 
someone across the globe 
is easier than with your 
next door neighbor. But 
how true can this 
rhetoric be? Sure, we 
may be only a mouse-click 
away from a distant 
friend, but the 
teographical borders that he intemet negates seem 
to have simply Seen 
replaced by new ones. A 
whole generation grows up 
sitting in bedrooms, 
accustomed to the 
luminescent glow of the 
coaqputer monitor and ease 
of cbnmuter facilitated 
communication and 
eventually, finds itself 
unable or Unwilling to 
step away from late night 
faming Hp;r chat ^ real 111 es n favor of the face to 
face physical fix. And 
is it not a little 
audacious to think of a 
world united by intemet 
communication when so 
small a percentage of the 
world has used a 
telephone let alone used 
a Pentium III to connect 
to the net; Could it be 
that the liberties 
provided by the digital 
age, actually have a 
higher price tag than 
that of the supporting 
technology? And at the 
same time as bringing the 
world clpser together,^ 
the net irevolution in is 
stanroing,^ numbering^ ^  
sealing and boxing/fraway 
every of itislr^ ctiiva v 
participants : forMease of 
acc#BS?;v^Never?mlndviSv#': •.^•^; 
details 8uch^a8§^1;hi8 slip 
eaislly by ;theS\^slde].as 
wa move furthiarw^away from 
dtir bodies and clbisex^ and^ 
closer to the dream of 
computer mediated' 
collective consciousness. 
rei 
Lt] 
At the time of its ascent into 
domestic life in the mid 90's, many 
promises were made of the 
intemet s potential for transcending 
traditional linear media fomns and 
providing unique inter-connected 
forms of infomiation access. 
Almost a decade on though, it has 
become apparent that this is not so 
much the case, with a large focus 
on e-commerce applications, and 
In general, sites under-utilising the 
capabilities ofthe hyper-text fonnat 
for creating interconnected 
infomiatfon resources. Fusion 
Anomaly however is a stunning 
example of what the intemet can 
be. 
It Is basically a huge resource of 
cultural infonnation, covering 
science, popular culture, esoteric 
knowledge and all the spaces 
between, however it is not just the 
content that makes this site stand 
out, but the way In which it is 
presented. The site begins with a 
series of starting points; sound, 
technology films, personalities, 
flavours, essences, the synaptic 
ether, creatures, presences, 
science and magick and locutions, 
from which you find a list of items 
relating to each of these starting 
topics. Each item represents a 
node in the database, and has its 
own page of information relating to 
the nature and history of This 
particular topic. Where the 
uniqueness of this site becomes 
apparent though, is when you 
notice that any time a word 
appears that is 
a node elsewhere in the site, it exists as an 
active link to that node's page. For 
example, you can begin by searching for 
infonnation on Bill Gates and take a path 
through the nodes which appear on each 
page: from Bill Gates to LSD to 
synaesthesia, to archetypes to mandates 
to perception to hyper reality to Disneyland 
to the new world order to conspiracy 
theories to Infinity to zero. Through such 
fantastic leaps, the shape of this site 
becomes apparent then - a huge, ever 
growing interconnected network of nodes 
of knowledge and experience that allows 
the user to skim between vastly different 
aspects of the human experience and see 
lines of connectivity that may not have 
been apparent before. 
This is a hugely enjoyable site that you 
could easily spend hours in getting lost in. 
It is not perfect of course, and it can often 
be a chaotic task to find a certain piece of 
Information, and the depth of information is 
in some cases limited to a superficial 
coverage. But on the whole, this is a 
standout site and definitely worth a look. 
Check it at www.fusionanomaly net 
[PA] 
Monolake have been at the forefront of 
computer music since the late nineties, rising 
to recognition with a release through the Chain 
Reaction label, and for their work with the 
Reaktor and Max/MSP software packages. 
Monolake have always walked the middle 
ground between the artificial and organic 
aspects of computer music, and between 
riiythmic and fluidly structured music, but 
looking back, they now seem to have definitely 
reached the peak of their organic conplexity 
with the albums Interstate and Gobi Desert, 
from 1999 and 2000 respectively. These 
releases placed the listener deep within a lush 
digital audio ecosystem, characterised by constantly shifting and reforming 
layers of sound, and observable patterns of growth and decay. Last year's 
release Gravity moved away from this aesthetic to a colder and In parts more 
static, but equally Intricate sound, and Cinemascope has continued this trend 
of stripping back and reducing the Monolake sound to its bare components. 
In doing so, It has created for the first time a less organic and more uri^ an 
sounding release. Cinemascope sounds more like a city's heartbeat or the 
pulse of a digital nervous system than being in a immersed In a rainforest. 
This constitutes in some ways a return to ine hazy minimal techno/house 
sound espoused by the Basic Channel/Chain Reaction labels from which 
Monolake sprang. At first, I found this stylistic change to be an uwanted 
simplification of Monolake s aesthetic, with overall more predictable song 
structures and a sparser sound pallette. Several listens later, this album Is 
proving itself to be an equally lush and enticinq listen, utilising repetition to 
greater effect than previously and allowing fragile melodies and intricate 
patterns to gently wash over as the tracks progress. A subtle and well 
crafted release. Cinemascope shows that Monolake are capable of 
redefining their sound to a significant extent with every release. 
[PA] 
n the strange land of computer music, live a number of programs whose purpose 
s^ *^  ^ S S ! & f ' ?.^'?P1.'"*° ayd'ble noises. A good cLnk of these prcrarams 
are consen/ative^ intimidating and tend to stunt the creative flow of ideas. Although 
tfjey change frorn generation to generation, the concept remains the same. 
However,. NMthn this same community live a few closeFradicals. They look 
unassuming at first, but if you take the time to visit them, they will Invite you Into 
thejr quest to change the way people interact with audio, and some will divulge 
•AudioMulch Interactive Music Studio' is one such program; the brainchild of 
Melboume based programmer Ross Bencina. It is an efficient and sophisticated 
piece of software, which a lows for instantaneous control and processing of audio 
elements. Until recently, this concept has been limited to the time consuming 
techniques pf expensive audio production suites, and marketed towards 
professionals. AudioMulch values acceslbllity and ease of use, however uses 
notions familiar to sound production tools, retaining a lot of their complex features. 
The user creates and manipulates an audio environment by connecting a vast 
array of interactive mpdu es (audio generators and filters). With AudioMulch you 
have the ability to radically change the dynamics of incoming sound instantly, or 
create a massive range of sound from scratch. With the abiOty to use an infinite 
number of generators or filters (including the popular VST plugins) with multiple 
links io and from any object, there is really no limit to the variety of sound that can 
come out pf your speakers. AudioMulch allows you to create and manipulate 
patches simultaneously and all in real-time! 
So on a cloudy day in Brisbane I got in touch with Mr Bencina, who apart from 
dealing with fnendly rodents, was taking it easy and enjoying the ambience of city 
life. I'm still eaming to love the traffic noise. I recently moved house, above a shop 
on a relatively busy road. It's amazing how I've gotten used to the noise really It 
can be stimulating to listen to the traffic noise, it^ s one of the few interesting sounds 
in our sonic environment that hasn't been drowned out, by well... traffic noisel" 
Ross has a well-tuned ear for noises, after all he began developing the AudioMulch 
coricept for his own creative purposes. "AudioMulch was created to allow me to 
perform the type of live music which I make. When I started work on my eariier 
software for tne same purpose in 1995. there really was very little real-time music 
software available. Computers were only just getting fast enough. There were 
some very specialized and expensive systems capable of doing some of the things 
I wanted to do, but nothing was available for mainstream PCs,"^ 
AudioMulch has indeed filled a void in audio software, allowing you to play a 
computer with the responsiveness as any acoustic instmment The idea ofthe 
computer as a musical instrument is certainly not new to me. I think computers are 
becoming more widely used for general music making though - It used to be far 
more of a specialist niche than it is today The ability to work interactively with 
sound already supports styles of improvised peri'ormance which were not possible 
that long ago." But AudioMulch does not suffer from the limitations of a single 
instrument, there is the potential to orchestrate a complex ensemble of sound In a 
single live session. "Quite often I'm surprised by the complexity of people's use of 
the program, and the lengths they will go to get the sound they're after. Ifs less 
often that I'll hear a sound come out ofAudldMulch which I didn't think it could 
make, although that does happen too." 
Where AudioMulch separates itself from other real-time applications is in Its 
relative ease of use. AudioMulch has a simple intuitive interface, and unlike other 
applications, AudioMulch tries not to intimidate its first time users. "User interface 
design Is certainly something I take very seriously... Graphic designers talk about 
Infonnation design" and "information architecture" I think these are important 
things to consider, but user Interface design and interaction design is something 
different." Yet underneath the simple interface, AudioMulch has the potential to 
translate some very complex ideas. "Some beginners have difficulty with the use 
of musical concepts In AudioMulch, they find that they have no conceptual 
framework to support the use ofthe program. Other people seem more 
comfortable to experiment even if they don't know what they're doing." So If you 
are prepared to take the time to play with the interface and explore the hidden 
depth of the program, you may find that this logical piece of software is just what 
you're after. 
Best of all, the full-fledged product can be freely downloaded from the Internet and 
ongoing users are encouraged to register for a small fee, "it's my answer to 
software piracy really... I'd prefer people to use it legally and pay when they can. 
rather than use it illegally or seek illegal means to use it The current release of 
AudioMulch is 0.9b9rand although ifs still in beta mode, the ever-growing 
numbers of users are encouraging Ross to move the program in many interesting 
directions, "the community Is such a big part of theprocess for me now. In the^ 
beginning the software was driven by my own musical goals - thats still true, but as 
other like minded people have rallied around the software I've sought to sen/e our 
common interests: I really couldn't keep track of all the bugs and deficiencies of 
such a large piece of software without their support.' So if you have an interest in 
audto or are intrigued by it's many possibilities, or even have a dwindling sense of 
national pride, AudioMulch is a great piece of software to support. 
qjTiickref • . . . . • . . . 
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<AudloMulch mns under the 
<PC/Windows environment and 
<supports the use of Steinberg VST 
<plugins. For detailed info and the 
<software download check out: 
<wvw.audlomulch.com 
< 
<Ross Bencina's personal home 
<page with links to various music and 
<sonware projects and related 
<articles can oe found at: 
<www.audlomulch.com/~rossb/ 
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News This Month 
March 2002 with Ben Eltham 
The Prince's Plan Falls 
AAardi saw encouraging attempts to retreat from the bloodiest days yet 
ofthe Palestinian intifada, but no halt to the camage. Spurred on by the 
surprising emergence of Saudi Arabian Crown Prince Adbullah's ambitious 
peace plan, leaders fi'om Arab nations met at a summit in Beirut to 
discuss the plan. The summit was to flesh out the bare bones proposal 
first made by Prince Abdullah in the New Yori<Times in January: a land 
for peace deal that envisaged recognition and nomialisation of relations 
between Israel and the Arab worid, offering "nornial relations and 
security"for an Israeli state that has historically had very little. In return, 
Israel would withdraw from the tenitory it conquered in the 1967 war -
induding the West I3ank and the Golan Heights, recognise a Palestinian 
State with Jerusalem as its capital, and allow Palestinian refugees to 
retum. As a radical response to the radical terror of past months, it was a 
welcome development Finally shamed into action, the US dispatched 
General Anthony Zinni to the region as a peace-broker. But, like every 
other peace initiative of this bloody conflict, the plan foundered on Israeli 
intransigence and Palestinian ten-or. 
From the very start, the Beirut summit was flawed. It lacked a most 
important delegate: Yassar Arafat, still imprisoned by Israeli tanks in.hls 
headquarters in Hamallah. How anything much was to be achieved 
without Arafat is unknown; Palestinian critics lambasted the US for not 
exerting enough pressure on Israel to release him. In response, summit 
organisers hung a symbolic head-scari" over Arafafs empty chair and 
arranged a satellite hook-up. But Lebanon relay stations initially blocked 
the transmission, giving the damaging impression of a less-than-unified 
Arab position. Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak stayed away as well, 
probably in protest at Arafafs house an^ est. Then, on AAarch 27th, as 
Israelis gathered to celebrate the holy Passover Sedar, a Hamas 
militiaman blew himself up in a hotel in the seaside town of Netanya, 
killing 20 and wounding 130 more. Coming after a week of ten'or that 
saw three other suicide bombings, the Netanya atrocity also wrecked 
what little chance Prince Abdullah's plan had of success. 
The worid waited for two days to find out what Ariel Sharon and the 
Israeli cabinefs reaction would be. Eariy on Friday the 29th, it got i t 
Israeli tanks and armoured bulldozers moved into Arafat's Palestinian 
Authority compound and began to demolish it, sparking fierce gun 
battles vwth Arafafs bodyguards. Israel says it will now consider Arafat 
an ''enemy," this bleakly amusing declaration must have come as no 
surprise to Arafat, holed up for months inside his headquarters by a ring 
of Israeli tanks, but it also signifies a shift in Israeli riietoric towards 
outright war. In effect, this has been the state of affairs on the ground in 
Gaza and the West Bank for months anyway. The fear for many in the 
region must be that outright moves by Israel to remove Yassar Arafat will 
precipitate even greater camage, as a Palestinian power vacuum 
unleashes fresh waves of terror against ordinary Israeli dtizens wherever 
they gather or meet. In a grim irony, Arab leaders at the Beirut summit 
presented Israel with the Prince's peace plan even as fighting broke out in 
Arafafs compound. The Israeli govemment rejected it 
The curious affair of Senator Heffemen 
It has always been clear that John Howard associates with some very 
conservative individuals. But the Australian public is only now beginning 
to understand just how reactionary some of his colleagues are, with the 
help of the wonderftjily vindictive Senator Bill Heffemen, one of 
Howard's dosest confidants and, until A/\arch, a Cabinet Secretary. 
One thing is dear: Bill Heffemen has a bit of a thing about homosexuals. 
He doesnt seem to like them very much, and seems espedally concemed 
about their hidden networi<s in the judidar/ and public service, indeed, it 
appears that Senator Heffemen is more than a little obsessed by 
conspiracy theories about gay people, and seems to think that male 
homosexuality is only a very short distance away from that most feared 
of social evils...the menace of paedophilia. 
Whatever their mystifying provenance, it appears these ill-founded fears 
led Heffemen to use Pariiamentary Privilege to accuse High Court Justice 
Micheal Kirt^ y of using Commonwealth cars to pick up rent boys from 
Sydney's notorious Dariinghurst Wall. So convinced was Senator 
Heffemen about the guilt of Justice Kirby, he used Pariiamentary privilege 
in the Senate to state to all the worid his views. He then forwarded on his 
terribly incriminating evidence to NSW police, who promptly announced 
they would review it to see if any investigation was warranted. 
Justice Kirisy is one of Australia's leading judicial lights. He has had one of 
the most distinguished careers In Australian legal history, making 
groundbreaking contributions in to this nation's jurisprudence. He is also, 
shock and hon-or, a gay man. Indeed, he is an openly gay man, living 
together with his male partner for over 30 years. Why this should 
concem an Australian senator Is still yet to be explained, but the best 
cument theory is that Heffemen is simply a homophobe. 
Much more import:antly, Justice Kirtjy is also a High Court Judge, the 
highest position in the Australian law. Even a very poor understanding of 
the concept of the separation of powers in the Australian political system 
would show that an unsubstantiated public attack- in Pariiament- upon 
such a figure is one of the most major assaults on judicial independence 
possible in Australian govemment Constrained by his position, Justice 
Kirt^ y was literally incapable of publicly defending himself. But in fact this 
was not supposed to be his problem, as it is the Attorney-General's 
responsibility to defend attacks against the judiciary. 
Sadly, the Howard govemment was extraordinarily tardy in defending 
one of its most distinguished Justices. Prime Minister Howard went out of 
his way to be equivocal in his response to the claims, stating that 
misbehaviour by a judge need not be criminal to constitute grounds for 
removal. Attorney-General Daryl Williams offered a similariy less-than-
ringing endorsement 
Of course, as everyone now knows, Heffemen's ComCar document was a 
fake, and a blindingly obvious fake at that The supposed ComCar trips 
happened on an Easter Saturday when several ofthe politicians named as 
passengers were away on holidays. This was an astonishingly simple feet 
to check Heffemen, apparently blinded by his dark obsession, didnt 
bother. And neither did John Howard or Daryl Williams, for no good 
reason. The result: a judge's name needlessly blackened and a Senator's 
career in mins. Though few will mourn the resignation of Bill Heffemen 
as Cabinet Secretary, other damage has accmed finm the affeir. The role 
and responsibilities of Pariiamentary privilege - and the unlimited ambit it 
gives to malldous slander - must now be seriously questioned. Also 
worrying is the damage done to the independence of the Australian 
judidary. It is now dear that the Howard Govemmenf s Attorney-General 
is unable or unwilling to fulfill one of hils most important duties: defending 
the judiciary ofthe land. Daryl Williams should resign. 
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UPFRONT FEES ARB CQAAlsir. 
Under Education reforms pursued by the Howard 
Government, universities can now create additional places In 
courses for Australian students who can pay their student fees 
upfront. This differs from upfront payment of HECS as HECS 
Is regulated by the Federal Government and goes directly into 
Government revenue, whereas upfront fees are set at the 
discretion ofthe university, and the university 
retains all revenue. While the introduction of full 
fee-paying domestic places is not supposed to result 
in a reduction of HECS places, the opposite is often 
true. Consequently, equity of access to university 
enrolment is affected, because places can only be 
taken by students with the financial resources to 
foot a tuition fee, often in excess of ^15,000 per 
semester. This excludes people from lower socio-
economic, regional and indigenous backgrounds. 
Illegal Fees 
The second major issue regarding fees for degrees is 
the academic standards required to take such places. 
No student is mad enough to pay for access to 
university when they can access it under the regular 
HECS system. This means that fee-paying places 
always attract students who have failed to make 
the cut for HECS places. While these students are 
fortunate enough to have rich parents, it is too bad 
for the student who only just missed out on a HECS 
place and doesn't have the financial means to take a 
fee-paying place. Furthermore, sometimes students are 
transferred from fee-paying places to HECS places in 
subsequent years of study. In this way, not only 
do fee-paying places open a back door for the 
entry of rich kids who don't quite make the cut, 
they also mean only minimal financial gain for 
the University. 
1) No, I like 
them! 
Once again the all too common practise of charging illegal 
fees for course material has popped up. Most students 
wouldn't realise this, but it is not only a breach of University 
policy to charge for materials that are considered essential, 
where they are not otherwise available, it Is also banned 
under the Higher Education Funding Act The 
loophole that the University jumps through to get 
around this is to place a small number of copies in 
the high use section of the library, or to place the 
material on the web. 
2) I try to get 
as much food 
as possible. 
Since imoved 
out of home 1 
t ry to eat a ^ 
small dinner to 
save rponey. 
3) unionism, 
socialism, 
democracy, 
social justice. 
A good example is in the School of Information 
Technology and Electrical Engineering (ITEE) 
where until recently they were forcing students 
to pay a 3^5 swipecard fee to access computer 
labs. The Union believed this fee was entirely 
illegal, as access to particular software stored on 
these computers was necessary. The Union 
fought for the students, and won. 
The Union urges you to contact us if you feel that 
you are being asked to pay fees which could be 
considered dodgy. Better still, join the fight for 
free education by coming to the Education Action 
Collective at 2 PM on Wednesdays in the 
Activities Space (next to the Red Room), or call 
the Union on 3377 2200, visit us on level 4 ofthe 
Union Complex, or email uqunion@maiibox.uq.edu.au 
The University has established a working party to 
investigate the feasibility and pros and cons of 
fee-paying places, and is seeking submissions 
from interested parties. If you would like to offer 
your opinion about upfront fees, please email me. 
Semper: The Education Rights and International Students 
Officers both said that the new Education Services for Overseas 
Students (ESOS) laws were not a priority of their areas. Yet as 
we understand it ESOS is highly racist. I also hear students can 
be deported if they fail. Surely this is an issue for the Union? 
Chris: I have raised it at the Vice Chancellor's Committee 
against racism, and I hope we will be running a campaign 
against i t 
Lisa Chesters SECRETARY '-'^3' O-Week is our best chance all year to reach students, 
and 1 am trying to make it more political. Students need to 
realise it is not all about fun and showbags. 1 do think more 
Lecture bashes: 0 ^^ ^ ^ ^^ ^^ 1^ ^  ^^ ^^ ^^^ activism side of i t 
Semper: How can you bring your politks to the job? 
Lisa: Aside from the administrative side to my job, 1 also play 
an active role, communicating with the students, working on 
theme weeks and developing a plan enabling the Union to 
communicate better with its students. 1 have organised a 
timetable so that Union office bearers can do regular lecture 
bashes. 
Semper: Why does so much funding go to 0-Week and not 
to other theme weeks, such as Anti-Racism Week for 
example? 
1) NO! 1 think the Union should employ 
more people with interesting hairstyles! 1! 
2) If I'm hung-over, fish'n chips! 
3) left reformist, democratic socialist 
'S RFPORT J^ IILI will - - flaron m meadows 
1) Shave it! A shaved head 
intimidates people! 
2) I'm on a diet. 
As promised, I am going to take you for a brief stroll through 
the machinations ofthe Union's finances and, in particular, 
how they are spent Although the amounts allotted to 
various areas and projects vary 
from year to year, there are quite 
a few constants. These are mostly 
overheads such as wages, 
insurance and replacement capital 
that are largely fixed and 
unavoidable. 1 might just add, 
while I am on the subject of 
wages, that your paid 
representatives, from Chris, Lisa 
and myself, down to the faculty 
officers receive an hourly rate of 
^9.62 an hour, fixed for the 
amount of hours mandated by 
the Union constitution. 
Therefore, all the work I do after 
40 hours is unpaid, and I can 
assure you that many officers 
clock up more than their fair 
share of unpaid overtime. 
3) The apathy of students is quite 
disheartening, painful and self-
centred. People forget the union 
movement fought, arid sometim^es 
died for the rights of students. If 
students don't start getting active 
again those rights will be (and 
already are being) taken away, 
(we let him go over 5 words 
'cause he's the one who pays us!) 
Sexuality, Student Parents and Women's Equal Opportunity 
Areas and Gatton Campus. Student and administration areas 
are fairly self-explanatory. These include areas for all other 
elected representatives from Goorie Berlmpa 
(the indigenous collective) to Education, 
Welfare and Student representation. The 
administration part represents al! the support 
staff the Union employs to run the day to 
day tasks we perform. Capital consists of new 
and replacement 'stuff' required for the 
operation of the Union. Examples of this 
include the money spent in recent years on 
redeveloping the Union complex (ie the 
building of such marvels as the Red Room) to 
a new chair for the Welfare Employment 
Resource Officer. 
OK, on to the exciting part how your Student Services 
Charge is divided up. Of the roughly ^140 you pay per 
Semper: How can you bring your politics to the job? 
Aaron: My role enables me to empower people to do 
things. I allocate ^^^ to areas that are politically 
sound, such as the women's and queer's budgets. I 
am involved outside the job with the Refugee Action 
Collective (RAC) and the Greens. I am very keen to 
see regional areas addressed this year...places such as 
Herston, Rockhampton and Ipswich campuses. 
The breakdown between these three areas for 
the last budget (First Quarter Supply 2002) 
ran something like this. Constitutional Areas 
were allocated 11.25%, student and 
administration got 77% and the remaining 
11.25% went on capital. So as you can see the 
majority of Union expenditure is spent on student support 
and representation. So I hope you are all still awake after 
that The Union is a big organisation that performs a vast 
array of services for you, the student. However, as a 
collective group, the Union is only as strong as its members, 
so please get involved. 
semester, 5% is taken by the University as an administrative 
fee. The remainder is split approximately 60/40 between the 
Union and UQ Sport. 
From there, the SSC money and other income such as the 
small profit from the trading areas and rental of premises are 
divided between three areas, constitutional allocations, 
student and administration and capital. Constitutional 
allocations are minimum figures guaranteed to Environment, 
Mature Age/Part Time/External, Postgraduate, Queer 
WELFARE OFFICER 
Greg never started his job here due to understandable 
personal reasons. However no-one has replaced him. 
Semper asked the President about it: 
Semper: Why has his posiiton not been filled? 
Chris: We can't find anyone. The welfare reso has been 
active, and we had material out during 0-Week and we 
ran welfare workshops. The constitution is very specific 
that we cannot sack someone until other requirements 
have been fulfilled, which admittedly is very annoying. 
Until then I am taking on welfare Issues myself. 
Semper has heard rumours that someone did offer to 
stand in, but was refused because they were from a 
different faction to that of the majority of the Union.... 
(these rumours have been denied by the Union) 
Semper is asking every office bearer three vital questions: 
1) is it time for Holly's ciredlocl<s to go? 
2) what do you spend your meal vouchers on? 
3) describe your political standing in 5 words or less 
If you have any questions you would like to ask your Union, let Semper 
know and we will put the answers in tlie next edition. 
Jason Maher, ENVIRONMENT QFFICFR 
Semper: How do you see yourself as being accountable to 
the collective? 
Jason: 1 guess in the fact that I can't do 
anything unless they tell me to do i t if it 
involves an expenditure of more than ^500, 
so that's automatic accountability, although 
there still are ways around that Cause of 
the nature of the collective structures, you 
can bring along all of your mates and stack 
it out and do what ever you want. 
Jason was directed by the collective to sign 
a check for ^4-00 for the Woomera bus, 
which left on the 27th March, at which 
point he had still failed to sign... 
S: Areyoua Young National? 
S: Seeing as you lean towards the right do you actually 
support unionism then? Why are you working for the 
Union? 
J: In general I tend not to. 
I do question whether its fair to 
charge students 1^ 300 a year. I just 
know from the people who've 
whinged to me, a large number of 
them don't care or see the union as 
a bunch of self-serving beaurocrats, 
just like our State and Federal 
Government! 
J: No I'm not. I've given thought to joining 
the Young Nationals, or maybe the Young 
Libs, or even the Christian Democratic party, but I haven't 
got around to it yet Of course I can't do them all, I can only 
do one. I've got the forms. 1 just haven't bothered to send 
them away. 
1) I could not care less to be 
honest. 
2) I used to go to the Red Room 
quite a bit but they won't let me 
in there now'cause I don't have 
any photo ID. I go to the -^efec 
sometimes when I'm desperate. 
The sandwich bar's OK, but the ' 
rest of their food's crap. 
3) Christian. 
S: Is that what you are? 
J: Pfffh. Am I a self-serving 
beaurocrat? I hope not. 
S: Under VSU (Voluntary Student 
Unionism) you wouldn't have a job. 
J: Well, ah, that could be argued. 
Environment Collective meets Mondays, ipm in the Union 
Bid. Come along to help with environmental campaigns. 
Lara Furst ACTIVITIES 
OFFICER 
Ipswich was my big fall-down 
during 0-Week, as I didn't go to 
their Market Day. I had problems 
to deal with at St Lucia, but 1 admit 
I should have been there. The 
Union should have more presence 
on our regional and rural 
campuses, and it was embarrassing 
that there were so many empty 
tables on the Union stalls there. 
1) No. I like the assortment of 
items you have ih your dredis! ' 
2) I only spend one or two a week. 
I'm not in it for t ha t I'd still be 
here if I wasn't getting paid. 
3) Developing leftie ideals 
dentistry school, and I went to 
Rockhampton last week to raise 
awareness about the Union and what 
facilities and support we provide. At 
Turbot Street they didn't elect an officer, 
so I made sure one was elected. 
Semper: Why's Activities Important? 
Semper: How do you see you can solve this problem? 
Lara: I've been going out to Turbot Street where we have a 
Lara: 1) to celebrate diversity, bring 
students together. So far I have planned 
BBQs, Jazznick's, Traffic, band comps, 
International Week (which will involve 
culturally diverse workshops, 
international food, dance, music and fun!). 
2) it adds balance to the Union's political role, and 
can involve all students 
Ezequiel Rebruj, 
INTERNATIONAL 
STUDENTS OFFICER 
Ezequiel: English as a Second 
Language (ESL) students used to get 
extra time in exams, and now they 
only get extra time in first semester. 
Many students are not aware of the 
change. I will be looking in to this and 
also the fact that the University Legal 
Service does not have information on 
immigration. 
Semper: What about ESOS? Under 
ESOS students who fail can be 
deported. It's also racist — it classifies 
students under different *risk' 
categories according to their 
nationalities. Are you going to run a 
campaign against it? 
Ezequiel: No, just inform students of 
the changes and rules. I'm not 
political...rm not interested in fighting 
it. 
1) No, it's a matter of personal 
taste. 
2) main refec, but it's not good 
or cheap. 
3) apolitical, pragmatic, rejects 
extreme views. 
0-week was a huge success for Clubs & 
Socs. Please come and see us if you are 
interested in starting up a club or just 
joining one (near the Red Room). 
Peter Fenton, CLUBS 8e 
SOCIETIES OFFICER 
1) Nah, they're cool. I wish I still 
had my long hair, but I sold ou t 
2) A blueberry muffin, an OJ and 
a choc milk. Everyday. 
3) George Orwellian. Can't tell 
the pigs from the men. 
Kieren McGovem, EDUCATION OFFICER 
Lecture bashes: o 
Upfront fees is the biggest long-term issue surrounding 
education. I'm setting up a working party within the Union 
so we can formulate strategies to fight i t and starting on 
Ml (May is t ) there will be thirteen days of 
action surrounding this issue. 
Semper: So what have you achieved so far? 
Kieren: It was incredibly inspiring working 
with the Computer Science and Electrical 
Engineering students to fight the swipecard 
charges (see President's report for detailed 
account). WE WON! We Stopped the 
Illegal charges! We had an amazing 
response: 680 students have signed the 
1) No. If you like 
'em, keep'em. Who 
cares what people 
say.\ Fuck'em I 
2 ) N & H pizza 
3) a minority 
petition and have also been giving feedback on other 
problems withlri the School. I'm also doing a pamphlet on 
ESOS, informing students of the rules. It is extremely racist 
and not in international student's best interests. If they fail 
they can be deported within 24 days. But I am not looking 
at running any kind of campaign, just 
informing students. 
Semper: How are women and queers affected 
by education cuts? 
Kieren: ummmmmmm. Single or working 
mothers are affected because cuts mean less 
options of courses and course times, and 
childcare also suffers. I actually just see it as a 
broad student issue. Other portfolios specialise 
in those issues. 
Edmee Leroy, 
STUDENT 
REPRESTENTATIVE 
OFFICER 
Lecture bashes: 5 
I organise the SUN (Student 
Union Newsletter), go to 
committees, help coordinate 
the faculty officers and keep 
them informed with what's 
going on in their areas. Out 
at Ipswich 1 am helping set 
up more clubs. I am working 
on the Upfront Fees 
campaign, and encourage the 
faculty officers to tell their 
students about I t 
1) No, I love them! 
2) I make my own 
sandwich. 
3) Capitalism rots the 
brain!!! 
Liz Ahern, WQMEN^S RIGHTS 
OFFICER 
Lecture bashes: 10 - 20 
We're having three theme weeks, looking 
at Reproductive Rights, Domestic Violence 
Prevention and Anti-Racism. Out at 
Ipswich we're getting a women's network 
started, and I am looking at the problem of 
childcare - they have none. There are also 
big racism problems. I have heard that 
Asian students sometimes can't get served 
in shops in the city. There isn't a strong 
community atmosphere, and it's 
very important to build on this 
and from there to build political 
awareness. I am also doing work 
out at Griffith. They have a 
really right-wing campus this 
year, and the Women's 
Department is spending their 
budget on beauty pageants and 
Cosmo magazines. We are 
getting a cross-campus Women's 
Action Collective going to fight 
this blatant sexism. 
Semper: How's the turnout been for 
events so far this year? 
Liz: Some have been good, but admittedly 
a few have been pretty poor. I guess that's 
my fault for not publicising things better. 
I've been really busy. 
Semper: Why's there a Women's Dept? 
Liz: I see it as for women both on AND off 
campus. We need to take an active stance 
in issues bigger than this University. Lots 
of people can't go to uni, in particular 
disadvantaged groups like women, queers 
and indigenous people. 
Semper: The Education Officer doesn't 
believe education cuts effect women more 
than the 'average' student 
Wha's your opinion? 
l l) no 
2) meat lasagne 
and a breadstick 
3) democratic 
socialist 
Liz: 1 in 4women are still 
paying off their HECS debt 
at the age of 65, as opposed 
to 1 in 25 men. Fees for 
degrees means that women, 
be they working class, 
indigenous or queer, are the 
first people to drop out of 
uni as they can't afford i t 
This is one ofthe most unrecognised forms 
of economic violence, but also one of the 
most important Its all about ^^ .^ With 
education cuts the traditionally patriarchal 
subjects, such as economics or business, 
stay, while women's studies and subjects 
more heavily populated by women are cut 
as they don't get the corporate 
sponsorship. 
Semper is asking every office bearer three vital questions: 
1) is it time for Holly's dredlocks to go? 
2) what do you spend your meal vouchers on? 
3) describe your political standing in 5 words or less 
if you haye any questions you would like to ask your Union^ let 
Semper know and we will put the answers In the next edition. 
Nicholas Brown, HERSTON OFFICER 
We're moving forward onto the final stage of fixing up the 
dustbowl; an area outside our refec. I'm quite pleased with 
our improved relations with St Lucia. The office bearers 
have been making an effort to come out here and 
communication has improved. Funding came through for 
rurally based medical students' facilities, which is great 
news. And Karen, who works in the office here is fantastic 
as ever! My goal is to strengthen relationships betv/een St 
Lucia and Herston. 
Semper: We hear rumours that the Med. Students Assoc. 
Jason McKay, IPSWICH OFFICER 
Semper: I hear you had problems during 0-Week? 
Jason: UQ Union booked a number of stalls for Ipswich 
Market Day, and we had to turn other people away due to 
lack of space. Yet several of the Union tables were empty • 
people just didn't bother turning up. We ran out of Big 
Gig tickets, we ran out of diaries. It was quite 
embarrassing. We have no infrastructure and a small 
budget which makes it hard even to get a good turnout 
for a social event Our Market Day had no activities; just 
stalls. Other than 0-Week, we ran self-defence v/orkshops 
for women, had an outdoor 
movie with a surprisingly 
good turnout and a political 
forum with our Federal 
Member for OxIey. I've been 
out to the College Of Tourism 
And Hospitality (COTAH) at 
Southbank. It seems this 
campus was virtually 
forgotten by the Union in 
previous years. 
1) Hell no. If you like 
'em, keep'em., 
2) Food. ' ' 
3) constantly evolving 
and seeking balance. 
Matt Kearney & Thomas Barsha, 
BIOLOGICAL AND 
CHEMICAL SCIENCES 
FACULTY OFFICERS 
They're rearranging the 2nd 
and 3rd year Science Program, 
and it isn't very user-friendly. 
We're trying to fix that up, as 
well as setting up a BACS 
website with faculty-related 
surveys and updated info. 
1) I like them, even 
though I'm a Young 
Liberal! 
2) Lipton iced tea. 
3) more money for 
mainstream students. 
Jameel Kaderbhai. TURBOT STREET 
OFFICER 
Jameel is only newly elected, 
but plans to start work 
imediatelyon creating a 
social area at Turbot St and 
improving education 
resources. 
1) keep them going. 
They're really phat! 
2) N/A 
3) It's Impossible in 5 
words! 
throws social functions 
with the Union's ^ ^^  and 
then turns around and 
tells the students the 
Union does nothing for 
them. 
Nick: Every event put 
on here will have the 
Union banner, to make 
it clear what the Union 
does and to stop that 
attitude. 
mssmstmm 
so have never seen them! 
2) I wish I got one. I don't 
get paid. But 1 do this job 
to improve our conditions, 
not to get paid. 
3) Right in the middle, 
independent 
Simon Ross, POSTGRADUATE OFFICER 
Semper: You booked a table for Ipswich Market Day and 
didn't turn up. 
Simon: Yes. 1 had a lot of things on, and there are not many 
postgrad students out there. I have been out to the JK 
Mining Research Centre though. I am starting up a resource 
library for postgrads, and we are employing a part-time 
Research Resource Officer. I am looking at issues effecting 
postgrads and at how the Union can better help. Another 
issue is PELS, or the Postgraduate Education Loans Scheme. 
It is often dubbed 'HECS for postgraduates'. Since its 
introduction last year, many people have taken advantage of 
the scheme, possibly without being aware of its broader 
implications. Unlike HECS, the student carries the full cost of 
their education. Whilst this fee is not upfront It is a 'user 
pays' style of education that should 
sound alarm bells for all students. 
Secondly and a little more scary is 
that the fees are set by the host 
institution and not the Government 
and currently there is no cap on 
what can be charged for 
postgraduate coursework. Despite its 
claims, the PELS debt is a barrier to 
some, and does not speak well for 
equitable access to education. 
3365 3568/040^ 487567 email; simonjr^chegue. ug. edu.au 
1) no. 
i2) Meals. Food. 
3) independent 
(small i!) leftie 
David Nixon 8c Serena Cheung, COLLEGES 
OFFICERS 
1) No. They're 
interesting. 
3) Practical, 
eccentric. Not a 
radical. 
After chasing them for several 
weeks Semper caught up with David 
at Council, where he complained 
that the College budget had been 
'wroughted': 
Semper: Maybe you'd get a better 
budget if you ran campaigns in the colleges to combat the 
gross racism, sexism and homophobia that breeds there. 
David: You don't see much of that I see college social 
functions as very important to my portfolio. 
Hmm. Semper quotes college song David has been reported 
as singing: "...the girls root around at Duchane, the women 
at Women's fuck women, at John's they jab every boy..." 
Samuel Walker & Bek Thomson. QUEER 
SEXUALITY OFFICERS 
Lecture bashes: 
Bek: 2 
Sam: Quite aware that is a problem... 
Semper: I hear there is a queer men's autonomous group 
operating on campus. Do you see this as sexist? 
Bek: Yes. Autonomous organising exists for oppressed 
groups to 'get away' from their oppressors. An 
autonomous men's group suggests women are 
systematically oppressing men. 
i ) Sam: Not at all. They are but a butterfly emerging 
from a cocoon. 
Bek: Definitely not! Those dred-nuggets have got 
history! At S&S they just had a shoelace in them, and 
pow they're full of stuff. Hell, I even put a skateboard 
In there!!! 
2) Sam: Far too much Pepsi Max! 
3) Bek: staunch hard-left activist 
Sam: Yes, but It has nothing to do with the queer collective. 
'Men only' collectives usually do become sexist I believe we 
should join together to fight homophobia. 
Semper: How's the turnout been to queer events this year? 
Sam: FAN-FRIGGING-TASTIC!!! We've had some of the 
best turnouts ever. Lots of new faces... and the best part is 
these aren't just social gatherings. People are recognising 
that homophobia is a structural oppression. Queer students 
coming together like this is a political movement in itself. 
Semper: What are your plans for fighting homophobia on 
campus? 
Bek: I've been out to Ipswich and am building a collective 
there. I've also had someone from Herston expressing 
interest in setting up a queer collective there. I'm running 
Queer Fish every Friday, iPM in meeting rooms i &2 in the 
Union Bldg. It's a political/social group for women who 
Identify as queer, lesbian, transgender, bl or just curious! 
Sam: We want to increase visibility of Queers and reach out 
to non-out students. There is a Queers in Violence Week 
planned for later on in the year which will look at youth 
suicide and domestic violence. 
Lorna Oliver, ARTS FACULTY OFFICER 
Lecture bashes: 5 
Currently we are facing 
course rationalisation in 
the Arts Faculty, meaning 
that the Powers-That-Be 
are trying to decrease the 
number of courses offered. 
However we have a lot of 
staff support and we will 
be presenting evidence 
against the rationalisation 
proposal at Committee on 
23rd April. Anyone 
wanting to get involved call me at the Union: 33772200 
1) No, I was thinking of 
getting them myself! 
2) The refec Is being 
quite creative: pumpkin 
and sweet potato 
sandwiches. 
3) community-oriented, 
sustainability/ 
environmental focus. 
Michael Fox & Makisa Hoana, BUSINESS. 
ECONOMICS AND LAW FACULTY OFFICERS 
We're setting up a legal research 
centre within the Union Legal Service, 
where students can do Independent 
research for credit. We've been out to 
Ipswich, and we're keeping an eye on 
the pending Commerce and Business 
merge, but there doesn't seem to be 
any problems with i t 
1) I think 
they're good! 
2) Red Room 
3) apolitical, ran 
with Young Libs 
SELVIN KWONG, 
SOCIAL AND 
BEHAVIOURAL 
SCIENCE FACULTY 
OFFICER 
1) Maybe you could just 
cut them shorter? 
2) Food. 1 only get one a 
week. 
3) Inclusive feminist for 
multiculturalism & 
sustainability 
Lecture bashes: 8 
The School of Education 
review is happening from 
29th July to 2nd August. 
This is an assessment of the utilisation of the school's 
organisational structure and resources to enhance 
performance. Students interested in having a say must 
contact the School of Review on internal PH 51321 before 
the 27th April, I'm also working on improving recycling 
practices within the union, and the parking problem. 
Christina Tellefsen & Justin McMahon, 
NATURAL RESOURCES, AGRICULTURE AND 
VETERINARY SCIENCE FACULTY OFFICERS 
Semper: What are the 
important issues this year? 
NRAVS; We will be educating 
students about upfront fees. 
We are undecided as to 
whether it would be good or 
bad for us. Vet Science has had 
so many funding cuts we had 
to sell all the animals. All the 
1) Yes. We're 
conservatives. 
2) Weonly get onea 
week between us, so 
we alternate. 
3) not political at all 
top dairy cattle...everything. 
We are now doing practical study out at Gatton. The only 
way we can get f^^ is through corporate funding. Perhaps 
upfront fees would get us more ^ ^^  and better resources. 
On the subject of Gatton, we were told that there would be 
free transport out there. We are yet to see it... We also 
want to see Careers Day happening this year. It is a good 
chance for this faculty to widen their horizons. 
...with Ahura Mazda 
QUASI-RELIGIOUS GROUPS G W BUSH 
WON'T BOMB 
The events of September 11 have opened the eyes of the world 
to the dangers of religious fundamentalism. The terrorist 
attacks brought to America the fear that people all over the 
world have to deal with on a daily basis. The response of the 
US Government to this has been to bomb the crap out of 
wherever it is they think Osama bin Laden is hiding. So far, it 
has been a win-win situation for everyone involved: the 
military-industrial complex is busy making bombs that will 
search out doorknobs thousands of miles away to hit, the US 
people now have a new nemesis (a decade after the fall of the 
Soviet Union) and George W. Bush can now call anybody who 
doesn't agree with him 'unAmerican'. With the war on Islamic 
terrorism concluding in Afghanistan, the hunt is on for new 
targets to continue the war. You may wonder why I've used the 
term 'Islamic terrorism'. Well, when you see the following list 
of pseudo-religious terrorist groups that won't receive any flying 
packages courtesy of the US military, you'll get my point. 
While the soldiers of the Taliban may not have uniforms, that 
doesn't mean that every other religious military organization is 
as shabbily dressed. The Salvation Army in Australia 
(http://www.salvos.org.au/) page is dedicated to the 
most prominent religious para-military organization in the 
CyberSects on the web http://cybersects.n3.net/ 
country. According to this site, they came from Britain to invade 
Australia in 1903. What was the Government of the time doing 
about it? For those who doubt the inclusion of the Salvos in this 
column, they might like to explain why they appear on the 
Religious Movements Page: Alphabetic Listing of Group Profiles 
(http://religiousmovements.lib.virgin1a.edu/prof1les/listalpha.ht 
m#s). Needless to say, if the Salvation Army was a Muslim group, 
London would have been bombed into a pile of gravel now. 
While Iran Is firmly placed on the list of countries the US would 
like to nuke, the only other country with a member of the 
clergy as Head of State is going all the way with 'Dubya'. 
Governor General of Australia (http://www.gg.gov.au) 
is the homepage of Reverend 'Doctor' Peter Hollingwortih. I hear 
the mullahs in Iran have honorary doctorates too. The Ku Klux 
Klan was a movement formed in the US, which uses pseudo-
religious justifications for the past and current persecution and 
mass-murder of minority groups. Sound familiar? While the 
number of sites claiming to be the 'official' homepage of the 
KKK Is large, The Yahool Directory of Ku Klux Klan websites 
(http://dir.yahoo.com/Society_and_Culture/Cultures_and_Grou 
ps/Wh1te_Pride_and_Racial1sm/Ku_Klux_Klan/) is an 
almost-complete listing of them. The One Nation 
homepage is missing. 
And finally on a more serious note, VIOLENCE AT US 
ABORTION CLINICS 
(http://vww.religioustolerance.org/abo_viol.htm) lists 
the heinous acts of some real terrorists - militant pro-
lifers who bomb abortion clinics. Thanks to these 
terrorists, it is now close to Impossible for doctors in 
the US to provide abortions to women require them. If 
the US government must be waging war on 
anybody, it should be them. 
PUBLISH 
WITH QUT 
PUBLICATIONS 
l> 
«**• 
Specialist digital printers of: 
• biographies 
• autobiographies 
• family, school and church histories 
• special-interest books 
• conference proceedings 
• other low-run books 
Free advice and resource kit 
Design and editing available 
QUT Queensland University 
of Technology 
FOR IVIORE INFORMATION CONTACT 
QUT Publications, phone 3864 3141, 
email publications@qut.com, 
web www.selfpublish.qut.com 
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plug it! 
Australia Pacific 
Greenpeace is an independent campaigning 
organisation that uses non-violent creative 
confrontation to expose global environmental 
problems and to force solutions which are 
essential to a green and peaceful future. 
We work on these main campaigns: Saving 
the forests and oceans, ending the nuclear 
threat, stopping climate change and 
eliminating toxics. 
If you would like to join the Brisbane 
Greenpeace local group and become actively 
involved, please contact Noia Ph. 0421 045 
541 or email: gpnewbles@hotmail.com 
Attention Student Parents 
The Student Parents Group exists at UQ to provide a 
supportive environment for students with parenting 
responsibilities. 
Meet and chat with other student parents in your UQ Union 
Family Room. 
Tuesdays 
10-11 
UQ Union Family Room 
UQ Union Complex (Carpark level, next to screenprinting) 
For further information contact Renae Gibson at 
336169@student.uq.edu. au 
World Peace Is In 
Your Hands 
Swomlji Australian Tour 2002 
Public Talk and Meditation Workshop 
April 11, Thursday 6.30pm 
Yoga In Dally Life Centre 
46 Doggett St Fortitude Valley 
$35/$30 cone 
with Vegetarian meal 
07 3252 2550 
www.8WBmljl.co9n.au 
ecobug 
ECOBUG is UQ's organic food buying collective. Run by 
students, not-for-profit, we operate weekly by collaborating 
individual orders for fresh organic produce, making it cheaper 
and more accessible for the community. Supporting organic 
farming practices is just one step towards creating a more 
environmentally connected society. And through individual 
actions and life choices we can all start to make a difference. 
ECOBUG operates weekly. Order on Mondays, pick-up and 
pay on Tuesdays. Further details can be seen at our room 
(under the main refect, between The Red Room and,Schonell 
Theatre), on the notice board upstairs of the Union building, or 
by contacting Vaun at <frisby_d@hotmail.coni> 
or phone 3846 6697. 
As part of the 13th Annual 
Brisbane Pride Festival 
UQU Queer Collective 
presents 
'EXPRESSION' 
an exhibition of queer art. 
Currently, we are calling 
for expressions of interest 
and submissions, please 
contact Kris on 3377 2214 
or email 
expre5sionart@yahoo.com 
CITRUS WITCHES. Brisbane's 
lesbian theatre group. Is gearing up for its 
2002 production, "The Amazon All-stars", 
a musical about a lesbian softball team, to 
be performed in October this year. 
The group Is calling for women who are 
Interested in being involved In the 
production in any way, whether on stage 
or behind the scenes. 
There will be a meeting on Wednesday, 
10th April In the courtyard behind 
Dorothy's Place 
15A Gladstone Road, Highgate Hill at 
7pm. All interested women are invited to 
attend. For enquiries contact Maxene on 
0142 072 892, or email 
maxene@dorothy'splace.com 
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fightclub*laptopia*phonetics*fufijon*heavyboogie*rewind*voyeur*cheeseboard*cbc*prime 
Semper floreat. 
NOT FOR DISPLAY 
ne 
« • M' 
equivocal 
unclear 
ambiguous 
vague 
obscure 
nebulous 
esoteric 
cryptic 
puzzling 
mystifying 
quixotic 
visionary 
Utopian 
activist 
romanticist 
dreamer 
idealist 
imaginary 
perfect 
check local gig guide & 4zzzfor gig lislings 
valid sun-thur only $3 basic bevy's with your uq student i.d. Each bevy must have it's own i.d. 
free entry 
ric's bar 321 brunswick st fortitude valley 3854 1772 
